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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a comparative study of ways in which women writers from
Latina, Middle-Eastern and Native American backgrounds narrate their identities as a
function of the different locations they inhabit, and the manner in which these places
inform their subject positions and their everyday lives. Some of the key questions
explored concern how these writers deploy spatial stories as a tactic to construct textual
spaces within which their identities may be expressed, especially since they are often
faced, as immigrants or members of diasporic or ethnic populations, with negotiating the
contradictory expectations of multiple locations and cultures; it asks what is at stake in
constructing particular narrative spaces of identity within categories such as immigrant,
exile, migrant, or hyphenated American. The dissertation argues that because people
revise their stories throughout their lives, narration can be considered a spatial tactic as
well. The act of telling and retelling creates a place within which the narrator constructs
an identity; therefore, the narration itself becomes a metaphorical, mobile meta-place that
allows people to construct and reconstruct multiple selves subject to constant flux. These
narrative meta-places can serve as framing devices for the different selves people are
creating at any given time.
Each chapter analyzes specific terms and their various related discourses in
conjunction with concrete and metaphorical places and spaces used in representing
identity in particular ways. Chapter One considers spaces of expression, in which an
individual’s use of more than one kind of language or discourse confers upon her the
ability to narrate her subjectivity and claim her right to self-representation instead of
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accepting subject positions historically created by others. Chapter Two examines
gendered spaces such as the harem, a construction both real and imaginary; it extends the
harem as a trope that helps us understand gendered spaces as a vehicle through which
women can exercise agency and articulate their multiple subjectivities. Chapter Three
focuses on the deployment of labels such as immigrant, exile, or diasporic to construct a
specific identity and examines recursive patterns of movement that seem an important
process in articulating fluid identities across borders.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Narrative and Identity
Postmodern theories of identities begin with an assertion of the mythic status of
the post-Enlightenment ideal of a unified single subject; these theories argue that
although we often tend to think of ourselves and others as having certain essences or
fixed attributes, identity is a process, the ongoing negotiations of the discourses
intertwined with our class, gender, and ethnicity, among other possible identity
categories. These discourses are not always external; our identity constructions require us
to participate in their narration, although we do not necessarily consider our actions in
this light. Michael Bamberg points out that “identities can be differentiated and claimed
according to varying socio-cultural categories, e.g., gender, age, race, occupation, gangs,
socio-economic status, ethnicity, class, nation states, or regional territory” and that
“narrating, as a speech activity that makes claims vis-à-vis the who-am-I question,
requires the ordering of characters in space and time; and thus it has been argued to be a
privileged genre for identity constructions” (4-5). Because people tell stories about their
own identities and those of other people and groups, narration is central to identity
construction, and this process continues throughout our lives, rendering our identities
fluid and evolving, especially since our stories often change with every telling. In an
essay entitled “Argument as Emergence, Rhetoric as Love,” Jim W. Corder characterizes
us all as story-tellers who “make the fictions that are our lives” and claims that this “is
what we do and are, even if we think we are doing and being something else” (17).
Corder writes:
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Each of us is a narrative. A good part of the time we can live comfortably
adjacent to or across the way from other narratives. Our narratives can be
congruent with other narratives, or untouched by other narratives. But sometimes
another narrative impinges upon ours, or thunders around and down into our
narratives. We can’t build this other into our narratives without harm to the tales
we have been telling (18).
As Corder points out here, we can encounter difficulties in this act of narrating ourselves
that sometimes arise from conflicts between our own versions of the world and those we
find in the stories of other people, and these encounters have the potential to change first
our narratives, and consequently, our identities. Although we all narrate, or tell, stories
about our lives and experiences, which help define us to ourselves and to others, it is also
important to remember that stories and narration are not easily slotted into categories of
fiction and nonfiction. Boundaries of any sort can be permeable, and as any scholar or
ardent reader of literature realizes, sometimes fiction is the most “real” story available,
and memoir or nonfiction inevitably incorporate some aspect of invention, especially
when we consider the effects of nostalgia and memory on what we think we know or
remember. We can rarely remember with exactitude a sequence of events or a
conversation, so we sketch in an invented scenario that follows along the lines of the
larger picture that we recall, and this activity often differs from fictionalizing only in
scale. When we look back on lost places and times, we can color them with nostalgia that
represents our feelings of loss in our present, which also has the potential to blur the
boundaries between what happened and what we remember.
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Almost always, these stories that we construct to explain who we are include the
places in which we live, work, and play, or the places we inhabited in our pasts. The
word “place” itself is a significant term when we consider identity construction. Human
geographers have long made the argument that we need to think about the important
distinctions between the terms space and place, asserting that “space is a more abstract
concept than place. When we speak of space we tend to think of outer-space or the
spaces of geometry. Spaces have areas and volume” (Cresswell 8). Because space has
this abstract connotation, one way it has historically been used, as Mary Pat Brady points
out, has been to justify processes of colonization and imperialism and construct stories
that categorized and identified the people who inhabited the American Southwest in
specific ways that encouraged annexation of the region. Brady analyzes how U.S.
“government surveyors, ethnographers, journalists, mining engineers, cavalrymen, and
others . . . initiated capitalism’s work of rationalizing (normalizing and abstracting)
space, making it available for measuring, assessing, selling” (20) in a narrative project
that “was central to the imperial project of creating” (21) the state of Arizona. Brady
points out that “in these accounts, the Mexicanos who mapped the region and developed
the roads, mines, and ranches are rendered intellectually impotent, hopeless failures beset
by an inept central government, a faulty gene pool, and a hostile, superior set of Apache
warriors” (21). In contrast to space, place is a term that indicates a location that has
meaning because it is imbued with lived experiences and stories. As Cresswell explains,
“space, then, has been seen in distinction to place as a realm without meaning – as a ‘fact
of life’ which, like time, produces the basic coordinates for human life. When humans
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invest meaning in a portion of space and then become attached to it in some way, . . . it
becomes a place” (10). Brady’s work illustrates the processes of place making in her
analysis of how
Mexicanos also wrote, remembered, and celebrated. Refusing the cloud of
characterization that first relied on them to do the labor of producing the Arizona
landscape, then erased them from that landscape or portrayed them as sleeping
statues, they accounted for their labor, remembered their prior claims to the
region, refused the notion of their disappearance or failure, noted and celebrated
the achievements of their labor, and defied the conflation of themselves with the
land that demanded so much patience and acumen from them (25).
Brady goes on to show how recent Chicana authors have challenged the abstraction of
space and identities with their own narrations of border-crossings and spatiality. In this
project, I attempt to keep to a distinction between the terms “place” and “space,” but
there is doubtless some slippage in my usage. My main focus has been to think of places
as those spaces about which we tell stories to identify ourselves and others; for my
purposes, place is a smaller, more personal concept that can fit within a larger notion of
space as a more commodious categorization, and both play into identity construction.
We can narrate our identities and the identities of others verbally or through any
genre of writing, but places are one common denominator that helps us anchor those
narrations. The places we describe as part of our identity encompass the entire spectrum
of scale, from intimate and private to impersonal and public. We might describe our
room, our family home, our block, our neighborhood, our city, our state, and our country,
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and all of these locations help identify who we are and how we became this way.
However, we are not the same people in every place we inhabit. The person we are at
home with family may differ significantly from who we are at work, and who we are with
our friends. Therefore, these places allow us to be different people, or at least to inhabit
different facets of our identities. In this way, we can tell stories about who we are that
rely on where and when we are (or were) there, and that telling can change according to
our audience and the time and stage of life in which we are existing to tell the story. In
this manner, the stories we tell to define ourselves are flexible, contextual, and often
strategically deployed to present whatever version of ourselves is necessary or desirable
at a given time or for a given situation. For example, we might relate a story of our
childhood home and family life that glosses over difficulties that are too personal to share
with a certain audience, or tell stories that help us emphasize our roles as professional
selves rather than stressing our personal lives. In order to construct those versions of
ourselves, we build upon the physicality of those home or work spaces, creating in
addition the textual places within which we can invent and reinvent ourselves. Because
we carry the stories of ourselves with us throughout our lives, we can also examine
narration as a spatial tactic as well. If we consider the act of narration itself the creation
of a place within which the narrator constructs an identity, the narration itself becomes a
metaphorical, mobile meta-place that allows us to construct and reconstruct our identities,
but this is rarely, if ever, a fixed or permanent identity. In narrating our identities around
different times and places, we construct multiple selves subject to constant flux. These
narrative meta-places move with us and shape us throughout our lives as we shape them
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to suit our needs; they can serve as framing devices for the different selves we are
creating at any given time. Because places are so central to our conceptions of ourselves
and others, I have chosen for the purposes of this project three categories of places, out of
a multitude of possibilities, within which to examine identity construction: gendered
places that have both a concrete geographical location as well as a metaphorical
dimension; larger spaces of expression that can be deployed using particular language
strategies to construct smaller places of identification; and narrative places of
identification as exile or immigrant or member of a diaspora, in which people move
between classifications that have varying implications for how they define themselves
and encounter the discourses related to belonging to a particular categories of
displacement.
As complex as the process of identity construction is for everyone, it is significant
in particular ways for the displaced: people whose connections to specific places have
been lost or given up for reasons as widely varied as immigration or regional conflicts, all
of which create an interruption to or rupture in their sense of self. Their unquestioned
place-identities (formed, sometimes unquestioningly out of a history of family habitation,
or cultural ties, or personal communities and interactions) are suddenly revealed to be
constructs instead of seemingly natural states of being, and this feeling of dislocation can
be immensely disorienting or difficult for many people. Immigrants to the U.S., for
instance, take part in the country’s history and the national narrative of relocation as a
path to re-invention, but their stories become complicated even further when they are
intertwined with those of the existing population. As Corder points out, people don’t just
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tell stories about themselves: they tell stories about others as well, creating textual places
about and around the spatial narratives of others, and those stories can become part of
how identity is interpreted for a whole group. In this way, we all use language as a device
to fuse real and imagined into a messy, incoherent narrative of identity, often leading to
very material conditions affecting how people live, work, and interact.
Michel de Certeau presents the idea of strategies vs. tactics, a spatially-oriented
theory that argues that those people and groups in a position of power have defined
places from which to consolidate their influence and can rely on specific strategies to
maintain their position, while those individuals or groups who are oppressed instead must
use tactics, which are impermanent and in flux, which are dependent upon context and
may not lead to a lasting place of power but which instead allow for some temporary
empowerment. The fact that the oppressed cannot rely on a fixed place and strategies
means that they are inventive, flexible, and perhaps momentarily powerful in their
resistance to the fixed. Especially for members of immigrant and diasporic groups, and
even more so for female members of these groups, who experience a doubled kind of
othering, the use of narration as a place within which to construct identities may be
situated as a tactic because it is often a response to hegemonic constructions and because
these places and identities change and can be seen as contingent upon needs and desires
which fluctuate throughout their lives. Their narrations individualize their spaces and
convert them into places instead: they recount the memories, everyday moments and
details that distinguish them from others as a way of establishing their individuality and
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subjectivity, often working against hegemonic constructions of their cultural or ethnic
group that has historically represented them from outside.
In this project, I am interested in exploring how women who can be classified as
belonging to various ethnic, immigrant and diasporic groups use the spaces of narration
to represent the places they inhabit and the ways in which these places inform their
identities and their lives. How do they deploy narratives as a tactic to construct textual
spaces within which their negotiated identities may be expressed? Given that the places
involved in narrative identity-making are often those of the everyday, how do immigrants
negotiate the contradictory narratives of this country as well as those they bring with
them? How do they narrate themselves specifically within certain different actual and
metaphorical places, and how do these places affect their identities or vice versa? How
might these identities change from place to place, how do they compare to the identities
of others in similar places, and what is at stake in constructing particular narrative spaces
of identity? How do the stories of immigrants reflect a reinforcement of or challenge to
conceptions of American identity?
American Identity and Place
The earliest record of American history is a palimpsest of violent encounters of
conquest and dislocation glossed over by narratives of assimilation and collaboration, in
which the conquered supposedly become, in time, reconciled to their cultural and
political erasure; that this narrative of reconciliation is a fiction, however, is made
abundantly clear in the stories told by those conquered or displaced rather than the
narrative of the conquerors. Immigrants and slaves from the earliest days of colonization
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used narrative and storytelling, in both verbal and written forms, to construct their own
spaces of identity; sometimes these were tactical devices of survival against the textual
strategies of assimilationists, as Brady’s work on the spatial resistances in Chicana
literature emphasizes, and other times they reinforced hegemonic desires for the erasure
of differences in order to create a unified national identity. However, from the positive
depictions of colonial struggles and pioneer expansions to the negative perspectives of
colonialism and slavery, a large number of the stories of what it means to be an American
assume some concept of movement, articulating it as one function of identity-making.
These stories include the history of the Puritans who fled England and whose violent
encounters with native Indian tribes are glossed over in the “first Thanksgiving”
narrative, as well as the accounts of pioneers in covered wagons whose depiction in
movies and adventure tales stresses clashes with native Americans and Mexicans in a
struggle to help America achieve its expansionist destiny, but the very concept of
movement resists simplification, embracing as it does concepts of dislocation and
relocation, voluntary and forced exile, economic migration, diaspora, refuge and asylum.
The notion of originary articulations is inextricably linked to our national identity as well
as our individual ones.
Conceptions of the immigrant as a founding trope of the U.S. narrative have often
been used to stress transformative accounts of before and after, constructing an
unquestioned binary of past and future, of putting one’s back toward the old country and
face toward the new to become American. However, the classic assimilationist narrative
is being reworked and challenged and changed in this age of globalization, with the
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mobility of both capital and labor. Not only are immigrants and immigration different in
the 21st century, but there are so many other kinds of movement to be theorized in terms
of identity that “immigrant” has become just one of a host of labels used to define the
people arriving and leaving countries all over the globe, along with their labor and their
capital. Other terms and reasons for moving include displacement, asylum or exile as a
result of war and other conflicts or natural disasters, migration in the service of seasonal
labor, emigration for economic advancement or personal life changes, or even frequent
moves by military or foreign service personnel and their families. Furthermore, people
who are categorized in one way, by themselves or others, often find that the label changes
as their lives change, so the individualistic approach of exile may segue into a collective
identification of diaspora, or temporary sojourners may become permanent residents. As
identities change, so do labels and the accompanying narratives.
In the texts examined in this project, however, the writers grapple with the
question of what is lost and what is gained in the transactions of movement. Geographers
and other cultural theorists remind us that “space depends crucially on the notion of
articulation” and is “never outside of the cultural social milieu that is language” (Massey
qtd. in Brady 4) and that the “processes of producing space . . . have an enormous effect
on subject formation” (Brady 8). As indicated above, places are those spaces about
which we tell stories, where social structures and interactions define one place as
different from another. We produce places through the stories we tell, and as a result,
those who come from different places, or whose families did so, can identify themselves
as different in part because of where they come from, where they are and where they are
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going. In this way, some diasporic storytellers resist the homogenizing effects of
assimiliation into the dominant culture as a strategy for pushing back against the loss of
what they perceive as their unique qualities. Each of the texts I am analyzing in this
project posits some kind of critique of identity as it is represented by others; the use of
place may not be unique to multicultural writers, but in each of these works place is one
central narrative trope around which hegemonic constructions of identity can be
challenged and complicated. In separate chapters, each of which focuses on a different
kind of actual or metaphorical category of spaces (gendered, expressive, exilic vs.
immigrant or diasporic), I examine how this phenomenon becomes a part of ethnic,
immigrant or diasporic identity in fiction and memoir and poetry. The stories and
experiences of the authors examined here can shed light on the complexity of modern
immigration in a way that enriches our understanding of ethnic American literature.
Within the context of the changing story of American identity and immigration in the
light of globalization and transnationalism, place becomes a locus upon or around which
authors can claim or reassert their own voices in constructing an idea of who they are and
of how differently they can be represented and seen, perhaps as Americans or perhaps as
something different.
Terms and Limitations
One of the most influential early books on national identity was Benedict
Anderson’s Imagined Communities, in which he argued that a nation should be defined as
“an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently limited and
sovereign” (6). Members of immigrant groups or those categorized as belonging to
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various diasporas may never know each other on an individual level, but their shared
ancestry or other attachment to some specific nation or region often leads them to identify
with a larger national or ethnic group, especially when faced with forging an identity as
an outsider in terms of a new imagined community such as the United States. As touched
on earlier, the idea of national identity in the United States is complicated by its
problematic history with immigration and colonialism, both of which introduced
questions of how membership in the imagined community of the U.S. is to be derived.
This debate is as old as the country, but the rhetoric of belonging and exclusion is as
active in the 21st century as it was in the 18th, or even earlier. An ethnic group is a subset
for some and a primary category of identity for another; as census forms show, some
Americans of mixed ancestry consciously choose one of their parent’s ethnicity over
another, while others refuse to be categorized into a single group. Beyond selfidentification alone, perceived racial boundaries have long been a determining factor not
just of national belonging but of membership in the human race, and one’s reasons for
arriving or staying in the U.S. figure prominently in debates of who “belongs” and who
does not, of who is American and who is not/Other. As with every discourse, labels both
reflect and shape meaning and experiences, as when pejorative terms are resignified in a
move toward empowerment and self-identification. The labels and terminology used in
these contentious discussions1 are key to understanding the stakes and defining ideals. At
the same time, examining the histories and implications of key terms helps also to clarify
1

A few of the terms to be examined for their contributions to identity formation and hence their importance
in narratives of belonging and privilege are: Asylee and Asylum; Refugee; Emigree, Emigrant and Exile;
Immigrant and Migrant; Expatriate; Nomad; Diaspora or Diasporic; and perhaps the widest or most general
term, Displacement.
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how they also may allow for the misleading, limiting and oppressive categorization of
individuals and groups.
Whether we are speaking of people or of literature, terminology must be analyzed
because no term is innocent of connotation. To speak of an individual as American is a
different claim than to identify that same person as Asian- or African- or Latino- or
Native- American. Some people reject the hyphenated identity because it metaphorically
ghettoizes the designee as other than American, while others embrace the opportunity to
celebrate a diverse background and range of influences. Similarly, if we identify a body
of literature with a qualifier of sorts, we are making one of several moves, whether to
privilege the difference of this corpus in some way, or to disavow its status as part of the
canon, or any of a range of responses between these two extremes. Pre-qualifiers such as
“ethnic” or “multiethnic” or “American ethnic,” when stitched onto the word “literature,”
frequently impose an assumption of existing outside or beyond the norm of literature, and
this assumption can be simultaneously limiting and empowering in many different ways.
In this work, I use the terms ethnic, multiethnic or American ethnic as a necessary way of
delineating a body of work to be studied, but what is important in thinking through the
usage of such terms is to remember to what end they are being employed, and remain
critically engaged with the questions of power inherent in belonging to or being excluded
from a particular group (large/small, hegemonic/contestatory, dominant/subordinate).
Deleuze and Guattari, for example, define “minor literature” as being inherently political
and expressing a “collective” voice. They write that a minor literature is “that which a
minority constructs within a majority language” (16) and argue that “It is literature that
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produces an active solidarity in spite of skepticism; and if the writer is in the margins or
completely outside his or her fragile community, this situation allows the writer all the
more possibility to express another possible community and to forge the means for
another consciousness and another sensibility” (17). Many critics and authors examined
in this work take a similar position, arguing that the literature of various non-Anglo/nonWestern groups is an important route to creating an alternate sense of self and
community; my emphasis is on examining how people tell their own stories and narrate
their own identities against outside representations, in the process reclaiming history and
the power to represent alternative viewpoints and worldviews. In this project, I use the
terms multiethnic, immigrant and diasporic to describe the literature being studied: the
first because although it is so general as to sometimes lose all differentiation, it does
allow me to distinguish works with a specific voice or approach to identity that is not
reflective of Anglo American experience alone; the second because it resonates with the
history of U.S. identity so strongly and should therefore be subject to close scrutiny and
examination in terms of changing global conditions of displacement; and the third
because it encompasses multiple kinds of dislocation and relocation with, it seems to me,
slightly more neutrality about the reasons for such movements. In defining and deploying
many of the key terms, I rely in part on Caren Kaplan’s Questions of Travel, which
explores terms such as diaspora, displacement, exile, home, immigrant, migrant, refugee,
travel and tourism, and their implications in histories of imperialism and colonialism, and
analyzes how different kind of travel and travelers have traditionally been privileged or
disenfranchised. In studying multiethnic literature and memoir and identities, an
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examination of how terms (such as immigrant versus exile versus migrant) are deployed,
often in order to construct a specific kind of identity, helps provide a way of talking about
gender and class, both of which factor into the identities and texts under review.
Other significant terms to consider when analyzing identity construction in a
multiethnic or diasporic context are border, exile, and diaspora.2 Dean Franco argues for
the utility of examining diaspora and border as related terms, asserting that “not only are
ethnic Americans subject to a diasporic reading, but America at large is the site of
diaspora, all the more so when we consider that the border – the nation's outer limits and
contact zone with its ‘outsiders’ – is diasporically displaced into American cultural
centers, including Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles” (121). We cannot simply
regard borders as geographic constructs, either, as Franco reminds us; he analyzes the
story “Cariboo Café” by Helena Maria Viramontes and concludes that it “helps us see
that the border is as much a physical place as psychic reality for the dominant U.S.
majority, popularly perceived as a bulwark that needs to be guarded at all costs” (127).
The border, as a line marking inclusion and exclusion, is as much a part of our national
consciousness as the figure of the hopeful immigrant or doughty pioneer. When I refer to
borders, I am invoking not just the lines on a map that are used as justification for
government policies, but also the complicated relationships that result from identification
with multiple places and identity categories. Similarly, the term exile can refer to a
physical state of being as well as a state of mind, and is often politically charged, as
Ambrosio Fornet points out; he argues that “the category of ‘exile,’ given its political
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A more detailed discussion of these terms is found in Chapter 3.
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connotations, may no longer be all that useful for characterizing the work of the Cuban
diaspora” (97) which is less preoccupied with the aftermath of the Cuban Revolution and
more with life in the United States and elsewhere. Fornet considers diaspora a more
politically neutral term, writing that “diaspora is a ‘natural’ phenomenon, the simple
consequence of injustice on a planetary scale, a law of gravity in reverse that makes the
underdogs, with no other recourse than to trust their luck, desperately seek a way of
falling upward. This constant migratory flow poses problems related to national and
cultural identity” (92). In Chapter 3, I examine these terms more closely, but my usage of
diaspora echoes Fornet’s; it seems to me a more inclusive, umbrella term under which I
can examine multiple displacements, whereas I tend to critique exile when it is apparently
deployed in the modernist sense of the solitary, alienated artist whose vision is often
believed to be privileged because of the exclusion of the artist from his or her original
home or cultural milieu.
Two other key terms to be contextualized are “Middle Eastern” or “Near
Eastern.” These are unwieldy at best, adding a third layer to the typically-hyphenated
moniker for one who is identified as an ethnic American; nevertheless, I will use them in
this project as comprehensive terms to indicate people whose ancestry stems from what is
sometimes called the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region. While this
geographic designation is in itself contested (“middle” and “East” were presumably used
to define this area in relation to the geographic position of the colonial and imperial
“West” and may therefore be critiqued as reducing large areas of the world only to their
position in relation to Western Europe and America), its ubiquity works in favor of
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clarity until a more appropriate term is developed. The Middle-Eastern writers with
whom I deal in this project are Arab-American, a designation that may itself be broken
down by country, and Iranian-American. Many Americans are unaware of the
complexities of Middle Eastern identity, thinking that anyone from the MENA region is
Arab, and classifying all Middle Easterners as part of a monolithic Muslim group.
However, Iranians (or Persians – yet another shade of differentiation and identity-making
that will be discussed further in Chapter Three), Turks, Armenians and a large number of
other groups are neither ethnically nor culturally nor linguistically Arab, and religious
diversity is an important factor in all the MENA region nations. To add yet more
complications, even among so-called Arab nations, there are cultural and historical
distinctions to be made between Syrians and Egyptians, Palestinians and Jordanians,
Saudis and Yemenis, to name only a few nationalities, including the types of Islam and
Christianity dominant in these areas. The identity of Arab itself is sometimes less
important than nation-based identifications, and other times it is used for regional
alliances and strategic political claims. The scope of this project does not allow for a
thorough explanation of the complexities inherent in the use of all the relevant terms, so I
have chosen to use the broad category label of Middle Eastern and the more narrow ones
of Iranian-American and Arab-American, with the caveat that the analysis of certain texts
may require these terms to be more clearly defined as the context of each discussion
warrants.
Another way that I have limited the scope of the project is to include only works
by women writers. This is in part due to the increasingly gendered dimensions of
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immigrant identity. The classic picture of an immigrant is a young male, usually
Mexican or maybe Asian. However, data show that the face of immigration is
increasingly female and older.3 There have also been many novels and memoirs
published in the last few decades by women belonging to various ethnic and cultural
groups, providing me with a rich variety of stories to compare and contrast. Much of the
identity construction that I examine takes place in the works of male writers as well, but
my focus on female-authored works also allows me to specifically examine femalegendered spaces, which are often a significant factor in identity narrations, and to
compare how gendered identities may be compared and contrasted across national and
ethnic categories. In the U.S. and its history of feminist and multiethnic literature and
criticism, ethnic literature is generally defined as African-American, Asian-American,
Latina/o-American and Native-American. Writers and theorists such as bell hooks, Alice
Walker, Maxine Hong Kingston, Lisa Lowe, Sandra Cisneros, Gloria Anzaldúa, Louise
Erdrich and Paula Gunn Allen (among many, many others) have long explored the
complexities of identity in a U.S. context, focusing on concepts such as borders,
liminality, hybridity, and indigenous knowledges. Many of the theories used to explore
the nature of ethnic identity, including the impacts of globalization, arose out of the
discourses of feminism, civil rights and the Chicano Studies movements, as well as being
informed by continental European philosophical and critical theory.
However, the body of multiethnic literature and theory has been enriched in
recent years by writers and theorists of Middle Eastern origins (Edward Said, of course,
3

Data on immigration to the U.S. since 1990 clearly show a larger number of female immigrants than male.
(http://www.patbrowninstitute.org/documents/publications/Immigration-sep13-2006.pdf)
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being a pioneer in this regard), and the memoirs and fiction of Middle Eastern writers is
being published at a time when the MENA region is increasingly part of the awareness of
the American reading public. Because of this growing body of work, it is important that
we avoid collapsing the experiences of these texts and writers into a larger multiethnic
canon without careful attention to historical and cultural specificities. It is worth asking
whether we can use concepts of borderlands and hybridity to analyze the identities and
narratives of Middle Eastern Americans or whether we need a new way of theorizing
their experiences. To paraphrase Said, how much do theories indeed travel? It is my
assertion that we can fruitfully place Middle Eastern texts in conversation with other
ethnic American texts in order to continue to explore so-called American identity, to
destabilize the master narrative of U.S. nationalism, and to intervene in mythologized
notions of American identity and the story of immigration. Many Middle Eastern
Americans have suffered the consequences of colonization, from the loss of geographic
territory to the attempted erasures of cultural identities, and (from first generation to
third) no longer have a home to which they can return; the histories differ, but the results
on their identities and lives are in many ways similar to the experiences of other ethnic
Americans.
The work of Mary Pat Brady in Extinct Lands, Temporal Geographies on how
Latina writers rewrite spatial narratives can be applied as well to Middle Eastern women
writers, existing as they do in a representational ghetto. They are often defined by
dominant discourses as being relegated to a space of isolation and oppression, spaces out
of which they then may need to write themselves. However, the reality is very different
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and complex. Many of the Middle Eastern writers in this project are claiming in their
work their own subjectivities in ways that are both similar to and different from the work
of Asian, African and Native Americans as well as Latinas. As Chandra Mohanty
pointed out some time ago, even Western feminists often characterize Middle Eastern
women as a homogenously oppressed group, while in a 2002 article in American
Anthropologist, Lila Abu-Lughod asked the question, “Do Muslim Women Really Need
Saving?” Abu-Lughod pointed out that much of the discourse about Afghani women and
their rights has focused on their attire as a marker of oppression, but that we must “take
care not to reduce the diverse situations and attitudes of millions of Muslim women to a
single item of clothing” (786). Many Middle Eastern women writers engage explicitly
with this flawed and limiting representation of their supposed oppression by exploring
how the gendered domestic arena sometimes allows for the exercise of agency, similar to
the ways in which Michel de Certeau examines the everyday as a space where subject
and context intertwine. Everyday life is at the heart of stories and characters that engage
us, and yet often the everyday is overlooked; it passes under the radar, especially where
women’s lives are concerned, whether they are Arab American, Latina or Caucasian.
However, as Saba Mahmood points out, we must also be nuanced in our conceptions of
agency, as its definition should be influenced by specific cultural and social contexts.
Mahmood’s work among women in Egypt who gathered in the mosques to discuss the
practices of piety in their everyday lives revealed to her the problems of defining agency
solely within a Western critical framework, which has typically defined agency in terms
of a “binary model of enacting and subverting norms” (29). In this view, women who are
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perceived as oppressed, as Muslim women frequently are considered to be, can only
achieve empowerment and agency by resisting cultural norms that identify them as less
valuable or influential in the familial, religious, social, economic and political hierarchies
than men. However, Mahmood urges us to look beyond this one-sided definition of
agency; instead, she emphasizes that there is no single, universal notion of agency that
applies to all people and cultures across time. What she argues in place of this monolithic
viewpoint is that “the concept of agency should be delinked from the goals of
progressive polices, a tethering that has often led to the incarceration of the notion of
agency within the trope of resistance against oppressive and dominating operations of
power” (34). While resistance to patriarchal norms may well be one result of women’s
increased agency in the Middle Eastern context, it is not necessarily the only one, nor is it
necessarily the only desired outcome. Mahmood stresses “the different modalities of
agency in enacting, transgressing, or inhabiting ethical norms and principles” (188) and
argues that we cannot understand agency and subject formation without also considering
the cultural framework within which the subject moves and is influenced. Mahmood’s
caution is most valuable to this project, since it dovetails with my use of de Certeau’s
concepts of strategies and tactics. In the stories I examine, agency may best be described
as the ability to speak with one’s own voice, to present one’s own version of history and
culture, to argue for a nuanced representation of one’s self and community. Agency does
not mean a reversal of binaries of power and oppression, nor does it lead always to
revolutionary change, but it does allow for self-narration and the refusal of identities
imposed from outside. This is especially important in the stories of women from
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immigrant and ethnic groups, whose histories have often been erased or effaced in the
past, and who are increasingly speaking up to present their own views.
A last explanation must be made regarding the use of both memoir and fiction in
another comparative move. In a study of the novels of Ana Castillo as ecocriticism,
Kamala Platt makes the point that “the best analysis must articulate lived experience”
(70) because what she calls “authentic voices” are the only voices that can narrative lived
experience. While we might question the idea of authenticity, Platt’s focus on the
nonfictional accounts of activists is fruitfully augmented by an analysis of novels. Platt
argues that “an investigation of literature conjoined with the study of less ‘traditional’
genres of cultural texts contributes to the theoretical, artistic, and practical bases of
oppositional consciousness; . . . Fiction that illuminates social justice issues . . . may
serve as a medium for raising awareness in a variety of different but overlapping
audiences and ‘classrooms’” (76). We should not separate or create a hierarchy between
“real” life memoirs and fiction, for both kinds of writing, among others, illustrate the
reality of identities and how their categorization affects lived experiences. In this project,
I use both genres, as well as the occasional poem, and define them all as “literature” that
allows us to hold up a lens to identity construction.
As a way of focusing my attention in this project, I analyze specific terms and
related various discourses in conjunction with specific concrete and metaphorical places
and spaces used in representing identity in particular ways. This is by necessity an
abbreviated and extremely limited set of parameters, as an examination of all the various
identity discourses is of course the subject of many projects. Here I am exploring how the
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spaces of identity narration are imbricated by questions of gender, by various uses of
language, by terminologies of exile vs. immigrant, and by recursive patterns of
movement. In the first chapter, I consider language and spaces of expression, in which
the individual character (real or fictional) achieves subjectivity through the ways she
narrates herself in different languages – and I use the term “language” in several ways, to
include certain actions as well as oral and written communications. The character can be
more than one subject in the act and moment of narration; she might be an immigrant or
an exile, someone who is powerful or someone without resources. The use of more than
one kind of language or discourse confers upon the speaker or main character the ability
to narrate her subjectivity instead of accepting the subject positions historically created
by others; her status may not materially change, but her ability to speak is of crucial
importance in her claiming her right to self-representation. Chapter Two examines
gendered spaces and their function in identity construction through both actual and
metaphorical “harems.” Several prominent Middle Eastern theorists and writers have
examined how gendered spaces exist as more than actual, physical locations, although
these concretely-gendered harems also play a role in women’s lives. The rules governing
behavior, both male and female alike, are what truly create gendered spaces such as the
harem, a construction that is both real and imaginary, and I extend this idea in an
examination of the harem as a trope that helps us understand the gendered space as a
vehicle through which women in various multiethnic contexts can exercise agency and
articulate their multiple subjectivities. In carrying this trope into various cultural contexts,
I do not suggest that the experience of actual harem dwellers is the same as every other
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woman in a gendered space, but that the attributes of a metaphorical harem travel across
cultures in interesting ways that can help us understand the effects of identity narration
that relies upon certain specific attributes in gendered places. The discourse or metaphor
of exile versus the definitions and uses of the terms immigration or diaspora is the subject
of the third chapter, which focuses on how these labels are often deployed in a particular
manner to construct a specific identity, so that many Iranians, for example, can use the
discourse of exile in a modernist fashion of privilege, while a different discourse of exile
represents identity for Native American texts; in other words, exile is represented
differently in identity discourses so it becomes a metaphor for loss, longing, nostalgia,
and difference. One common response to the condition of displacement is the
development of recursive patterns of movement; they seem to be an important process in
articulating an identity that is fluid and crosses borders. Drawing on the work by Hamid
Naficy on third world cinema, I argue that one way that narrated identities intersects with
places is in the phenomenon of return; in many of the texts examined, individuals
(fictional or otherwise) uprooted from their first homes who put down roots in another
location articulate a need to embrace all the places with which they identify. They cannot
anchor their identity to one place only, and often express a level of discomfort when
associated too closely with a single culture or location. However, the ability to return is
of course differentiated by contexts of history, politics and economics, so a recursive
identity space may be a common general response to displacement, but its manifestation
across lines of culture, gender and class are worth examining more closely.
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In weaving together these strands of narration, place and identity, it is my aim to
examine how, in an age when we witness multiple kinds of displacement, we are
increasingly introduced to those narratives that, in Corder’s words, “impinge” upon our
own. I argue for the central importance of storytelling, for the significance of narratives
of everyday life, and for the central role of place-making in our identity construction.
Literature, broadly defined, allows authors to express multiple subjectivities and enables
readers to attend to the voices of populations who have historically been silenced. All too
often, stories of the everyday are dismissed as secondary to the events that take center
stage in world politics, but it is the lives of real individuals who reflect and affect
political and economic realities. Change is carried on the backs of stories, whether it is
sudden revolutionary upheaval or the gradual adjustment of culture; and as people with
different stories increasingly interact, our worldview becomes more nuanced and less
prone to oversimplification. The narrative places we inhabit and carry through our lives
allow us to negotiate the demands of change in ourselves and others.
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II. LANGUAGE AND SPACES OF EXPRESSION
Language, Place, and Identity
The postmodern concept of identity, no longer defined as fixed and stable, is
instead considered an ongoing process dependent upon location, social relations and
discursive strategies, rather than existing as the Cartesian singular product of fixed forces
and influences. In “Self, Subject, and Resistance: Marginalities and Twentieth-Century
Autobiographical Practice,” Sidonie Smith provides an overview of the forces that have
destabilized the notion of a unified Cartesian self, highlighting the insights of Marx,
Freud, de Saussure, Lacan and Derrida as some of the modes of thinking that led to the
current notion of the “fictiveness of any unified selfhood” (15). Referring to what she
calls “certain commodious spaces” in the postmodern “shift in theoretical terminology”
from self to subject, she reminds us that the subject is “a site of dialogue with the world,
others, memory, [and] experience,” and that “each of us is subject to and subject of
discursive fields with universalizing, hegemonic tendencies” (15). We are acted upon, but
we also wield agency in deploying various discourses. Language, as the vehicle of
expression, allows us to negotiate the processes of identity formation: storytelling and
narrative, for instance, take place within the spaces of language. According to De Fina et
al., “Both social and discourse practices frame, and in many ways define, the way
individuals and groups present themselves to others, negotiate roles, and conceptualize
themselves” (2). Whether engaged in self-identification or the labeling of others,
individuals frame narratives around their own and others’ relationships to places, peoples
and ideologies, constructing multiple “selves” that are contextualized in time and space.
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Geographers such as Doreen Massey have argued that space is “constituted out of social
relations [and that] . . . social relations are never still; they are inherently dynamic” (2);
we define those spaces we inhabit by the intertwined relationships of which we are a part
in those spaces. In this way, identity construction is an ongoing and fluid process, a
constant making and remaking that relies upon what De Fina et al. highlight as “the
ability of linguistic expressions to evoke, and relate to, complex systems of meaning such
as socially shared conceptualizations of space and place, ideologies, social
representations about group membership, social roles and attributes, presuppositions
about all aspects of social reality, individual and collective stances, practices and
organization structures” (4). One of the most enduring tropes that plays into our
discursive making and remaking centers around the ideologies that construct and
deconstruct our notions of home, and the selves we negotiate in our various home spaces,
regardless of scale – national, cultural and ethnic identities can be intertwined with our
notions of home, as can ideologies of gender and race. The reason home is such an
enduring concept in relation to self-identification, of course, is that it serves as the basis
from which we encounter difference. Our experiences of home contribute to our first
definitions of normality, which inevitably are measured against anything other than those
initial definitions: a child who eats a meal at a friend’s house and encounters practices
that his family does not follow or a tourist traveling abroad for the first time are both
experiencing difference in a most fundamental manner – they inevitably use home as a
basis of comparison to everything else.
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In Narratives of Identity and Place, Stephanie Taylor analyzes interviews she
conducted with women in England about their concepts of home, situating her work in
the context of increasingly mobile societies across the globe. She seeks to discover how
life narratives “linked to place provide rich and flexible resources for women’s identity
work” (2) and points out that as people move from place to place, “a discursive identity
project is . . . an ongoing, unresolved negotiation (even juggling) of possibilities” (8).
For the purposes of her project, Taylor defines narrative as “connection through temporal
sequence and/or consequence” (24) and cites work done in discursive psychology on the
linkages between narrative and identity, including assertions that “narrative is a means of
organizing experience and memories” and that “our narratives of ourselves are not freely
self-authored because they will be constrained by culture, including family culture” (33).
One way that narratives can be seen as normalizing is Taylor’s concept of the “born and
bred narrative,” which constructs, at least in the West, a cultural ideal of places identified
as “home” and which includes a longstanding family connection to a particular place,
which can range in scale from the family home to the city or country of birth or
upbringing. This narrative is not possible for everyone: as Taylor points out, the born
and bred narrative “brings together possible identity positions around class and gender . .
. family . . . positions of nationality, regionality and ethnicity . . . [and] temporality” (44).
The questions that inevitably occur in the context of the born and bred narrative concern
the effects of leaving a place and interrupting that sense of identity or belonging: do we
construct new places? Can we construct new places? How do people negotiate multiple
places and their impact upon identity? One of Taylor’s most evocative interviews in this
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respect is conducted with a woman born in England who moved to New Zealand as a
child, lived there 20 years but kept the English accent, and returned to England as an
adult. The interviewee considers herself a New Zealander, but she claims that other New
Zealanders classify her as English because of her accent, while people in England, upon
learning of her long sojourn outside the country, identify her as a New Zealander. As
Taylor points out, “[p]articipant P12’s account in this chapter suggests that migration has
resulted in trouble in both her emigrant and immigrant identities. She is wrong in both
places, and consequently has difficulty positioning herself as belonging in either” (116).
For this woman, the move back and forth between England and New Zealand has clearly
unsettled any concept of a fixed and immutable self; however, her experience narrating
her identity has been negotiated within a single language, albeit one with dialect and
accent variations that singled her out in New Zealand as distinctly different. For members
of populations who must use several languages, identity work involves yet another kind
of complication.
Language and Diaspora
If language use is central to identity construction, then it is easy to see how forms
of and fluency of expression may be uniquely complicated for members of immigrant,
multiethnic and diasporic communities when linguistic assimilation is one of the most
charged debates about identity and everyday life. The tension between the necessity of
fluency in English for economic improvement for immigrants and migrants runs up
against a potential loss of cultural identity when English becomes the primary or sole
language used. Persian-American poet Sholeh Wolpe, in a place-themed issue of the
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online poetry journal Poemeleon, expresses the uncertainty of identity construction for
anyone who is displaced when she baldly states, “I belong nowhere. Every language I
speak, I speak with an accent.” This initial linkage of identity and belonging with
language underscores the importance of the ways we narrate ourselves. To speak with an
accent is to be perpetually different, to stand out in contrast to those who feel a sense of
belonging to a particular place because of what Taylor calls the born and bred narrative.
In a similar vein, André Aciman points out that for writers in exile, “the written word”
becomes a tool for “fashioning a new home elsewhere, of revisiting, transposing, or
perpetuating the old one on paper, writing away the past the way one writes off bad debts
. . .” (10). Language is the only baggage we can be sure of taking with us; for writers, it is
a way of making and remaking identity in a place where they speak with an accent, where
they do not, at least initially, belong. Aciman makes this point in Letters of Transit, a
small collection of essays on exile and writing. In the same volume, Eva Hoffman links
language to culture and thus to identity:
For the first great lessons of my uprooting were in the enormous importance of
language and of culture. My first recognition, as I was prized out of familiar
speech and social environment, was that these entities are not luxuries or even
external necessities but the medium in which we live, the stuff of which we are
made. In other words, they constitute us in a way of which we perhaps remain
unconscious if we stay safely ensconced within one culture…I understood how
much our inner existence, our sense of self, depends on having a living speech
within us. To lose an internal language is to subside into an inarticulate darkness
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in which we become alien to ourselves; to lose the ability to describe the world is
to render that world a bit less vivid, a bit less lucid . . .When we learn a language
in adulthood, we know that the words in it ‘stand for’ the things they describe;
that the signs on the page are only signs – arbitrary, replaceable by others (48-49).
Hoffman’s words evoke the alienation that can result from a rupture in language identity
when people move from familiar place to unfamiliar, highlighting the central role that
language plays in our view of the world and ourselves; to see words as arbitrary signs can
all-too easily translate to a sense that other, once-fixed certainties may also lose their
immutability.
Part of the equation is that language use can be both empowering and limiting;
those individuals who can use the language of the dominant society with fluency and ease
often find their route to economic stability and upward mobility smoother than that of
people who speak with an (actual) accent, but there can be a perceived loss of cultural
identity with a switch away from family or original languages. Of course, the ability to
express ourselves, to make ourselves heard and understood, is inextricably linked not just
with identity, but also with power, as many theorists have argued. Foucault stresses the
importance of understanding how discourses shape and create structures of power and
how social practices reinforce discursive constraints and normalize those structures; Said
claims that discourses of “East” and “West” both created and reinforced binaries that
justified colonialism and imperialism; while Anzaldúa’s “wild tongue” asserts her right to
use multiple languages (“Standard English; Working class and slang English; Standard
Spanish; Standard Mexican Spanish; North Mexican Spanish dialect; Chicano Spanish . .
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. Tex Mex; and Pachuco”) because, she argues, “For some of us [Chicana/os], language
is a homeland . . . And because we are a complex, heterogenous people, we speak many
languages” (77). Anzaldúa makes clear that her list of multiple languages exists not just
because these are ways to express her plural identities, but also because they act as
choices that either include or exclude her from membership in certain groups, with
implications for privilege and oppression that rest on how she speaks and where, and with
whom. In addition, she explicitly links language with concepts of home; she feels more
or less at home, and presumably experiences weaker or stronger identifications with
places, depending on which language(s) she speaks at any given time.
Even on a very basic level, most of us understand that our languages - our accent
and diction, our inflection and body language – mark us as belonging to specific
categories, from a geographical region or an ethnicity to a social class or a profession.
We understand that to speak “incorrectly” carries penalties, and we adjust our ways of
expressing ourselves to fit the context of school, work, play or specific social
interactions. Author Amy Tan, for example, provides a vivid anecdote about the social,
economic and even medical penalties incurred by people whose language use is nonstandard. Tan describes her immigrant mother, who “reads the Forbes report, listens to
Wall Street Week, [and] converses daily with her stockbroker” and yet whose speaking
style has often been described as “broken,” an appellation with which Tan expresses
discomfort, “as if it were damaged and needed to be fixed, as if it lacks a certain
wholeness or soundness” (77). Like Anzaldúa, Tan lays claim to “all the Englishes . . .
[she] grew up with” in resistance to the idea that only individuals who are taught (in
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school, at home) to use the hegemonic languages of a certain time and place are able to
become part of the discourses of power. In contrast, those who speak with an “accent,”
whether they literally speak in accented inflections or have a metaphorical accent (such
as the use of slang or jargon that are out of context), or who do not know how to use a
specialized discourse, are marked as different, and frequently as inferior or lacking as
well. Certain levels of proficiency in languages constitute various literacies, and in order
to succeed in any given environment, people must be literate in the language of that
environment: very specific examples are the necessity of a computer programmer being
“computer literate” or a doctor being literate in medical terminology. Even in more basic
terms, however, certain levels of literacy are necessary for survival, and those who lack
the ability to use language fluently to express their needs and assert their subjectivies are
usually relegated to the margins of society and excluded from routes to success.
Although much of the theoretical work discussed so far focuses upon
autobiography or the negotiations of everyday life, narration and identity are of course a
large part of how fictional characters come to life. Stephanie Taylor’s project analyzes
conversation about life events, but she stresses that “this is . . . not the only form of data
relevant to the study of narratives,” pointing to “literary texts, films and even pictures” as
examples of such other relevant data4 (30). Mary Pat Brady makes a similar argument in
Extinct Lands, Temporal Geographies: Chicana Literature and the Urgency of Space,
where she analyzes how Chicana writers in particular have “contested . . . the use of
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Taylor highlights the work of Derek Edwards, for instance, who focuses on “stories and storied
rememberings as discursive phenomena” to illustrate that meaning and identity are constructed not just
through conversation or talk but in writing as well (D. Edwards (1987), Discourse and Cognition).
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space to naturalize violent racial, gender, sexual, and class ideologies” in literary works
(6). She cites Doreen Massey’s work in establishing space as discursive and produced
by social and cultural milieus and by language, and argues that because of these
connections, space is also implicated in subject formation. Narrative is a large part of
this production because narrating space highlights its dynamic nature – it is a process
rather than a static object that can be mapped and pinned down. Narrative is central to
the production of space; therefore, the study of literature is central to understanding space
and identity – it is in literature that we find the articulation of stories about people and
their places. Brady makes a strong claim throughout her book for aesthetics and literature
because narrative “entails forms of conceptualization and the traditions, myths, and
meanings ascribed to space, including how places are discussed or named and the
grammatical structures that regulate their production” (8). Building on these works and
others, I will examine in this chapter language use and the ways in which it allows people
to create “spaces of expression” by analyzing texts in which the subjectivities of the
characters are explored through the ways they narrate themselves in different languages.
These characters may be variously identified as immigrant, migrant, exiled, or, in the
broadest sense of displacement, diasporic. They illustrate that people can, in essence,
define themselves in multiple ways when and if they deploy more than one kind of
language or discourse. In the act and moment of narration, a woman might be an
immigrant or a migrant or an exile; she might be powerful or lacking in resources; she
might identify her positions in relation to local or global movements. These spaces in
which identity is constructed rely upon very specific historical, social, cultural and
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economic contexts, and the self who is narrated in one context is not necessarily the same
self in another time and place. Three texts that illustrate the struggle to clarify identity in
the fallout of what Mary Louise Pratt terms “the contact zone,” or “social spaces where
disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical
relations of domination and subordination – like colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths
as they are lived out across the globe today” (4), are Betty Louise Bell’s Faces in the
Moon, Helena Maria Viramontes’s Under the Feet of Jesus, and Diana Abu-Jaber’s “My
Elizabeth.” American Indians, Mexican Americans and Palestinian-Americans, the
subject groups in each text, might be variously labeled diasporic, immigrant, or migrant
populations depending upon the theoretical, historical or cultural lenses invoked, and it is
in this light that I wish to examine the authors’ deployment of language strategies in
framing characters who struggle to articulate multiple identities. In the next section, I
will analyze Under the Feet of Jesus in terms of how the protagonist, in contrast to her
mother and another character, finds some agency, if not complete empowerment, through
language use. In this novel, the character Petra, who is the mother, narrates herself
through two primary discourses: one is articulated in terms of overt spatiality, and the
other uses the knowledge and language of spirituality, both folkloric and Christian.
Although Petra lacks the power of traditional literacy (she has not attended school) she
reads maps and often comments upon her place in the world in spatial terms, as well as
relying on vernacular knowledge to clean her home and provide alternative forms of
healing. However, her position in the novel is one of little power, despite her awareness
of the precariousness of her family’s situation, which demonstrates her keen eye for
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boundaries, both actual and metaphorical. By contrast, Petra’s daughter, Estrella, uses
language as a tool to narrate herself as a fighter, and within this space of expression, she
learns that she does not have to be defined as a victim. Petra’s lack of power is addressed
and to some extent ameliorated through the experience of Estrella by the end of the novel,
when we see Estrella standing triumphantly on the roof of a barn and surveying her
world, over which she feels at least a temporary mastery. Following my analysis of
Viramontes’s novel, I will look at the role of language and identity in diasporic
populations in Faces in the Moon and “My Elizabeth.” Bell’s novel tells the story of
several Cherokee women in one family whose lives illustrate the fragmentation of family
histories and individual identities that exists as a material result of Anglo colonization of
the Western U.S. The protagonist of Faces in the Moon learns from the stories of her
female relatives and from her own education that the ability to express herself allows her
to narrate her subjectivity as resistant to cultural erasure, while Abu-Jaber’s story draws a
parallel between the plight of Palestinian immigrants and Native Americans, two
populations who must work against the loss of land and strive to recuperate the past in
order to forge a new identity in modern Anglo society. All three texts and sets of
characters seem to suggest that one way to survive as a member of a displaced or
diasporic group is to remember one’s culture by celebrating the past, while at the same
time learning to articulate a modern ethnic identity that does not deny the influence of the
dominant culture. This middle path sometimes posits hybridity as a form of resistance,
but not as an unalterable fixity: identity cannot be pinned to one space and time, but must
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take the form of a continuous process of awareness and negotiation of conflicting claims
upon the past and the future.
Language Tools in Under the Feet of Jesus
Under the Feet of Jesus, by Helena María Viramontes, centers on the plight of the
migrant farmworkers who labor for long hours in all weather and under unsafe working
conditions to harvest the produce that more affluent consumers pick over in grocery
stores after it has been cleaned, sanitized and sorted through to remove the less attractive
specimens. For most Americans, this labor is invisible and unintrusive, but Viramontes’s
novel, published in 1995, brings to light the uncertainties and hardships of the migrant
life through the characters of Estrella, a young adolescent girl, and her family, who live
and work in California. The positioning of Estrella as main character allows Under the
Feet of Jesus to be fruitfully read as a coming of age novel, in which the protagonist
matures and enters adulthood as a result of gaining knowledge and experience, and often
by also facing adversity and hardship. But the novel also lends itself to many more
complex interpretations, for as part of a larger body of creative writing by Chicano/a
authors, its characteristic focus on working class issues, families and rural themes allows
it to function as both a work of art and a critique of the hegemonic economic, political
and social issues that work to marginalize and penalize the workers that the U.S.
economy and its people depend upon. In Chicano Narrative, Ramón Saldívar reads
Chicano/a narratives as “oppositional ideological forms” that are “not content with
mirroring a problematic real world of social hardship and economic deprivation [and so
instead] . . . seek systematically to uncover the underlying structures by which real men
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and women may either perpetuate or reformulate that reality” (6). Although Viramontes
is not one of the authors that Saldívar includes in his discussion of Chicano/a narrative,
she also depicts characters in this novel who have endured lifetimes of struggling with the
structures of power that have marginalized them and their communities. In a similar
assertion, Anne Shea claims that “the work of Chicano/a artists, like Helena María
Viramontes, not only shatters stereotypical images of Mexicanos, Chicanos and farm
laborers but also creates a complementary narrative that can be read alongside worker
testimonies” (137). Shea points out as well the value of reading fiction and nonfiction
together to provide a fuller picture of identity and subjectivity.
Estrella and the other main characters whose points of view are articulated in the
novel represent various responses to and illustrate different facets of the marginalization
and hardships that delineate their existence and, by extension, those struggles faced by
actual migrant laborers. Her mother, Petra, serves as the increasingly visible female face
of migration and immigration, eking out a meager living and attempting to feed her
children while teaching her daughter to assert her legal rights; Perfecto, her mother’s
companion and Estrella’s putative father figure, literally embodies a critique of the
discourse of legality in U.S. immigration policies and is alienated and isolated by the
memories of his youth; and the young worker Alejo can be read as representative of an
assimilationist perspective that urges economic advancement and the pursuit of prosperity
through the educational system, in a reiteration of the cherished myth of the United States
as the so-called land of opportunity. Estrella, however, is determined to use the tools of
the dominant culture to fight and challenge its structures. More than the others around
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her, Estrella actively fights for social justice and rejects accommodations with the status
quo. All four characters encounter the structures of power that dictate the courses of their
lives with varying abilities to understand or “read” those structures. In much the same
way that we use terms such as computer literacy or scientific literacy to indicate an
awareness of how specialized systems of knowledge operate, we might refer to
“alternative literacies” to suggest how Estrella deploys different kinds of knowledge and
language-related strategies in order to survive within or on the edges of a power system
which disenfranchises her family and community, as well as their often invisible labor.
Lydia Cooper argues that “Estrella’s maturation and individuation is inextricably linked
to her acquisition of literary language” and points to the influence of Chicana writers
such as Gloria Anzaldúa and Norma Alarcon, who assert that “women of color need to
create their own definitions of self, their own self-consciousness, because ‘[s]elfinscriptions [. . .] weave into language’ the ideologies of women who have been inscribed
upon and defined by an oppressive dominant culture for too long” (367). What is most
significant about Estrella’s self-inscription, however, is that she uses different kinds of
language and knowledge in various situations, illustrating her awareness of the contextual
nature of identity narration.
As seasonal agricultural migrant workers, Estrella and her family lack a
permanent home, a condition emphasized by the very first sentence of the novel, which
underscores the uncertainty of the family’s life in the form of a question: “Had they been
heading for the barn all along? Estrella didn’t know” (3). For Estrella, answering that
question and others is a process of finding and defining herself, but because there is no
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single place with which she can identity (for her, there is no possibility of Taylor’s “born
and bred narrative”), she must create an identity space through languages and literacies.
She performs a kind of bricolage, a concept arising out of the work of Claude LeviStrauss, who analyzed how, in non-Western cultures, people create new knowledge by
“making-do” with
‘whatever is at hand,’ that is to say with a set of tools and materials which is
always finite and is also heterogeneous because what it contains bears no relation
to the current project, or indeed to any particular project, but is the contingent
result of all the occasions there have been to renew or enrich the stock or to
maintain it with the remains of previous constructions or destructions. (19)
A bricoleur, then, is a person who uses whatever materials are available, regardless of
their original usage, just as Estrella uses billboards and comic books, crow bars and
personal experience to forge a language of power and resistance.
Estrella is largely defined by her need to master her world, manifested in her
frustration with a succession of teachers who fail to provide “the information she wanted”
about the alphabet, and she wonders “what happened to all the things they boxed away in
tool chests and kept to themselves” because she “hated when things were kept from her”
(24-25). Here we see her forming a clear association between words and tools,
associating the ability to read as analogous to the use of specific tools. When her
mother’s male companion, Perfecto, taught her the names of tools and their various
functions, Estrella “felt the coolness of iron and power of function . . . and she came to
understand how essential it was to know these things. That was when she began to read”
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(26). As Jeehyun Lim points out, “Estrella in her preliterate stage draws a parallel
between the tools in the chest and the letters in the alphabet, sensing an instrumentality to
both that justifies her comparison” (225). The narrative establishes an unambiguous link
between Estrella’s ability to understand the “power of function” of actual tools and the
ability to read and write, or the power of language. Cooper argues, “As Estrella learns the
art of inscription, she discovers that her ability to assign meaning to the physical symbols
around her will allow her to inscribe herself” (369). In this passage, we see that Estrella
masters multiple literacies: reading and writing as well as the use of tools, represented by
her ability to help repair the shacks she and her family inhabit in the work camps and,
more significantly, the ability to read the social and economic structures that marginalize
her family. In Estrella, Viramontes creates a portrait of an activist in the making, for even
as a young girl, we see her awareness of and dissatisfaction with her exclusion from the
privileges and comforts of the middle-class life that her family’s labor helps make
possible for others. Her growth by the end of the novel is a function of her ability to
construct different selves in specific kinds of places, each of which requires her to
express herself in the appropriate context. She learns to use the language of knowledge
as a tool in claiming power and asserting her rights and those of her family, but it is
important not to overstate her individual ability to overcome the institutionalized
oppression of the capitalist system whose bottom rung she and her family occupy.
The first way Estrella uses language as a tool is in school, when we see her
awareness of the importance of education and traditional literacy. Although she is
obviously eager to learn, “ask[ing] over and over, So what is this, and point[ing] to the
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diagonal lines written in chalk on the blackboard” (24), she soon realizes that the teachers
relegate the migrant children to the “back of the classroom” and that many of them are so
critical of her cleanliness (which she has never seen as lacking) that they are uninterested
in educating a population of children who are transient. She explicitly compares the
letters to the tools Perfecto has taught her to use: “The script A’s had the curlicues of a
pry bar, a hammerhead split like a V. The small i’s resembled nails” (24). Instead of
teaching her, the teachers scrub her fingers so hard that “she couldn’t hold a pencil
properly,” and Estrella realizes that “words could become as excruciating as rusty nails
piercing the heels of her bare feet” (25). Unlike the assertion of the childhood chant that
“sticks and stones may break my bones, but words can never hurt me,” this metaphor of
words as nails highlights Estrella’s initial awareness that language does have power and
real consequences. Not only can the initial words hurt, but the wound can fester and lead
to more serious injuries. Despite her youth, Estrella is not passive: she embarks on a
deliberate course of action in defiance of the teachers’ negative judgments of her. In
order to counter the power of words that can hurt her, Estrella learns to master the use of
words herself. She then uses her ability to read as a tool, bartering this knowledge in
order to borrow reading material from another migrant girl, Maxine, who has comics but
cannot read them, forming a temporary alliance so she can satisfy her desire to read more
than billboards for Clorox bleach and suntan lotion and TV dinners. All the
advertisements for products her family is not likely to purchase are markers for a life
from which she is excluded, and she realizes that those who can read have access to
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information in newspapers thrown away, and instructions on a box of oatmeal; she reads
these words “over and over” (31) because they open up a world of which she is not a part.
Estrella also learns to use language in a metaphorical space of social literacy in
her awareness that her labor picking grapes for raisins “was not like the picture on the red
raisin boxes . . . not like the woman wearing a fluffy bonnet” who did not understand the
heat of the sun or the strain on the muscles, who did not know the way to spread the
grapes to dry in the sun (49-50). She reads the ways products are marketed and is critical
of the gaps and erasures of the experiences of the migrant labor. Estrella’s mental
narration while she is laboring in the hot sun highlights the false representation of the
marketing of the product: she knows all too well that there is a massive gap between the
labor she expends and the careless ease of the woman shown on the box, who appears to
have done no more than easy work to gather the grapes. Estrella is keenly aware that
most consumers do not understand what goes into that box of raisins that they can so
casually pluck off the shelf, easily pay for, and eat in comfort. She remembers her
mother working while heavily pregnant and bringing the four-year-old Estrella to the
fields, and stresses the repetition and sameness of this deadening work, reflecting that
“Her tracks led to where she stood now. Morning, noon, or night, four or fourteen or
forty it was all the same . . . her body never knowing how tired it was until she moved
once again” (53). She provides a counter-narrative that clearly identifies the sufferings of
her mother and other workers, and in her identification with real experiences, she
provides a critique of the capitalist system that encourages abuse and exploitation in the
name of profit.
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When Estrella begins to form an attachment to Alejo, another migrant worker, she
uses language as a way to bridge the differences between them; although they share labor
in the fields, they are separated by their upbringing, their conception of their futures, and
their attitudes toward their current situation. Alejo’s relative innocence serves as a foil for
Estrella’s awareness, and his plight at the end of the novel provides the impetus for her
final move into activism. Born and raised by his grandmother in Texas, Alejo relies on
two related kinds of security: not only the technical legality conferred by his U.S. birth, a
condition he shares with Estrella and her siblings, but also the permanence of his
childhood home, which Estrella and her family cannot claim. He has come to work in the
fields for the summer, but he thinks only of starting high school, listing which school
supplies he will buy and anticipating college, where he “planned to major in geology”
because “he believed himself to be a solid mass of boulder thrust out of the earth and not
some particle lost in infinite and cosmic space” (52). Because of his stable home place
and upbringing, Alejo is grounded and secure in his identity, embodied in the
immovability of the earth. He does not worry about La Migra or feel himself to be an
outsider, and when he is sprayed by pesticides while secretly picking peaches, he fears
that he is being punished for sinning, showing how deeply he has internalized the
“official” sense of right and wrong: he accepts the exploitation of migrant laborers, but
considers it an act of theft when that same worker picks a few bags of fruit for himself.
Alejo’s grandmother has taught him to believe in the inspirational myth of the socalled American dream: through hard work and education and determination, he believes
he will succeed in achieving a better life than his parents. She has urged him to “seize
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the chance and make something of yourself in this great and true country” (54) and Alejo
believes in the truth of her value system, accepting her faith in the system as his own,
unlike Estrella’s cynicism about the woman depicted on the raisin box. As he works in
the field, Alejo takes to heart his grandmother’s words, desiring to “do what was needed
to continue the line and . . . not to think of tomorrow” (54). He can afford to focus on the
moment because he knows his current employment has a definite end; that it serves only
as a means to a larger goal.
Hoping to know her better, Alejo teaches Estrella about the formation of tar pits
from plants and the bones of dead animals who “lay in the seabed for millions of years”
to become “tar oil” (87). When he explains that gasoline comes from oil, and that without
gas they would be “stuck,” she ironically asks, “Aren’t we now?” He tells her about the
animals stuck in the tar pits and Estrella asks, “Did people ever get stuck?” in the tar.
These exchanges illustrate the wide gap between Alejo and Estrella’s world views, as he
is focused on the scientific knowledge, while she remains aware of how people like her
family are exploited by their employers and the wider system. She is suspicious of the
questions he poses in trying to get to know her better. Asked about her father, Estrella
says “Things just happen,” but Alejo does not understand, asking “What things happen?”
(66). He is not able to comprehend the transitory nature of Estrella’s life and the danger,
of which she is all too aware, that people can lose each other or leave one another
suddenly and entirely when they move from place to place, with no fixed address at
which to forward letters or leave a message. Yet Estrella is drawn to him, wishing she
could “build the house of words she could invite him into” with “wide-open windows
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where she could put candlelights and people from across the way would point at the glow
and not feel so alone in the night” (70-71). Estrella envisions a home of her own in this
passage, but the fact that she builds it with words reinforces her awareness of the
importance of naming and knowledge in empowerment, just as she realizes that naming
and understanding the function of Perfecto’s tools endows her with the ability to use
them. Her fantasy about rooms with “wide-open windows” (70-71) that will welcome
those outside provide a clear contrast to her feeling of exclusion. This explicitly spatial
metaphor of inside and outside, belonging and not-belonging, is allied to her ability to
express herself in language.
The episode that follows her description of picking grapes is followed by another
incident that illustrates Estrella’s growing awareness and resentment of the conditions of
her labor and her life. On her way home from the fields, she sits on the railroad track (a
mobile symbol of her transient life) to watch a Little League game on a field with
“chalked boundaries” (58), from which she is excluded; she does not expect to be a part
of this idyllic picture, and her view of the batter is “blurred in the mesh of fence” that
separates her from the game, indicating the unreality of this activity in the context of her
life and those of her younger brothers, one of whom “had talked about playing baseball”
and the other who “wanted to fly” (59). When the lights of the playing field are turned
on, they are so bright that she is panicked by their sudden illumination and in that
moment fears the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has come to interrogate
her. Even though she is an American citizen, Estrella knows that her appearance, her
language, and her occupation will mark her as suspicious and set her up for questioning
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and possible detention. In her fear, she forgets for a moment “which side she was on and
which side of the wire mesh she was safe in” (60). The Little League field becomes a
place of identity and belonging, a stand-in for the border patrolled by the INS. In a play
on baseball’s home base, which represents the successful achievement of a goal, Estrella
wonders in that panicked moment “Where was home?” and conflates the crack of a bat
against a ball with the force of “a blunt instrument against a skull” (60). Baseball, the allAmerican pastime, here summons for Estrella the fear of being excluded from a place
where she knows she legally belongs but where she feels marginalized and subject to
physical violence. The goal of the stereotypical American dream, a home and secure
future, is something migrants such as Estrella’s family can dream of but must struggle
mightily to achieve. Estrella fears La Migra, but her mother reminds her that she has a
U.S. birth certificate, that she is “not an orphan” (63); in other words, that she has a right
to live on the northern side of the U.S. – Mexico border. Her response to this perceived
threat is to race home and locate a pry bar so she can “teach someone a lesson” (61).
Estrella is becoming a person comfortable with using tools to assert her rights,
and we see the combination of an actual tool – the pry bar – with the words on the birth
certificate that constitute another means of claiming her rightful position. Her immediate
response to “teach someone a lesson” indicates that she feels empowered to resist
mistreatment by the INS. This momentary resistance in the face of her fear of the INS is
followed by a more meaningful episode that finalizes Estrella’s growth into an activist
who uses language to narrate herself into a position of power at the end of the novel,
although there is no clear sense that this position is more than fleeting. It is Alejo’s
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illness from pesticide poisoning that provides the catalyst for Estrella to occupy a space
in which she again uses words and tools to gain what she needs. As Alejo becomes
increasingly ill, the family takes him in over the objections of Perfecto. Petra’s home
remedies are insufficient, and it is Estrella who is instrumental in getting him medical
care. In a series of actions and reactions, we see Estrella become a person who uses both
her knowledge and the threat of violence to achieve what she perceives as justice.
The family takes Alejo to the small clinic available to the migrant workers, but
once Perfecto has driven the car to the parking lot, he considers that “he had done his
part. He got them there.” Estrella looks to her mother for a sign that they should go
inside. When her mother simply “sat quietly, . . . Estrella opened her door, and the rest
followed” (134). She takes the lead here and throughout their interactions in the clinic.
She immediately notices that the cotton on the front desk “looked too white,” unlike the
cotton she had picked and taken for weighing with rocks hidden “in the middle of her
sack so that the scale tipped in her favor when the cotton was weighed. The scale
predicted what she would be able to eat, the measurement of her work and the thought
that she had to cheat for food made her resentful of any scale” (136-37). As with the
raisin box, Estrella is keenly aware of the gulf that exists between her experience as a
laborer and the products that reach store shelves and consumers’ homes. Because they
have virtually no money to pay for Alejo’s examination, Perfecto “read the room for
signs of disrepair so that he could barter his services for theirs” (136). His ability to use
tools and work as a repairman has helped him survive, but he is not skilled, or literate, in
English. As Alejo is being examined, Estrella translates for the adults and contradicts the
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young nurse’s assumption that Alejo cannot understand English, telling her that Alejo is
“the spelling bee champ of Hidalgo County” (139). Estrella resists the nurse’s
assumption that the migrants are all the same, making clear that Alejo, like Estrella and
her siblings, is a U.S. citizen. While her mother and Perfecto fear to “transgress the
medical protocol of the clinic,” (140), Estrella is angry with “How easily she [the nurse]
put herself in a position to judge” (144) the family. When the clinic fee represents the
totality of their available cash, which they desperately need to pay for gasoline, Perfecto
offers to repair the toilet or the outside awning poles instead of paying, but the nurse
refuses. They are left without money to buy gas to take Alejo to the hospital and
although Petra is angry at paying for the nurse merely to tell them that she cannot help
Alejo, it is Estrella who takes action. She threatens the nurse with the pry bar from the
car and demands the money back.
By conceiving of words as tools with which she can fight for what she perceives
as her rights, Estrella narrates herself as someone empowered to act instead of simply
react to the conditions that penalize her for being poor and migrant. She has come to
believe in herself as an individual with a claim to her rights as strong as that of the nurse,
demanding the return of their gas money because “the nurse owed them as much as they
owed her” (148); in this discourse of “owing,” Estrella illustrates a conception of herself
that resists the nurse’s apparent assumption of superiority. She sees herself as “two
Estrellas. One was a silent phantom who obediently marked a circle with a stick around
the bungalow as her mother had requested, while the other held the crowbar and the
money” (150). These “two Estrellas” act differently according to where they are,
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according to the needs of the time and place they inhabit. She exhibits an awareness of
what Massey calls the “social relations” of the different places, and in the clinic, uses that
knowledge to demand better treatment from the nurse and to feel empowered to act. She
speaks up to inform the nurse that Alejo is knowledgeable in English, and presents
herself and her family as people who will barter their work for services, but who will not
accept shabby treatment because they are dusty and poor.
Without money or other recourse to cure Alejo, the family feels compelled to
leave him at the hospital. Again, it is Estrella who takes him inside, but although she
emerges feeling empty without him, she “lifted her arms, her palms up and then spread
them wide” to open the automatic doors to exit the hospital. To her sisters, watching from
the car, it seems that “Estrella parted the doors like a sea of glass” (156). Her sense of
potential power stands in sharp contrast to Petra’s anxiety, whose first action upon
returning to the cabin is to pray at her small altar, and then examine her children’s U.S.
birth certificates, which she keeps under the feet of her Jesucristo statue. Petra realizes
the limitations of her power: beset with doubts and questions, she reflects that “all she
had [were] papers and sticks and broken faith and Perfecto, and at this moment all of this
seemed as weightless against the massive darkness” (169). Standing in sharp relief is
Estrella, who sets off “unafraid into the darkness” (171) and climbs to the roof of a
derelict barn that Perfecto had been considering demolishing and selling as scrap wood.
Standing on the roof in the middle of the night, Estrella fights gravity, but she is
confident in her ability: “No longer did she feel her blouse damp with sweat. No longer
did she stumble blindly. She had to trust the soles of her feet, her hands, the shovel of her
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back, and the pounding bells of her heart” (175). Because of her gradual knowledge of
how language can be used to exploit, how it can bring people together, and how it can be
used as a tool and enable her to narrate herself and her family as more than exploitable
labor, Estrella has begun to grow into a potential critic and activist. In their article
comparing this novel to Tomas Rivera’s … y no se lo tragó la tierra, Beck and Rangel
point out that “although Estrella also climbs up high and appears ‘as an angel standing on
the verge of faith’ (176) at the end of this novel, it must be remembered how unstable her
footing is—for she stands upon a barn that could collapse at any moment. Standing still
could bring her disaster. Action is needed if social change is to occur” (18). Similarly, as
Mermann-Jozwiak points out, although many critics have read this moment as proof that
Estrella now “has the power to be a beacon of hope,” it is more likely that “Estrella’s
moment of triumph remains a temporary, fleeting image” because “the barn . . . is not a
solid platform for Estrella’s political action . . . in the long run, the central social
contradictions the novel represents are not solved” and “the family’s material conditions
have not changed” (Postmodern Vernaculars 60-61). Estrella’s words, her increasing
kinds of literacy, and her actions together allow her to narrate an identity place in which
she and her family can be more than the nurse or her teachers believe them to be, but
given the overwhelming inequities of the system, the book’s ending, with Estrella
precariously perched upon the decrepit barn, illustrate how dependent her power and selfinscription are upon forces outside herself. Her use of language is a significant first step,
but it cannot be seen as her final move to power.
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Language and Hybrid Identity in Faces in the Moon and “My Elizabeth”
Those who invoke colonial/postcolonial theory frequently wrestle with the notion
of hybridity, reflecting an obviously important preoccupation with the consequences of
physical and cultural intermingling in Pratt’s “contact zones.” Homi Bhabha, for instance,
claims that the existence of the hybrid constitutes a “paranoid threat” that “is finally
uncontainable because it breaks down the symmetry and duality of self/other,
inside/outside” (116). John Hutnyk provides a cautionary note, however:
The career of the term hybridity in a new cultural politics in the context of
diaspora should be examined carefully . . . The hybrid is a usefully slippery
category, purposefully contested and deployed to claim change . . . Bhabha uses
hybridity as an ‘in-between’ term, referring to a ‘third space,’ and to ambivalence
and mimicry especially in the context of what might uneasily be called the
colonial cultural interface (80).
Instead of reinforcing a clear distinction between colonizer and colonized, the hybrid
individual blurs boundaries and gives rise to anxieties, especially in the colonized, about
purity, identity and the right to wield power. It is not just the colonizer who experiences
anxiety, however. The colonized individual who privileges a so-called pure identity in
opposition to his or her oppressor may also be threatened by the hybrid who can claim a
role in resisting that oppression but who simultaneously identifies in some sense with the
colonizer. These anxieties about identity are often manifested in literature and
exemplified by the figure of the half-breed in American Indian literature as well as the
assimilated immigrant or refugee in the writings of other ethnic literatures. Both of these
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literary figures struggle to reconcile their often conflicting loyalties to different aspects of
their heritage and at the same time negotiate the exigencies of survival in the dominant
Anglo culture, and in both Bell’s novel and Abu-Jaber’s story, the role of language in that
process of negotiation and identification is a dominant focus.
The protagonist of Bell’s novel struggles with different facets of her identity,
highlighting in particular the roles of language and education in this process. Faces in
the Moon is a semi-autobiographical novel about a Cherokee woman and her female
relatives, and as Christina Roberts points out, “very little scholarship has been done on
this novel” despite its exploration of the “the rich diversity of Cherokee history and the
severe consequences of North American colonization” (67) on Cherokee identity. The
story is told by Lucie, whose hybrid identity as both Indian- and Anglo-American is
established early in the novel, with the information that she, her mother, Gracie, and her
Aunt Rozella (Auney) are not just the descendants of Robert H. Evers, a Cherokee who
moved from Georgia to Oklahoma, but also “some no-account traveling Scotch preacher”
(11) who fathered two daughters (Gracie and Rozella) on Robert’s daughter Hellen
Evers, and then disappeared. Hellen’s only recourse was to leave the two girls alone
while she looked for work, and later to move in with “old man Jeeter,” as a way to
survive. Despite that Scotch preacher’s blood, however, Lucie explicitly identifies herself
as Indian, at least in appearance, while her mother, Gracie, does everything she can to
look Anglo. The anxiety of the hybrid is made clear especially in the character of Gracie,
who is torn between the different facets of her ancestry, but Lucie also exhibits
discomfort in trying to reconcile her Indian and Anglo selves. While much of their
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problematic relationship may be attributed to abuses Lucie suffered in childhood at the
hands of Gracie and her male companions, the women’s conflicts seem to be exacerbated
by the radically different ways they negotiate being Indian. Gracie dyes her hair blond
and perms it into tight curls in defiance of the photograph of her younger self, who Lucie
describes as “a dark-eyed beauty with olive skin and black hair to her waist” (8), while
Lucie, by contrast, claims that “[e]very year I become more Indian, my hair darkens, my
eyes grow fierce and still” (33). Lucie remembers her mother’s past attempts to anglicize
her appearance by dying her hair as well, but she turns instead to education as a way to
direct her life. Despite Gracie’s advice to Lucie to “be smart,” (40) she is paradoxically
suspicious of her daughter’s achievements. Lucie remembers that upon arriving once at
the school where Lucie teaches, but uncertain about whether she is allowed to be there,
“Momma acted as if I had lied about college, my degree, my work. She asked no
questions, walked around my achievements with a careful disbelief” (47). Gracie is an
alcoholic who has had several husbands and boyfriends, while Lucie’s single marriage
dissolved upon her realization that in the eyes of her husband’s Anglo family, she “was
an unmentionable too,” (51), an American Indian who was exotic and perhaps dangerous
in her difference from Anglos.
Gracie’s credo to not “mess with Indian women” (18) is repeated many times in
the novel, illustrating the pride these women take in their Cherokee heritage, but at the
same time, they exhibit an awareness of racial and ethnic hierarchies. Gracie strives to
counteract her sense of inferiority by appearing less ethnic and more Caucasian, and
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recounts a story about a time she misunderstood a comment and reacted belligerently to
the idea that she was African-American:
Y’all carry the Indian blood, that’s for sure. Your black hair and Rozella’s quiet
ways, ain’t no mistaking y’all. I ended up with the Scotch blood. Don’t look like
there were a drop left for y’all. Member that woman ask me if I’m Irish? Black
Irish, she says. I’m a thinkin she means nigger, and I almost gave her a beating
right in front of the chicken shack. I just look her in the eye and say, as cool as
you please, ‘There ain’t no nigger in my woodpile.’ But Lizzie and momma, they
looked Indian. (10)
Gracie, with her dyed blond curls, obviously sees herself as looking more Anglo, in direct
contradiction to the photographic evidence of her young self with olive skin, dark eyes
and straight black hair. She does all she can to identify instead with the Caucasian part of
her heritage, even evincing hostility at the very thought that she might be mistaken for
African-American. Lucie, on the other hand, turns to higher education and marriage to a
non-Indian to gain credibility. When she returns home after finding full time academic
employment for the first time, Gracie and Auney mock Lucie’s beige-colored suit and
dickie, which she doubtless has donned as a sort of protective coloration that allows her,
at least on the surface, to fit into the academic world she wishes to inhabit. In stark
contrast to Lucie’s beige clothing, Gracie attends Lucie’s wedding, to her daughter’s
dismay, looking like “three hundred pounds of turquoise, with gloves” (50), and causing
Lucie’s grandmother-in-law to scream and be hustled into a back room. Gracie’s
emotional outbursts about her child’s marriage find sympathy only from the black maid,
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who joins Gracie at the bride’s side of the room during the marriage ceremony. Lucie’s
in-laws were “too polite to mention . . . [her] mother; even the wedding album graciously
ignored her,” and Lucie internalizes this attitude, feeling “as grateful as an orphan, for
their good manners” until she realizes that she “was an unmentionable too” (51). Lucie
and Grace both show the hybrid’s awareness that as Native Americans, who have
historically been equated with inferiority in the valuation of the dominant Anglo society,
they will be called upon to prove the exception to the so-called rule if they succeed in
educating themselves and escaping a heritage of poverty and trauma. One of the ways
that Lucie works through this internal conflict is to keep stressing the role of the
storytelling that permeated her childhood.
One of the functions of the stories in the novel, as well as its structure, is to
provide historical context, which illustrates both communal and personal identity making.
The novel is constructed as a montage of past and present, in which Lucie refers to
herself alternately in the first and third person, depending upon where and when the
narrated events take place, and also reflecting her subject position. In the present of the
novel, when she returns to Gracie’s home, she uses the first person, but when she tells of
her childhood with Grace, Auney, and her great-aunt Lizzie, Lucie becomes another
person, indicated by the narrator’s use of the third person to refer to her childhood self.
In addition, the novel incorporates Lucie’s memories of the voices of her family
members, from Gracie and Rozella to Lizzie and her husband, Uncle Jerry. This
multivocality, an attribute also found in Viramontes’ book, provides an inherent
argument about the importance of communal remembering as well as individual stories.
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Lucie even reflects on how stories are passed down along generations, saying that
“History is written in this complicity, an infinite regression of children forgetting and
remembering. It takes a long time to remember, it takes generations, sometimes nations,
to make a story” (22). The forgetting and remembering of history is why it needs to be
told and retold in stories, both oral and written, fictional and non-fictional, and in the
process, the identities of individuals and their connections to communities are formed and
reinforced. This central motif of the importance of stories told and retold, all of which
reiterate the identities of the protagonist and her family, is made clear at the beginning of
the novel, which begins with these lines: “I was raised on the voices of women. Indian
women. The kitchen table was first a place of remembering, a place where women came
and drew their lives from each other” (4). This explicit connection between stories and
being, or how the women “drew their lives” from the location of togetherness and the
remembering, emphasizes the importance of place as well as shared narratives and
individual identity, as the novel itself makes an extended argument about the place of
fiction in communal identity construction. In her book, Spaces of the Mind: Narrative
and Community in the American West, Elaine Jahner explores this crucial linkage,
asserting that:
The way in which a novel participates in the coming-into-being of communal
identity is a critical story in its own right, quite separate from the many other
critical stories that we construe in relation to novels. In our contemporary world
where most people do not live in traditional communities, novels that say
something important about how the individual might connect with the communal
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call for a critical response that enhances that dimension of its possible
significances (113).
Jahner’s book combines analysis of oral interviews she conducted with members of two
communities in North Dakota, the Yanktonai Sioux and the descendants of GermanRussian immigrants, with an analysis of books by writers to whom she refers as
“Montana novelists.” Applying a framework of cognitive studies to her exploration of
various narratives as they reflect identity formation in relation to space, Jahner examines
“how reading novels from the perspective of a precisely realized and historically
contextualized sense of place reveals the impact of space or its loss on individual subject
formation” (20). Bell’s novel provides this kind of rich historical context in its structure
and style, as it intersperses Lucie’s memories of stories and talk with a transcript of an
interview between her great-grandfather, Robert H. Evers, and a representative of the
Department of the Interior in Evers’ application for official Cherokee citizenship and land
allotment in Oklahoma. The transcript lists the names and ages of Lucie’s forebears and
simultaneously asserts not just her family ancestry, but also brings to life the history of
the Cherokee Nation and its complicated negotiations with the U.S. government over
tribal membership and land allotment. These few pages hint at the years of dislocation
and trauma endured by Cherokees, who “had to fight for recognition in order to secure a
land allotment” and even then were required to “fight to maintain their allotted lands”
(Roberts 74). Because the novel is concerned not just with Lucie’s individual life but
also with the family’s history, it is permeated with an awareness of the long-lasting
consequences of those years of fighting, first to be identified as Cherokee, and then to
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retain some small part of the land that had been taken from them. This fight is indicated
in Lucie’s awareness that the stories she heard were imbued with a purpose related not
just to learning history, but to articulating identity: “As far back as I can remember, I
belonged to a secret society of Indian women, meeting around a kitchen table in a
conspiracy to bring the past into the present. I listened, their stories settling forever in my
blood, and knew the stories were told and told not for carrying but for keeping” (47). The
word conspiracy indicates that all the participants in the telling and listening were keenly
aware that a fight to assert their identities was ongoing, and that without the effort to
remember and retell their histories, the dominant society would gloss over and attempt to
erase centuries of struggle.
At the same time, Lucie struggles with the stereotypes she encounters as a result
of her Cherokee heritage, struggles that are characteristic of the hybrid who works to
reconcile an identity that is subject to misunderstandings and misrepresentations. Several
times in the novel, she contrasts ideas about American Indians with her own experience,
reflecting on the struggle this can entail:
I have tried to remember my life outside the remembering of that kitchen table. I
have tried to circumvent the storyteller and know my life with an easy Indian
memory, but I knew no Indian princesses, no buckskin, no feathers, no
tomahawks. . . I know women burnt by the hot Oklahoma sun and wasted by their
men, women scared into secrets, women of a solid and steady patience. But,
mostly, I know them by their hunger to talk. (59).
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This passage points to the stereotypical Indian icons of which Lucie is all too aware
(Indian princesses, buckskin, feathers, tomahawks) while at the same time reminding
readers of the trauma that lies at the heart of historical and material experiences of Native
Americans (women who are sunburned, “wasted” and scared). However, the characters in
the novel have been criticized for strengthening stereotypes. In one of the few reviews
published about Faces in the Moon, Greg Sanchez argues that the stories Lucie
remembers:
. . . often conjure up the reified mythic image of the Native American. For
example, reticence and pride, qualities that have been ascribed to the American
Indian as invented by outside cultures, are given credence in such phrases as,
‘that, my mother said, was the Indian in her’ (p. 13). As a result, Lucie's
remembering, or reconstruction of her Indian identity is tainted with a sense of
falsehood, of the stereotypical. But more to the point, . . . Never is it convincingly
established that she has suffered estrangement from the world as a result of her
childhood experiences; never is it established that her identity is in need of
reconstruction, or rearticulation (269).
What Sanchez fails to take into account in this passage is the qualification implied in the
phrase “my mother said,” which may be read as evidence that Gracie, despite her
struggles to look Anglo, has internalized certain stereotypes about Indian identity herself.
This is not a radical idea; members of minority populations have long been prey to the
ideologies of the dominant societies of which they are a part; one well-known
manifestation of this phenomenon is the privileging of lighter-skinned populations in
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Central and South American cultures over those considered more Indian by virtue of their
darker skin or less-European features. Furthermore, as Christina Roberts points out, “By
casting the novel in this light, Sanchez dismisses . . . the author and her experiences as a
mixed-blood woman. Bell wrote the novel as fiction, but it is clearly the product of her
own experiences and attempts at understanding her contemporary Cherokee identity”
(79). Lucie frequently remembers people asking her “What’s it like being Indian?” and
her responses, which seek to deconstruct preconceived notions, such as her memory of
Uncle Jerry, who listened to the radio and “always greeted the Lone Ranger with the
same objection. ‘Now whoever heard a Indian named Tonto? There’s Frank Sixkiller and
George Cornsilk and Murray Bell. But I ain’t never heard a no Indian named Tonto”
(103). These and other memories Lucie recounts of being faced with the stereotypes
associated with her Cherokee background help explain her choices to avoid coming
home, even when Auney dies, because she has worked so hard to distance herself from
her troubled upbringing and blend into academia in her beige suit and dickie.
By the end of the novel, however, Lucie has used the reflections and memories to
arrive at a place of action, in which she learns to accommodate her education and her
heritage, her present and her past, reconciling all her different languages and selves in a
moment of revelation and empowerment. Her awareness of the need to speak, and the
difficulty in doing so, is reflected in her observation that as she becomes more Indian,
“Slowly, the blood rises, dragging me into its silence. I try to speak, to force words
through thick memory, confounding the blood with pirouettes of talk” (33). Lucie has
already used education to leave behind her impoverished childhood, but is forced to face
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her past when she goes back home upon her mother’s death. She alternatively resists and
embraces the identities that the stories create and recreate, coming finally at the end to a
realization that she can contain multiple selves and that her education and use of language
are tools to help her assert her history and her place in the world. Lucie begins to resolve
her love-hate relationship with her mother and the Native identity that she has inherited
when she goes several years after Gracie dies to file an amended death certificate for
Hellen Evers, her grandmother. This certificate does not show Hellen’s father’s name,
despite the claim Robert filed with the Department of the Interior, the transcript of which
clearly lists his children’s names. Lucie learns that in order to establish her family’s
history, she needs written documents because “oral histories were not reliable sources” to
establish that her “grandmother had had a father” (190). At the Oklahoma Historical
Society, she encounters a librarian she describes as a smirking “pink middle aged man”
who demands “Who do you think you are?” (190). According to Roberts, “the librarian’s
‘smirk’ indicates how often people claim Cherokee ancestry, while it subsequently
dismisses contemporary Cherokee identity. Many members of the Cherokee Nation are of
mixed-ancestry, and . . . Lucie has the dual burden of amending a document without
written proof and defending her ancestry” (96). Lucie’s response to his mockery and
denigration is an anger that she identifies as one she has “seen . . . on the faces of Lizzie,
Auney, and Momma” (190) as well as the easygoing Uncle Jerry, and she responds with a
hard-won authority gained from both her ability to articulate herself as an educated
woman in this world of written histories and from the memory of her mother’s proud
caution that Indian women are not to be “messed with.” Lucie’s response to the
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librarian’s dismissive question is to grasp his collar, pull him close to her face, and
declare:
I ain’t asking you to tell me who I think I am. I am the great-granddaughter of
Robert Henry Evers, I am the granddaughter of Hellen Evers Jeeters, I am the
daughter of Gracie Evers, the niece of Rozella Evers, and the grandniece of Lizzie
Sixkiller Evers. . . Let me put it to you this way: I am a follower of stories, a
negotiator of histories, a wild dog of many lives. I am Quanah Parker swooping
down from the hills into your bedroom in the middle of the night. And I am
centuries of Indian women who lost their husbands, their children, their minds so
you could sit there and grin your shit-eating grin . . I am your worst nightmare: I
am an Indian with a pen (191-192).
She follows up this declaration by advising the man, “Don’t mess with Indian women”
(193). Roberts points to this moment, in which “the protagonist symbolically reclaims her
Cherokee heritage and . . . sets out to revise her documented history in order to provide
tangible evidence of her Cherokee ancestry” (81) as evidence of the power of Lucie’s
childhood stories, because “Lucie cannot heal the traumas that have power over her
without dealing explicitly with them . . . through her storytelling, she reclaims her
cultural heritage” (81-82). Even more significant, however, is that Lucie has finally
arrived at a place where she can use both written language – a pen – as well as orallytransmitted stories to work against a history of subjugation, violence and dislocation.
Lucie uses the authority of being literate enough to file an amendment of her
grandmother’s death certificate in the government office to actively assert her Native
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identity, moving easily between dominant and minority contexts. Lucie uses her
education and language to amend Hellen’s death certificate and rewrite a too-long
ignored history; when she waves her pen at the librarian, it seems to echo the saying that
“the pen is mightier than the sword.” It is her ability to read, write and speak in a clearly
educated and literate way to assert her Cherokee identity against cultural erasure, but it is
her family’s stories that give her the strength to so. For Bell, language is clearly a vehicle
for identity formation in multiple forms.
“My Elizabeth” also reflects anxiety about a minority identity in a contemporary
North American context. Like much of Bell’s novel, Abu-Jaber’s story is written in first
person, but where Bell’s narrative moves back and forth between first and third person, as
well as from childhood recollection to adult reflection, Abu-Jaber’s protagonist is very
much the adult looking back at a significant time in her life in terms of articulating her
identity as Palestinian-American. The narrator, Estelle, recalls living with her immigrant
aunt and cousin on an Indian reservation in Wyoming. Unlike Lucie, Estelle is not the
recipient of stories about her past: to the contrary, she says that “Wyoming was a perfect
place for forgetting” (297), and yet the story she tells indicates her awareness in
adulthood that remembering through stories is crucially important. Name changes are an
important part of the forgetting in Wyoming: Umptie Nabila becomes Great Aunt
Winifred, her son Omar Bin Nader introduces himself as Orson, and Estelle’s “former
name grew faint, then fell from memory” (296) after her aunt decides, seemingly at
random, that her original name is not acceptable in some way. This fundamental change
in self-identification resonates with generations of immigrants whose birth names have
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either been forcibly Anglicized (often at the point of entry to the United States) or
voluntarily swapped out for ones that fall more easily upon the Anglo-European ear.
Great Aunt Winifred has worked hard to lose her strange immigrant identity in favor of a
more familiar one and urges the same process upon her niece, telling Estelle to “[n]ever,
ever, speak Arabic . . . [w]ipe it out of your brain. It’s clutter, you won’t need it
anymore” (297). The foreign language is equated with a too-foreign identity in a classic
scenario of linguistic assimilation that often leads to cultural erasure. In Letters of
Transit, André Aciman writes that for the exile, “his problem starts at home, with home”
and postulates that among the most salient questions for exiles is “What kinds of shifts
must take place for a person to acquire, let alone accept, a new identity, a new language?”
(14). This question of fundamental identity shifts is obviously explored by Abu-Jaber,
but in never identifying Estelle’s original name, the narrator underscores the permanence
of many of the underlying changes that minority populations must undergo in trying to
survive in a new context. In this sense, they never recuperate that lost part of themselves.
Winifred also wants Estelle to deny her Arab heritage, to “say you’re Mexican – no, no –
Italian, or Greek, anything but Palestinian” (297). Winifred’s preference for Italian or
Greek over an Arab or Mexican identity reflects the hierarchical assumptions surrounding
immigrant belonging, in that Italians and, to a lesser extent, Greeks are a less recent and
at least nominally European immigrant population, which means that they are closer to
being “insiders” than the Arabs who are interlopers in Anglo society in a multitude of
ways, from language to religion to family and kinship structures.
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A central image that shows up on nearly every page of the story is the train,
indicating a preoccupation with movement and restlessness that are common hallmarks of
the immigrant experience, as well as an idea that the Western U.S., in particular, is a
good place to begin anew. When Estelle travels with her cousin to Wyoming, she is
reminded of a toy train that she used to watch with her father, a toy that evokes for him
the possibility of return: “He said to me, ‘Someday we will climb on to this train and I’ll
drive us home’” (296). Trains continue to function in the story as markers for absence
and longing, for Estelle believes that her father has gone to work on the train, and the
home she goes to in Wyoming is a double-wide trailer (a mobile home, serving as yet
another reminder of the impermanence of place and its effects on identity) next to a
freight yard on a Sequoya Indian reservation. Estelle is waiting for her father to come
claim her again, rendering her life with Winifred and Orson a temporary sojourn, and the
cargo on the trains indicates the changes of season, with winter bringing coal and spring
the calves. When Orson convinces his mother to sell Estelle’s father’s possessions, the
reader understands that he is not coming back, even if Estelle has not yet realized that his
absence is permanent: “For a year, furniture, books, and clothing had filled her extra
bedroom. Bit by bit, Winifred cleared the room, weeping over every piece she sold,
getting remarkable prices in the process. She held back a few things: portraits my father
had painted, a sandalwood carving, a brass-topped table, and a small prayer rug” (303).
The sandalwood and brass, not to mention the prayer rug, are all reminders of how very
foreign the Arab-American remains in Western cultures, and they highlight the
estrangement Estelle’s father must have felt in his dream of driving them both home.
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Estelle, however, holds to the expectation of her father’s return in dreams in which
“Voices floated through the dawn, filling me, speaking my other language, words I
recognized, forget, don't forget, forget” (305) until one traumatic dream turns into
memory:
The little train was running through its circuit on the floor of the trailer house,
speeding up and slowing down; the tiny box cars were trembling; I thought it was
an earthquake. Then there were drops of water on me, red drops. I went to turn off
the bathtub; it was overflowing, red as velvet, red wine. Then I saw the white
shank of my father's leg and his forearm; I tried to ask why he was bathing in
wine, but the words wouldn't come. (310)
The emphasis in her dreams on a language that she is compelled to both forget and not
forget, and the words that “wouldn’t come” illustrate how Estelle’s memories and
identity are linked clearly to language and articulation. She has blocked the traumatic
memory of her father’s death and has accepted Winifred’s instructions to become
anything other than Arab, to refuse her history and her language, but the truth comes back
in dreams and, ultimately, in this story, which she also writes to remember her friend
Elizabeth.
On her journey west, Estelle sees something in the eyes of the Indians that
reminds her of “full-hearted Arabs,” and soon after her arrival in Wyoming, she meets an
Indian girl her age on the reservation who becomes as close to Estelle as a sister. Estelle’s
friendship with Elizabeth is so immediate that they both feel they “were twins separated
at birth.” Among the many things they have in common are “secret names,” “doubled
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languages” and absent fathers (298-299), and their personal commonalities underline
both similarities and differences between the Palestinian immigrant and the Native
American experiences with American and European colonization. The story that Estelle
recounts is an all-too familiar one of trauma and loss. Elizabeth is the daughter of a
single mother, Shoshona Medicine Bow, and a father Elizabeth plans to find someday.
Elizabeth has a “secret name” that only her grandmothers use, and like Winifred, she
wishes to assimilate linguistically, telling Shoshona to "Speak American!" when her
mother calls her using “a private language that haunted [her]” (298). But Elizabeth’s
plans are thwarted when the pregnant Shoshona is jailed for endangering her unborn child
with her alcoholism, and Elizabeth engages in an affair with a prison guard in an attempt
to help her mother. This, and her involvement with a married teacher at the high school,
take Elizabeth away from Estelle, who searches for her without success but never forgets
their friendship. Estelle eventually moves back to New York, but she searches for
Elizabeth in the city:
I saw the way native people wandered in New York, displaced persons. I thought
about the way homes, cities, and whole countries disappeared, the faces of your
neighbors and the people you loved, the grass of your home, and the name of the
place you lived and played were all gone, incredibly, gone . . . We are left with
the precious, mysterious past. (312)
Estelle finds parallels in the displacement of people who lose people, places, and even
names; this piercing sense of loss permeates the narratives and histories of many groups
of people, including Palestinian- and Native-Americans, a loss that can be only partially
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assuaged by memory. One of the strongest concrete manifestations of loss is land: both
groups (as well as the ancestors of many current Mexican Americans who lost their farms
and rancheros in the Western expansion of the United States) have been ejected from
their ancestral homelands by invading and colonizing forces that have worked to
invalidate and erase their histories. Estelle yokes the loss of their fathers with the loss of
their lands, explaining that neither she nor Elizabeth “knew where our fathers were. We
were descended from nations that no map had names or boundaries for” (299). Native
Americans and Palestinians are among the globe’s perpetual exiles, refugees from lands
that might have given them a sense of their identity, a slippery concept at best. In the
face of the question “who are you?” most people would offer names, occupations,
nationalities, family roles. But in a world where displacement of all kinds is increasingly
common, identity becomes more complicated. A name common to one tongue is
mispronounced, shortened, or changed entirely in another language; long familiar
occupations are no longer possible in a different society; new nationalities can be adopted
and old ones erased entirely, at least on paper. When national borders are crossed,
whether through immigration, migration, exile, or some other means of relocation, the
permeability of other, less visible boundaries is also revealed, and identity becomes
increasingly problematic. Language, whether an actual dialect, or an accent, or even a
name, is a fundamental way that people maintain, reject or reclaim cultural, ethnic, and
national identities.
In Questions of Travel, Caren Kaplan examines a number of terms (immigration,
migration, exile, expatriation, diaspora, nomadism, refugee, tourism) commonly used to
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explain different types of human displacement, analyzing how many of these labels carry
an associated value judgment in modernism and postmodernism. The modernist
stereotype of the romantic literary expatriate and the postmodern intellectual exile, for
example, are generally privileged figures in the Western literary imagination, unlike the
refugee or migrant. Instead of reading these conditions of displacement as merely
aesthetically significant, Kaplan argues for a politically and culturally grounded
theoretical specificity that “sharpens our abilities to sort through the deadening
multiplicities of consumer culture, to better articulate our desires and to understand the
contradictory and productive power of what Judith Williamson calls ‘constructs of
difference” (15). What all of these displaced figures share, of course, is that they have
moved or have been moved from one place to another. The crucial difference, as Kaplan
underscores, lies in who initiates the movement and for what purpose. And in that
movement, what happens to the individual’s identity? Bell and Abu-Jaber’s characters
illustrate how the specific cultural and historical experiences of being Native American or
Arab American lead to a unique articulation of identity that is predicated upon the fact of
displacement, in that their individual losses (of their fathers) and their people’s losses (of
their lands) are implicated in the way the characters situate themselves in various ways in
relation to both family histories and dominant culture, as well in the emphasis upon
language use, from storytelling, to naming, to using specific languages other than
English. Similarly, the migrant workers in Viramontes’ novel are perpetually displaced
in the peripatetic movement from job to job, never knowing if they are “there” yet, or
even if “there” will ever exist for them as a concrete and permanent certainty.
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Modernism told us that the old metanarratives were no longer relevant, sometimes
that they no longer even existed, but some expectations of a new narrative still existed.
In the language of postmodernism, we have come to expect a complete loss of totalizing
narratives, a fragmentation and diffusion which extends to identity construction and
perception. Floya Anthias, in critiquing previous work on identity, argues that
“Contradictory and multiple social locations and identities have always existed, but they
have been made more acute by the increasing differentiation and fragmentation of social
life in the post modern period,” but that scholars frequently make the mistake of
constructing “the hybrid or diasporic self as a unity” (123). Anthias does not provide a
distinction between “hybrid” and “diasporic self,” perhaps because she is concerned more
with a lack of attention to the importance of “gender, ethnicity and ‘race’” in constructing
those social differentiations, but in using the term “diasporic,” she is drawing on a body
of work in which the term has come to mean many things, from the very generalized and
metaphysical to more specific and historically grounded. Michael Humphrey, in his
study of Lebanese diasporic identity, points out that diaspora “is not merely understood
as banishment or being made an outcast from one's home society but from all society. Its
usage moves between the specificity of an historical experience to an existential
condition. It is even used as a metaphor for the existential condition of post modernity to
refer to uncertainty, displacement and fragmented identity” (32). This “existential” use
of the term brings to mind Kaplan’s critique of the aestheticization of the terms exile and
expatriate without contextualization, and while it would be a mistake to claim that
diaspora can have no relevance outside of a purely historical framework, to ignore the
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material conditions of diaspora is tantamount to dismissing the very real significance of
displacement on individual identity.
Other scholars provide more historically grounded definitions of diaspora: in
tracing the formation of ethnic identity as a theoretical concept, for instance, Alan
Anderson points out that
there is an extensive range in ethnic minority groups that could be designated
diaspora minorities; broadly defined as interrelated ethnic minorities in a virtual
diaspora situation; scattered ethnic minorities lacking a homeland concept;
minorities with a concept of a recreated or imagined homeland; diaspora
minorities created through colonialism; immigrants and refugees; migrant labor;
‘mobilized’ and ‘proletarian’ diasporas; as well as ‘forced’ diasporas that may
have been exiled redistributed, enslaved, or indentured (216).
Anderson’s brief definition highlights the complexities within the single label diaspora, in
terms of the material conditions under which a given population is rendered diasporic,
and both Palestinians and Native Americans easily fit into Anderson’s schema, as do
migrant workers such as Estrella, Petra and Alejo. Kim Butler, in a related vein, outlines
“three basic features of diaspora,” all of which are helpful in examining Abu-Jaber’s
story and Bell’s novel. Briefly, diaspora involves “. . . a minimum of two destinations . .
. [,] some relationship to an actual or imagined homeland . . . [and] self-awareness of the
group’s identity.” More significantly, “in the cases of diasporas whose homeland no
longer exists, or who have been separated from the homeland for many generations, this
element of consciously held and constructed identity has been pivotal to their survival as
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a cultural unit” (192). Bell and Abu-Jaber’s characters vividly illustrate the importance
of holding on to their ancestral memories of family, community and land in order to
articulate their individual identities: Lucie writes down her mothers’ stories, while
Estelle honors in story the memory of her lost friend and their “twin-ship,” both in an
attempt to define themselves, at least in part, in resistance against the loss they have
experienced and the pressure they feel to submit to erasure of their non-white selves.
Most of these definitions of diaspora share the assumption of a rupture in identity
caused by physical displacement, from Butler’s “diasporic features” that highlight an
awareness of constructed identity, to Humphrey’s emphasis on the place of fragmented
identity as a component of diaspora. Because they fulfill many of the features in the
definitions outlined above, I read Lucie and Estelle, as well as the migrant workers of
Under the Feet of Jesus, as members of diasporic populations, but it is important to
position the term very specifically in reference to their cultural and historical contexts,
keeping in mind Ibrahim Aoudé’s caution that “Not all individuals, even within the same
family, consider themselves to be members of the diaspora by any definition,” (164),
further complicating the definition. Lucie and her mother or Estelle and Winifred are
clear examples of this difference even within families. Humphrey also uses the term
diaspora carefully, for he believes that “Diaspora is a very homogenizing term that
overstates the resemblances and mutual interests of Lebanese across generations, or even
their contemporary identification with a shared national story” (48). I do not wish to
suggest that Abu-Jaber’s characters illustrate a universal experience with immigration, or
even with Arab-American identity or the Palestinian diaspora, that Bell’s story of one
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family of Cherokee women may be interpreted as speaking for other Indian tribal or
familial histories, or that migrant workers are automatically members of a clearly-defined
diasporas. However, they may certainly be read as emblematic of many larger issues in
the analysis of language, identity and home places.
Conclusion
When people are displaced from one land to another, their identity does not move
with them like a piece of luggage. Instead, what emerges from the move are a complex
and ever-changing negotiation of differences and an ongoing articulation of shifting
identities. One of the most important elements in allowing for the formation and fluidity
of these identities is to maintain connections with other diasporic communities, and also
to learn family and cultural histories in order to foreground specific contexts that inform
particular identities. Aoudé suggests that “a term that is more specific than
‘transnationalism’ and which defines such connections is essential. ‘Diasporic
interconnections’ might be such a term, and this may also include connections with the
homeland” (164). Storytelling is an important avenue of transmission in many cultures,
of course, but stories acquire a particular poignancy when they resurrect a sense of loss
and recreate an absent place to which an individual or community wishes to return.
Benmayor and Skotnes underscore the importance of oral history in their collection of
edited case studies on migration and identity, writing that
personal stories allow some sense of how individual migrants . . . make sense of
their experiences and thereby continually construct and reconstruct
understandings of themselves and their larger social circumstances . . how
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im/migrant subjects constantly build, reinvent, synthesize or even collage
identities from multiple sources and resources often lacing them with deep
ambivalence (14-15).
The idea of “collaging” identities is especially pertinent to Bell’s novel, with its
movement between places and times and its multivocality, as well as to Under the Feet of
Jesus, which shows Estrella collaging, or becoming a bricoleur in her use of disparate
language elements and tools to assert an identity and agency of her own. Equally
important to all three texts discussed in this chapter is the way none of the characters
deny the need to accommodate dominant culture while simultaneously embracing their
histories: Estrella combines reading in the technical sense with an ability to use social
literacy and actual tools of labor to assert her community’s right to be considered equal of
notice, education and medical care; Lucie remains an academic but situates her mothers’
stories as part of her sense of self and is careful to ensure the accuracy of her
grandmother’s death certificate in the dominant governmental files, while Estelle resists
the cultural erasure of language and Palestinian identity her aunt would enforce when the
memory of her father’s death becomes clear during the course of the story. Accepting her
loss of Elizabeth enables Estelle to remember her father’s suicide, which she had not at
first understood. The adult Estelle’s location in New York City, away from Elizabeth’s
reservation, and Lucie’s position within the academy illustrate how each woman is able
to negotiate different identities in different places, both actual and metaphorical. They
perhaps also suggest a future path for Estrella, whose future as an activist may well
depend upon her ability to honor her migrant past while mastering the tools of the
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dominant Anglo society in educating herself to harness the social and cultural critiques to
an attempt to improve the lives of migrant workers like her family and Alejo.
Darrell Peters, in discussing the presence of “centering” in the work of Louis
Owens and other Native writers, claims that although “Native American literature is
profoundly concerned with understanding what it means to be Indian,” Owens “explains
that locating oneself as Indian entails more than just a strong knowledge and acceptance
of tradition. For true centering to take place, Native Americans must also consider the
‘new’ world of which they are a part” (para. 5). This is equally true for other minority
and ethnic groups, such as Latino/as or Palestinian immigrants, migrants and refugees, to
name only two. Ongoing wars and interethnic conflicts continue to redraw national
boundaries and create new displaced and dispossessed populations, while the economic
effects of a globalised market lead to the movements of workers across borders. From
these conditions, writers will emerge to assert their histories in the face of institutional
erasures. The maxim that “history is written by the victors” may be challenged in future
years by writers of oppressed groups who assert their right to articulate their own
versions of the truth.
While historical specificity is crucial in positioning any study of displacement and
identity, what seems to be indisputable is that language, place and identity are
inextricably linked. The concept of movement as a function of identity formation is
especially fruitful for studying diasporic communities, however. Kaplan acknowledges
that the postmodern “destabilization of master narratives” on the part of some critics is
born of a desire to effect “progressive political change” (17), but she points out that
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theories of location do not always have to rely upon binary oppositions. Instead, we can
look to theories that take into account the material conditions under which displacement
occurs, and in a context of specific cultural and historical markers, speculate on how
identity is formed in a complex mixture of space and time. In a similar vein, Ania
Loomba, referencing Stuart Hall, points out that
it is possible to think about cultural identity in a related but different way, one
which is ‘much less familiar and more unsettling.’ This second position
recognises that identity is a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being.’ Thus,
colonised peoples cannot simply turn back to the idea of a collective pre-colonial
culture and a past ‘which is waiting to be found, and which when found, will
secure our sense of ourselves into eternity’ (1994: 394) (181-182).
The idea of identity as becoming, in a constant state of flux, points to the discursive
negotiations often involved in the process of ongoing identfications in different places
and times. Chadwick Allen, in pointing out that “’Mixed’ blood can mean denigrated
status in both Indian and White communities, a sense of belonging nowhere and to no
one” (98), also emphasizes that “The contemporary Indian writer renders himself
coincident with indigenous ancestors and with indigenous history - and makes available
to readers both that indigenous past and his contemporary identity as indigenous –
through strategies of narrative re-membering and transgenerational address” (101).
Allen’s argument underscores the crucial importance for both Native and other diasporic,
immigrant or ethnic populations to acknowledge both past and present in order to survive
a history of displacement and attempted erasure. Trying to recapture an imagined history
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before the arrival of the colonizers is no more successful a strategy in identity formation
than is a complete rejection of one’s non-white selves. What is needed is a middle road,
a hybridity that negotiates varying contexts and suits itself to a number of different
circumstances without sacrificing any of one’s ancestors.
Lucie’s bold declaration to the Oklahoma Historical Society librarian regarding
the power and threat of the educated Indian to those in dominant society who are still
attempting the cultural erasure of minority populations serves a crucial purpose, as does
Bell’s novel as a whole: they emphasize the importance of both oral and written stories
as a way to integrate the past with one’s identity. Similarly, Abu-Jaber shows NativeAmerican loss and Estelle’s personal loss of Elizabeth not just as parallel narratives, but
as inextricably linked to the Palestinian situation, perhaps pointing to the possibility of
enacting Aoudé’s concept of “diasporic interconnections.” In Viramontes’ novel, Estrella
honors the work of her mother and critiques the misleading marketing strategies that
erase migrant labor, and the novel as a whole is often read as contestatory literature,
which acts as a testament to the gaps in representation of the Latino migrant experience.
While it is true that oral storytelling avoids closure in the way “the stories lived, never
finishing in circumstance in death” (Bell 4), writing down those stories makes a claim for
their validity in the value structure of Euro-Western society, which has historically
privileged the written over the oral in terms of the lasting impact of the former. Armand
Garnet Ruffo writes that
it is in the very act expressing themselves, of ironically putting down words in the
language of the colonizer, that these authors reveal their determination to liberate
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themselves and to choose life over death. To address Native people themselves so
that they can empower and heal themselves through their own cultural
affirmation, as well as address those in power and give them the real story, this
too is the answer (para. 32).
The increasing number of publications by Native Americans and Arab Americans joins
the vibrant body of existing multiethnic literature, which Latino/a writers have already
enriched, and allows for an expanded kind of realization about the fluidity of identity in a
world where displaced and diasporic populations are constantly negotiating obstacles in
the form of historical erasure and denial. Chadwick Allen stresses the need “to counter
dominant culture’s stereotypical images of ‘real’ or ‘authentic’ natives,” (111), while
Michelle Taigue explains that her family members
were those who sought to transform their oppression, and they earned to be at
ease with the liminal. By necessity, they mastered the intricacies of illusion.
Comfortable with chaos, they became artists of dissemblance. Not with malice,
not confidence men, theybecame superb manipulators of fictions, constructing
identities like puzzles made from pieces pierced by prejudice, their faces
momentary mosaics rearranged in the silence of a second (299).
Taigue further explains the strategy of silence, which “became a strategy for survival . . .
a powerful rhetorical tool which cuts and gives shape to sound and meaning – not to
confuse it with the inarticulate and illiterate, or the inchoate place of nonbeing, the
silence of suppression, a void which lends itself to shame and insecurity” (299-300).
Silence, like identity and hybridity, can be claimed as an act of resistance and can change
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with varying circumstances. On the opposite side of the equation, speaking and
inscribing one’s identity, whether positioned as hybrid or not, is especially important in a
diasporic context, as a way to counter mis-recordings of history and the assumptions of
fixity to which minority populations are so often subject in the colonial/postcolonial
frame. As Elaine Jahner points out:
Assuming that the central stories that a community conspires to keep alive all lead
back eventually to questions of identity, we can see how the process of constant
updating is a primary ideological necessity. It is the necessity that leads us to ask
about the different points of passage between different spaces of the mind as these
are traversed, mapped, and translated into further narratives whose performative
potential makes narrative into a renewable resource.” (157)
Different reasons for being here (immigration, migration, exile etc) may lead to different
kinds of language identity, and it is important to remember that there is no one
universalizing experience of diaspora and displacement. However, we can listen to the
voices of authors such as Viramontes, Bell and Abu-Jaber, who assert their rights to
speak or be silent, to accept fluidity and reject totalizing boundaries, to move back and
forth across borders meant to contain them. What is most significant is that the
misrepresented, displaced and formerly colonized speak back in their own voices and the
voices of their forebears, using the spaces of narrative and language to reinvigorate
culture and history and refuse the imposition of absence.
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III. GENDERED SPACES AND REPRESENTATION
Introduction
Critics, artists and individuals from cultures all over the world have dedicated
considerable attention to the gendered nature of identity and space, a phenomenon not
unique to any single location or historical period. Practitioners of many disciplines have
examined the socially constructed boundaries between masculine and feminine spaces
that inform the foundations of social relationships and identity formation, illustrating the
importance of these gendered spaces to studies in fields ranging from social sciences and
literary analysis to urban planning and public policy. Geographers, of course, have been
especially concerned with analyzing the relationships between space and the lived
experiences of men and women alike; however, work by feminist geographers beginning
for the most part in the 1980s began to make visible the ways in which men and women
produce, define, delineate, use, and move through specific kinds of spaces in particular
ways that are inflected by gender and other variables, including systems of knowledge
production and economics. Feminist geographers have critiqued the field itself, arguing
that it was for many years a disciplinary space that silenced women and women’s
experiences5, while others have studied the formation and construction of gender
identities as they intersect with race and class, including the analysis of specificallygendered spaces.6 Geographer Linda McDowell points to the importance of situated
knowledge and the role played in identity construction by conceptions of space, including
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See Rose, Gillian. “Tradition and Paternity: Same Difference?” or Domosh, Mona. “Towards a Feminist
Historiography of Geography.”
6
For instance, Pratt, Geraldine and Susan Hanson. “Gender, Class and Space.”
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gendered, racialized, or class-marked constructions of localities, calling in 1993 for "a
theoretical analysis of differences, building up an understanding of the mutual
interrelations of gender . . . of sexuality, household and family structures and the political
economy of domestic and workplace relations within and between places” (315). Much
of the geographic work on gender and space points to the myriad ways in which women’s
places have traditionally been identified as private, domestic, limited and static, while
men have occupied the dynamic and less restrictive public arena. Furthermore, the ways
in which women often experience public space differently from men is explored by
geographers such as Rachel Pain, whose work exposes the gendered geography of fear.
Pain argues that although women do not all “share the same experience of fear of crime,
broad trends exist which suggest that women’s fear is significantly different from men’s
fear. The spatial patterns of women’s perceptions of risks, of the actual risks they are
exposed to and of their behavioural responses have implications for their equal
participation in society” (415). Because women’s habitation and use of specific spaces is
so often inflected by gender, those spaces are significant in the ways identities are
articulated and narrated. In addition to work that examines gender and space in western
cultures, studies of how gendered spaces function in the lives of women in various
cultures cover wide regions of the globe, from Tanzania to China and North America to
India7. Among these, the focus on the Middle East and North Africa (often referred to as
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See, for instance, Tripp, Aili Mari, “Rethinking Difference: Comparative Perspectives from Africa”;
Willis, Katie and Brenda Yeoh, “Gendering transnational communities: a comparison of Singaporean and
British migrants in China”; and Mazumdar, Shampa and Sanjoy Mazumdar, “Women's Significant Spaces:
Religion, Space, and Community.”
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the MENA region), has grown substantially due to both internal and external sociopolitical dynamics. These studies have allowed us to explore nuances in the gendered
nature of space and how it may be deconstructed. For instance, Moroccan sociologist
Fatima Mernissi often discusses the Muslim man’s “[use of] space to establish male
domination by excluding women from the public arena” (Scheherazade 213). However,
the use of space as a means of control is not limited to Muslim societies; renowned
geographer Doreen Massey, in exploring how gender relations and constructions are
articulated and maintained through concepts related to time, space and place in Western
cultures, points out that “the limitation of women’s mobility, in terms both of identity and
space, has been in some cultural contexts a crucial means of subordination” and that “the
attempt to confine women to the domestic sphere was both a specifically spatial control,
and through that, a social control on identity” (179). Massey asserts that “spaces and
places, and our senses of them . . . are gendered through and through. Moreover they are
gendered in a myriad different ways, which vary between cultures and over time” (186).
Therefore, we can compare how gender relations have contributed to women’s identity
formation in spatially-gendered spaces across multiple cultural and historical contexts,
but we must also contrast the multiple ways in which women’s lived experiences of
gender have differed, lest we forget the lessons of third world feminism, which teach us
that the preoccupations of one group of women are not necessarily prioritized in the same
way by others. In Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s famous essay, “Under Western Eyes:
Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses,” for instance, she critiques the Western
feminist construction of a “singular monolithic subject” she terms the “third world
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woman” (51) in large part because this “western feminist discourse, by assuming women
as a coherent, already constituted group[,] . . . defines third world women as subjects
outside social relations, instead of looking at the way women are constituted through
these very structures” (72). Spaces of all kinds, whether physical (home spaces, work
spaces, public and private spaces) or metaphorical (spaces of fear, spaces of
empowerment, past and present spaces), are also reflective of social relations, and as
such, they contribute to subject formation. However, as Mohanty argues, a reliance on
ahistorical categories and a lack of specific cultural context forecloses on the possibility
of a more nuanced analysis of how women in different locations and across various times
may be affected by the social constructions of gendered spaces at all levels, from the
personal to the societal.
While social theory, especially in the fields of human geography, has fruitfully
explored the workings of the wider socio-cultural narratives of space, it is important to
study individual and fictional narratives as well and explore how spatial narrations inform
identity on varying levels and in various contexts. Narration of identity almost always
involves a concurrent narration of spatiality – who we are is due in part to the places we
have come from and the places we find ourselves creating, in narratives drawn from life
and in literature alike. In Extinct Lands, Temporal Geographies: Chicana Literature and
the Urgency of Space, Mary Pat Brady makes a claim for the study of aesthetics and
literature to help understand how identities are spatialized because narrative “entails
forms of conceptualization and the traditions, myths, and meanings ascribed to space,
including how places are discussed or named and the grammatical structures that regulate
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their production” (8). Brady examines Anglo travel narratives and newspaper accounts
alongside plays, short stories, poems and novels by Chicana writers to critique the use of
spatial accounts to produce a particular history of the Southwest that erased Native
American and Latino/a meanings for places and the people who inhabited them. In this
chapter (and throughout this whole work), I rely on a similar argument; we should study
literature of various sorts to help us understand the conditions under which people
identify themselves and others in actual spaces as well as spaces of artistic expression.
This chapter will explore how various writers have represented identities as functions of
gendered spaces in particular, centering upon characters who operate in spaces where
women interact in ways that both counter and reinforce common representational
stereotypes. One key idea to be investigated is the way gendered patterns of behavior
travel with individuals and with texts alike; questions to be asked include an inquiry into
the repercussions for identity-making of how women writers represent themselves and
others in various kinds of spaces. As with any comparative work, it is crucially important
to consider commonalities and differences alike; in this case, we can examine the fact
that spaces are gendered for all the female characters in the novels to be analyzed,
whether these characters are Native American, Latina or Middle Eastern-American. This
commonality is complicated, however, by issues ranging from the different kinds of
actual gendered spaces involved to the various ways that women from these specific
ethnic or cultural groups are typically represented within the gendered spaces, as well as
by the strategies employed by the authors to engage with particular representational
stereotypes. Although spaces such as the home are typically gendered across cultures, the
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ways in which women are represented in the home varies widely; for instance, the
stereotypical concept of a Middle-Eastern domestic sequestration of women is not treated
in the same way as the domestic lives of women from other groups. I will look at three
novels in this chapter: Solar Storms by Linda Hogan, which centers upon several women
in a Native American family who embark upon a quest to fight the construction of a dam
on their traditional lands and in the process reinforce their kinship with each other and the
land; So Far From God, by Ana Castillo, in which a Latina woman and her four
daughters are victimized by the value systems of the community around them, while at
the same time they either challenge or adhere to its strictures and values; and Crescent,
by Diana Abu-Jaber, which portrays a half-Iraqi American chef whose identity is at the
beginning mostly a function of her profession, but becomes more nuanced as ArabAmerican by the end of the novel. In all three books, the female characters operate in
female-gendered places that allow them to articulate changing and often unstable
identities and find some sense of empowerment, although there are few unequivocal
victories for any of them. But although they all work within spaces gendered as female,
the actual gendered spaces are different, as are some of the ways they are perceived and
the narratives they tell about themselves as a result of their ethnic or cultural identities.
A key question for this chapter is how issues of representation may be related to
identities informed by multi-ethnicities, immigration or diaspora. The books all take
certain traditional ideas of women’s spaces and turn those ideas around for an American
audience, rewriting the way women are typically represented as a part of the cultures in
question. These are places where women can present female identities as more powerful
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than they might commonly be perceived, in the process rejecting the narratives that have
been created about them by others and rewriting their own versions. At the same time, the
books present a challenge to certain values of the dominant society: Solar Storms and So
Far From God both speak to environmental and health dangers, while Crescent looks at
issues of geopolitics; all three address questions of power, agency and autonomy. The
women in all three books are shown asserting agency in places that have sometimes been
seen as outside their purview, but they also tend to draw power from typically female
spaces. Despite the differences in how women of various non-Anglo cultures have
historically been represented by others, in each book the characters negotiate certain
cultural demands for women in their ethnic backgrounds as well as the wider Anglo
communities, underscoring the importance of examining the effects upon identity when
people move in and between varied cultural milieus, some of which are new to them. In
multiethnic literature in particular, issues of gender are complicated by race/ethnicity, but
not in the same way for all groups and writers. The most important parallel to be drawn
from all the texts studied in this chapter is that there is empowerment and subject
formation in the female spaces, whether at home or at work, although not necessarily
triumph or large scale change. They may not rewrite the rules of society in regard to
gendered spaces and agency, but they articulate a version of identity that is empowered at
least in a local or temporary context. In a multicultural context, the writers are working
against or through established representations of women in their cultural groups that
compare or contrast with hegemonic ideas of gendered spaces, whether derived from
dominant white culture or the restrictions of another.
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One way to compare these three novels, without obscuring or trivializing their
differences, is to consider whether the whole concept of gendered space can be used as an
organizational trope and applied as a framework to various scenarios in order to examine
how all the characters, despite the specific cultural or ethnic representational stereotypes
associated with their ethnicities, function within certain places deemed to be female and
yet question the values and associations typically allied to those places. In this sense, the
idea of the harem may provide a starting point, for common Western concepts of the
harem epitomize gendered spaces and all the limitations they may be thought to impose.
At the same time, several authors have deployed the space of the harem as a strategy for
challenging typical ideas of female disempowerment and passivity. Relying largely on
Mernissi’s concept of the “invisible harem” (Dreams 62) of rules rather than a
geographically bounded women’s quarters, I deploy the harem as a theoretical construct
as well as an actual space, and envision it in both literal and metaphorical ways as a
gendered space that may serve as the site for further explorations of how gender and
identity become intertwined in the novels being examined.
The Harem: Real and Metaphorical, Representations and Realities
We cannot ignore the idea of the harem when we are discussing works that center
upon Middle Eastern settings or characters; like the veil, the harem is one of the most
enduring and durable tropes associated with this region of the world. The Western world
has been fascinated and repelled in equal measure by the gender segregation and resulting
social relationships that are fostered by the harem and the veil; even more significantly,
they stand in for multiple images of and associations with decadence, backwardness and
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mystery in public and academic discourse alike. As a clearly gendered space that
represents female oppression for many Westerners, the institution of the harem may not
be as prevalent today as the veil8, but it is an equally potent repository of onedimensional ideas about Middle Eastern gender roles and social relationships that
contribute to static representations and misunderstandings. The harem as a formal
institution is far less common than it was in earlier centuries, but many Middle Eastern
women still follow the dictates of gender segregation to some extent (either by choice or
imposition), a state of affairs that underscores the continuing relevancy and influence of
the idea of the harem and how that idea functions in the West, in a trajectory that can be
traced back as far as the first experiences of Europeans in the Middle East. 9 Although
many Middle Eastern women (primarily those of the lower classes) never led sequestered
lives, it was the middle and upper class women in the harems, virtually invisible to
European travelers, who became by virtue of their absence the subject of a whole host of
Western constructs commonly regarded as truths about sexuality and male-female
relationships in the East. As more Europeans traveled to primarily Muslim cultures in the
age of Western colonization, the gendered space of the harem became an object of
fascination in art and public discourse, at first through the secondhand reports of
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The veil has been at the center of many recent debates, of course, from the law banning face-covering
attire in France to the recent publication of Leila Ahmed’s A Quiet Revolution, which examines the
changing meanings of the veil, especially in a Western context.
9
In outlining the history of Europe’s constructions of the Orient, Rana Kabbani goes as far back as
European medieval literature, full of “treacherous, lewd and selfish” Muslim princesses, in contrast to the
“self-sacrificing and virtuous” (16) Christian women, to show how this binary has long been established in
the West. Kabbani points out that countless European travelers provided “anecdotal accounts” of the
harem that “reinforced each other to create a definitive edifice of sexuality and despotism” (18); however,
these accounts were provided almost exclusively by European men. When Western women entered the
harem, the “truths” disseminated about this women’s space became complicated to some extent.
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European men and then via European women who had the supposed authority of having
visited them.10
Strictly speaking, the harem is simply the women’s quarters in a Muslim
household, but the most prevalent image of the harem in the West is the imperial harem,
or seraglio, closely associated with the Ottomans and generally envisioned as a sultan’s
lush, opulent and sensual playground. In numerous Western paintings and stories, the
sultan’s harem is depicted as a space in which countless nude or semi-clothed women are
bathing, reclining on pillows or even caressing each other. These harems are crowded by
passive women who appear to have no occupation besides waiting for the sultan’s notice.
The significance of the Western construct of the passive “Oriental” woman can, of
course, be framed by Edward Said’s theoretical premise in Orientalism, that Western
discourse about the Middle East contributed to the functioning of Western (primarily
British and French) colonialism, which rested largely upon the presumed superiority of
the Europeans. The fact that Middle Eastern women were attempting through their
memoirs to dispel Western stereotypes about them even in the latter part of the nineteenth
10

English aristocrat Lady Mary Wortley Montagu was one of the first European women to visit a harem;
her “Turkish Embassy Letters” were celebrated in the early 18th century as an “insider’s view” of this
Middle Eastern institution. Although Montagu’s contribution to Orientalist discourse about Turkey is
undoubtedly significant, the question of whether her portrayals challenged or maintained the dominant
representation of Orientalism has been debated in recent scholarship. For instance, in an essay analyzing
Montagu’s “Letters” in light of the way British cultural trends were changing in the 18 th century, Katherine
S.H. Turner highlights the ambiguity of Montagu’s regard for Turkish culture and women: at times
admiring, at times ambivalent. Turner writes that Montagu “combines a respect for Turkish cultural history
with a poetic imagining of Turkish culture as existing outside history and indeed politics” (128). This
placement of Turkish culture as “outside history” in itself is an Orientalist stance, in its sense of fixing the
identity of Turks, a fixity that denies them a complex reality. And as Meyda Yeğenoğlu points out,
Montagu’s status as voyeur in the harem, relating her experiences for an outside (British) audience, situates
her gaze as male and contributes to Orientalist discourse by implication. Yeğenoğlu argues that
“Montagu’s discourse repeats and reproduces all the existing tropes and concerns that characterize the
Orientalist/phallocentric discourses” (93), despite her position, as a woman, as the subject of
phallocentrism in Europe.
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century seems to have had little or no impact on the representation of their descendants
today: despite the early accounts of Ottoman women who attempted to “correct Western
misconceptions about Ottoman society,” 11 then, as now, “the harem woman (often
equated with the odalisque, or trainee, of the imperial harem, and who was generally
understood in the West as a concubine) remained the pivot of Western Orientalist
fantasy” (Lewis 17). The construction of this mythologized Other, although associated
with the seraglio as an institution of the past, maintains its resonance in the context of the
domestic harem, or the women’s quarters, where, it is commonly believed in the West,
women are passive, dominated and silenced. While there is some undeniable truth in the
idea of gendered spaces being used as a means of controlling women in certain cultures 12,
the harem (as well as the veil) is not always a place of suffering and domination.
Although the differences between the domestic and imperial harems are vast, they
both serve to delineate spaces in which to normalize gender roles. Moroccan sociologist
Fatima Mernissi’s memoir, Dreams of Trespass: Tales of a Harem Girlhood, along with
Egyptian-born feminist Leila Ahmed’s Border Passage, were published as two of several
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Reina Lewis cites works such as Thirty Years in the Harem: or the Autobiography of Melek-Hanum, Wife
of H.H. Kibrizli-Mehemet-Pasha (1872) and Six Years in Europe: Sequel to Thirty Years In the Harem
(1873) by Melek Hanum and Memoirs of an Arabian Princess: Princess Salme bint Said ibn Sultan al-Bu
Saidi of Oman and Zanzibar (1888) by Emily Said-Ruete.
12
The use of space to control women is not unique to non-Western cultures, of course. Doreen Massey
relates one of her early realizations that certain spaces are gendered, describing a visit as a teenager to an
art museum with two young male friends. She writes that the museum “was full of paintings, a high
proportion of which were of naked women. They were pictures of naked women painted by men, and thus
of women seen though the eyes of men. So I stood there with these two young friends, and they looked at
these pictures which were of women seen through the eyes of men, and I looked at them, my two young
friends, looking at pictures of naked women as seen through the eyes of men. And I felt objectified. This
was a ‘space’ that clearly let me know something, and something ignominious, about what High Culture
thought was my place in Society” (186).
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harem memoirs that appeared in the West in the late 1980s and mid-1990s13, portraying
the harem from a distinctly different viewpoint from European accounts: they explore in
part the authors’ experiences growing up in domestic harems, revealing that although the
sequestration of women in the harem led all too often to their oppressive living
conditions, the women’s quarters could also be a site of regeneration and resistance.
Authors such as Mernissi and Ahmed, in narrating their histories, elucidate upon and in a
sense resignify the word harem and all its associations, and their memoirs depict a more
nuanced harem and more assertive women, thereby allowing for a realistic view of
women in the Middle East and elsewhere and opening up a space in feminist and
Orientalist discourse for a more complex and multifaceted view of Middle Eastern
women. At the same time, the domesticity of Mernissi and Ahmed’s harems places them
firmly within the realm of the ordinary, simply by virtue of being defined in opposition to
the extraordinary in the form of the politicized and sexualized seraglio: the domestic
harem, instead of being represented as a space of passivity and indolence, is the site of
busy activity and daily family life - the place where everyday life takes place in all its
complexities and contradictions. As Barry Sandywell shows in his overview of the
varying definitions associated with the philosophical genealogy of the “everyday,” one
common way to define this term has been to consider that “everydayness connotes the
normal run of things, the usual and the commonplace” (163). But the everyday is not
13

Other titles include Alev Lyle Croutier’s Harem: The World Behind the Veil; Sattareh FarmanFarmaian’s Daughter of Persia: A Woman's Journey From Her Father's Harem Through the Islamic
Revolution; Crowning Anguish: Memoirs of a Persian Princess from the Harem to Modernity 1884-1914
by and about Taj Al-Saltana; and Huda Shaarawi’s Harem Years: The Memoirs of an Egyptian Feminist
(1879-1924).
.
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always just the ordinary. Ian Burkitt, for instance, considers the complexities of time and
space in defining the concept of everyday life and points out that “the reality of everyday
life – the sum total of all our relations – is built on the ground, in daily activities and
transactions” (212). In this sense, Burkitt argues, the fluidity of everyday life is what
leads it to stand opposed to state and bureaucratic processes that seek to fix and codify
social practices. In this model, the lived experience of everyday life provides not just the
space for reproducing the social productions that underlie all ideological formations, but
also the possibility of moving beyond or through ideologies. The tension between
reproduction and resistance found in the sphere of the everyday renders any judgment
about its function and potential prey to qualification and conditionality, but its links to
ideology can be fruitfully interrogated despite (or because of) its very quotidian nature.
Mary Pat Bracy makes a similar argument, writing that a study of both nonfiction and
fictional texts, which reflect the lived experiences of authors and their communities,
allows us to understand the ways in which “Chicana literature …implicates the
production of space in the everyday, in the social…” (6). Memoirs (harem or otherwise)
that depict the activities of everyday life can act as counter-representational strategies in
their illustration of how individuals can both differentiate themselves from the prevailing
societal and cultural norms and also reinforce those norms. The authors who write harem
memoirs present a picture of Middle Eastern women who do not fit easily into common
Western stereotypical molds of submission or silence; their adherence and resistance to
ideological constructs renders them more complicated than the cardboard cut-outs of
long-standing Orientalist thought. In this way, memoirs that show the harems as spaces in
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which women complicate common stereotypes about them can be thought of as moves to
resignify the harem itself – to rework and refashion the images, ideas and preconceived
notions of what it means to be a woman in the epitome of what is supposedly a woman’s
place.
For the purpose of considering how the harem stands in as a gendered space
subject to ideological constructions that contribute both to self-identity and to
stereotypical depictions of Other identities, and how this space may function in identity
formation, we might provisionally (and very broadly) define ideology in part as the
production of cultural values which arise from the lived social processes and practices of
the everyday and which play some role in producing and justifying power structures in a
given social sphere. However, if ideology both pervades and constructs the everyday,
Louis Althusser’s famous assertion that individuals are “always-already” born into
ideology, and “always-already subjects” to ideology (164) would seem to leave no room
to maneuver around social processes because “what seems to take place outside ideology
. . . in reality takes place in ideology. What really takes place in ideology seems therefore
to take place outside it” (163). The inescapability of Althusser’s view of ideology
underscores its almost sinister quotidian nature and makes clear that if everything and
everyone are inside ideology, then everyday life or ordinary events are inherently
ideological. Of course, Althusser’s theory of how the subject is constructed in and
through ideology leaves little room for the subject to escape from or resist ideologies.
Michel de Certeau, by contrast, while also interested in how societal power relationships
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are constructed and maintained, sees liberatory possibilities in the same everyday acts
that in Althusser’s view are only the site of ideological subject formation.
Although de Certeau does not deny the crucial role of ideology(ies) in
constructing modern subjectivity, he moves away from the inevitability of Althusser’s
“always-already” subject, instead postulating that the individual, while not necessarily
escaping or changing ideological practices and systems, can at least subvert those
practices and systems for a time in moments of subterfuge or play. Rather than studying
“the representations of a society, on the one hand, and its modes of behavior, on the
other,” de Certeau is more interested in “the use to which they are put by groups or
individuals” (xii). In analyzing how everyday life reflects the power dynamics that
individuals negotiate on a daily basis, de Certeau identifies the differing responses of
“strategies” and “tactics.” A strategy, in de Certeau’s schema, is “the calculus of forcerelationships which becomes possible when a subject of will and power (a proprietor, an
enterprise, a city, a scientific institution) can be isolated from an ’environment’”: it is the
response of an institution with a “proper place” from which to consolidate its power. By
contrast, de Certeau identifies a tactic as “a calculus which cannot count on a ‘proper’ (a
spatial or institutional location), nor thus on a borderline distinguishing the other as a
visible totality. The place of a tactic belongs to the other” (xix): it “is determined by the
absence of power just as a strategy is organized by the postulation of power” (38).
Historically, the public world of men, with its institutional places, has been the arena of
strategies, unlike the private domestic domain, where tactics are necessary because
strategies are not possible. In the domestic harems described by Ahmed, Mernissi and
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other authors, the women who are without a proper institutional place of power are
denied the deployment of established strategies, but they can and do make use of
contingent tactics. de Certeau goes on to argue that:
Many everyday practices (talking, reading, moving about, shopping, cooking,
etc.) are tactical in character. And so are, more generally, many ‘ways of
operating’: victories of the ‘weak’ over the ‘strong’ (whether the strength be that
of powerful people or the violence of things or of an imposed order, etc.), clever
tricks, knowing how to get away with things, ‘hunter’s cunning,’ maneuvers,
polymorphic simulations, joyful discoveries, poetic as well as warlike. (xix).
In the harem memoirs of Mernissi and Ahmed, we can see how the deployment of de
Certeau’s tactics in the everyday of the domestic harem opens up the space of
representation for a more assertive Muslim woman than the figure that so dominates the
political and social rhetoric of the West. Instead of the icon of the passive, veiled woman
in need of saving, a construct handed down from centuries of Orientalist discourse and a
subject who is inescapably “always-already” in ideology, the women in Mernissi and
Ahmed’s memoirs articulate their own subjectivities by means of tactics that they artfully
deploy in resistance to the physical, cultural and metaphorical limits under which they
live.
In her memoir, which was published in 1994, Mernissi immediately paints a
picture of the harem as restrictive, writing on the very first pages that “right on our
threshold, you could see women of the harem contesting and fighting with Ahmed the
doorkeeper” and claiming that “women dreamed of trespassing all the time” (Trespass 1-
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2). The threshold in Mernissi’s home was the boundary line demarcating public and
private, and served also as a frontier in the battle for increased female autonomy. The
family, living in Fez, Morocco, consisted of Mernissi’s father, mother and siblings, her
uncle, his wife and their seven children, and her paternal grandmother. None of the men
had more than one wife, and the harem was simply that part of the house to which the
women and children were restricted. Mernissi makes a clear distinction early in the book
between the imperial harem, which she describes as “splendid palaces full of luxuriously
dressed and lasciviously reclined indolent women, with slaves standing by and eunuchs
watching the gates” and the domestic harem, which she says “were in fact extended
families, like the one described in this book, with no slaves and no eunuchs, and often
with monogamous couples, but who carried on the tradition of women’s seclusion” (34).
Interestingly, she also describes how the urban harem differed in many key ways from
the rural version: her maternal grandmother, Yasmina, lived on a farm with eight cowives, but the nationalists in the city, like her father and uncle, had rejected the custom of
multiple wives. Furthermore, Yasmina and her co-wives, says Mernissi, “did things we’d
never even heard of in the city, like fishing, tree climbing and bathing in a stream,” as
well as holding horseback races (67). Largely because of the differences in the rural
environment, the gendered space of the harem on the farm differed radically from the
harem in the city, but the relative freedom enjoyed by the rural harem women was still
constrained by limits. Yasmina explains to Mernissi that although there were no walls on
a rural harem, and the women “could walk or ride for hours without seeing a soul” (62),
they were still in the women’s space because any strange men they encountered would
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avert their eyes rather than look at another man’s wife. The threshold here was less
explicit than the one in the city house, but the invisible boundaries maintained power just
as strictly as the one patrolled by the doorkeeper. Yasmina stresses a deeper meaning to
the harem: that it was more psychological in a sense than physical. Yasmina tells
Mernissi that “a harem was about private space and the rules regulating it . . . [and] once
you knew what was forbidden, you carried the harem within” (61). Furthermore, as
Yasmina explains, the customary rules frequently worked specifically “against women”
(62). Mernissi’s description of an internal harem of rules is somewhat parallel to Iranianborn scholar Farzaneh Milani’s explanation of the Persian word sharm, which she defines
as a behavioral concept that regulates decorum, “maintains distance, rules the social
world, and stretches into the utmost reaches of the individual’s psyche. It involves both
an internal state and an external behavior. It accompanies feelings of embarrassment,
shyness or self-restraint and a woman’s public self-erasure” (52). Both the invisible
harem and sharm spatialize the gendered aspects of women’s lives and identities,
regulating how they behave in certain places, specifically marking different expectations
for public and private spaces and making visible the penalties incurred for misbehaving.
This concept of a mobile harem, a construct of rules that becomes part of a woman’s
identity, makes clear that it is not only physically grounded, geographically distinct
spaces that constitute a harem. A harem is, in this formulation, both literal and
metaphorical; it depends on socially-constructed guidelines for female and male
behaviors and identities and is articulated anew wherever and whenever the women and
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men who are subject to those rules interact (or segregate). Another account that
resignifies the harem is Leila Ahmed’s memoir.
Although Leila Ahmed was born in 1940, the same year as Mernissi, her
childhood in Egypt was quite different. Ahmed lived in Cairo with her parents and older
siblings in a home influenced by her father’s faith, typical of his class and generation, in
Western values and education, without a formal harem. However, like Mernissi, she often
visited her maternal grandmother’s home, Zatoun, which “was a place palpably apart,
imbued with some unnamably different order and way of being” (99). Ahmed’s
grandfather did not have multiple wives, but he rarely visited Zatoun, instead dedicating
“four or five days a week, sometimes longer, on his farm” (106). As a result, Zatoun was
the women’s domain and as Ahmed points out, “men and women certainly did live
essentially separate, almost unconnected lives” (100). However, unlike Mernissi’s
contentious female relatives, who fought the men on a daily basis, the women in
Ahmed’s family enjoyed spending time in this exclusively female space. Ahmed believes
that “Going to Zatoun and spending a couple of hours with Grandmother and with other
women relatives was no doubt an enormous source of emotional and psychological
support and pleasure. It was a way of sharing and renewing connection, of figuring out
how to deal with whatever was going on in their lives . . .” (104). Ahmed does not refer
explicitly to her grandmother’s home in Zatoun as a harem, but the title of the chapter in
which she discusses it the most is tellingly entitled “Harem,” and she calls this and the
house at Alexandria where the women spent summers (again, largely without the
presence of men), “women’s time, women’s space . . . women’s culture” (121). Ahmed
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again stresses the importance of women’s space when she describes her early years in
Cambridge, at the women’s college of Girton. Ahmed muses on why she felt so home in
England and concludes that at Girton,
. . . the order that framed and regulated our ordinary lives was one that I was
perfectly at home in. I found myself living, just as I had in Alexandria, in a place
where women, presiding over the young in their charge, were the authorities. This
is how it had been from when I first came into the world, and here it was, the
same underlying reality, at Girton. Girton, that is to say, was a version of the
community of women – the harem – as I had lived it every summer in Alexandria.
(181).
Ahmed makes clear, of course, that this harem bears no resemblance to the imperial
seraglio. Instead, she calls Girton “the harem perfected. Not the harem of Western male
sexual fantasy or even the harem of Muslim men, fantasy or reality, but the harem as I
had lived it, the harem of older women presiding over the young” (183). Ahmed’s
resignification of the harem here casts it as a place of female support, encouragement and
empowerment rather than the space in which women recline for the male gaze (and
indeed, an ocular harem of this sort is not solely a relic of the past to be memorialized in
museums; it might be said to exist in today’s world of instant visual media gratification).
Mernissi and Ahmed, for all their differences, both depict harems and women
inhabiting those spaces who bear virtually no resemblance to the veiled, silenced and
oppressed Middle Eastern woman of Orientalist discourse. Instead of the caricature who
all too often appears on the cover of books that purport to reveal the “truth” of how badly
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Muslim women, in particular, are in need of Western intervention, these harem dwellers
are complex individuals who neither deny their unequal status on the one hand nor
bemoan their helplessness on the other. Instead, they chart a contingent and fluctuating
course between accommodation and resistance to the social, cultural and religious
structures that delineate the parameters of their everyday lives. In the process, several
elements seem to stand out as vitally important to the daily existences of the women in
both memoirs: the importance of oral culture, both in the form of stories and in the
recounting of history and religion, and a concurrent insistence on the strength and
abilities of women. The use of oral culture and the emphasis on the autonomy of women
in certain arenas of their daily lives constitute a deployment of de Certeau’s tactics in that
they allow for some agency on the part of women - even if they are not able to
completely or permanently subvert the gender roles that dictate their separate lives and
restricted participation in the public economic, political and social spheres that men
inhabit more fully. Mernissi’s memoir is full of examples of how the women in her
family tried to resist authority, from trying to walk in the city without permission to
gradually adapting the type of veil required when doing so. Ahmed’s female relatives are
not shown fighting quite so constantly, although she does make the point that they freely
mocked the men, especially her grandfather, and did not ever explicitly characterize
themselves as inferior in any way. For both women, however, the orality of the women’s
spaces provided an avenue for the dissemination of knowledge used by women in their
bids for autonomy and independence and an articulation of their right to do so.
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One of the most concrete examples of how the women used knowledge passed on
orally is Mernissi’s description of the elaborate beauty rituals practiced by the women in
her family before going to the baths, or hammam. In a chapter entitled “Skin Politics:
Eggs, Dates, and Other Beauty Secrets,” Mernissi outlines how the women spent days
preparing natural shampoos and facial skin care masks. This was, she claims, “the only
subject upon which all the women agreed. . . Everyone relied heavily on tradition,” (232)
even those like Mernissi’s mother, who rebelled in other ways against the men and older,
more conservative women. In fact, the making of the ghassoul, a multipurpose shampoo
and lotion using clay and fragrant plants, took “many seasons, and two or three days of
hard work” (235), in which the whole female household participated.14 Mernissi tells of
how she realized, even as a child, the importance of a woman’s beauty in her culture, but
this moment of compliance with gendered norms is complicated by her divorced Aunt
Habiba’s assertion that “Skin is political . . . Otherwise why would the imams order us to
hide it?” (226). Aunt Habiba, despite her full participation in the ritual designed to make
women beautiful (and thereby desirable to men), also realizes that beauty is a weapon
used by male authorities to justify the segregation and exclusion of women from maledominated society; her awareness is certainly not the mark of a passivity or ignorance in
the Orientalist model. Even more significant is the incident Mernissi describes when her
father tried to tempt her mother away from these homemade beauty products, which he
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On a related note, Mernissi casts her awareness of and involvement in these beauty rituals (at the age of
nine) as a defining moment that separated her from her male cousin, Samir, who had been her constant
companion until that time. Samir was also sent to the men’s baths at around the same age, because he had
started to make women in the hammam uncomfortable with his “man’s stare” (227); this separation and the
rationale behind it highlights how early men and women learned to lead separate lives in the sense that
Ahmed describes.
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disliked for their smell. His wife asserted that the rituals conferred both physical and
psychological benefits, helping her “feel reborn” (232), and refused to give them up,
despite remonstrations from her mother-in-law that she should “behave by the book” and
act in an “obedient and respectful” way toward her husband (232). Mernissi relates an
incident early in her parents’ marriage when her father spent a great deal of money on
French products such as hair color, shampoos, lotions, creams and perfumes. After
opening the packages, Mernissi’s mother asked her husband where the products had
come from. He “made the fatal mistake of telling her that they had been made by
scientific men in clinical laboratories,” and upon hearing this, she refused to use them,
exclaiming that “if men are now going to rob me of the only things I still control – my
own cosmetics – then they will be the ones who have power over my beauty. I will never
allow such a thing to happen. I create my own magic, and I am not relinquishing my
henna” (233). The vehement repudiation of French cosmetics may seem like a small and
inconsequential victory, but as de Certeau argues, a tactic “operates in isolated actions,
blow by blow. It takes advantage of ‘opportunities’ and depends on them . . . [it] must
accept the chance offerings of the moments, and seize on the wing the possibilities that
offer themselves at any given moment” (37). As Mernissi points out, her mother, who
hated “the harem’s lack of privacy and the constant interference of [her husband’s]
mother” (232) could control very few aspects of her own life, and she was unwilling to
give up even the smallest space of autonomy she could carve out for herself. She realizes
despite her struggles against the restrictions imposed upon her that she will not escape the
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harem life; instead, she encourages her daughter to imagine a life without the traditional
restrictions represented by and often embodied in the harem and the veil.
Besides this very specific example of a tactic of resistance, both Mernissi and
Ahmed stress the importance of a widespread dependence on orality in the harems and
how it simultaneously fostered a sense of empowerment as well as an ability to accept
circumstances that could not be changed. The women who spent so much time together
talked and shared the details of their daily lives as a way of drawing strength from each
other and of learning how to manage their problems. Ahmed details her aunts’ marriages,
all of which (like her parents’) were arranged, and points out that their daily meetings at
Zatoun provided a forum where “they shared and analyzed their lives” and which was
“vital to adjusting to what must have been at times enormously trying circumstances”
(104). When one of her aunts, who was not allowed to obtain a divorce despite years of
unhappiness and repeated requests to both her father and husband, committed suicide at
the age of 42, the young Ahmed was angry at her mothers and sisters for failing to help
end the marriage. She blamed them, thinking that “If they had cared enough they could
have done something.” The adult Ahmed, writing the book, realizes more fully the
complexities of the situation and says that she is now “less categorical” (120). The
women had gone as far as they could in helping each other, but could not change the
reality that a woman needed permission to obtain a divorce. The use of a tactic of
resistance (mocking the men, for instance, or maintaining control of one’s own beauty
regimen) is not necessarily the route to total empowerment because as a recourse of the
weak, “What it [the tactic] wins it cannot keep” (de Certeau, 37). What is perhaps even
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more significant than these isolated moments of resistance is the ongoing practice of
storytelling, which allows for the continual and sometimes unnoticed deployment of
tactical negotiation allowed by the discourse of agency (albeit often temporary) to which
the storytelling contributes. The harem culture makes use of narrativity in an ongoing
cultural process that constitutes a space in which the power of storytelling and oral
knowledge are inculcated into the everyday as a means of interpreting ideas and
ideologies. When societal structures and cultural morés are transmitted through a system
of communication that narrativizes everyday events, the importance of stories, whether of
real or imagined people, cannot be understated; furthermore, the memoirs published in
the West about these spaces allow for representation of the harem as a more complex
gendered space than it is commonly believed to be. The women of Mernissi’s childhood
stories exemplify how influential the stories can be in affecting the attitude of the
audience, even if both stories and audiences remain restricted to the harem.
In Mernissi’s childhood, the terrace at the top of the house was a transgressive
space, as was Yasmina’s farm, because these were the places where stories were told by
women to other women to encourage a sense of empowerment and teach about
alternative ways of living as a woman. More importantly, the content of the stories were
often transgressive as well. Yasmina recounts the tales of women escaping from the
bounds of their harems and encourages her granddaughter to travel, read, become
educated and lead a freer life than her ancestors had, while Mernissi’s mother, her Aunt
Habiba and her cousin Chama, among others, all followed current events (by listening to
the men’s radio with a clandestinely-obtained duplicate key to the cabinet where it was
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locked up) and longed for a less restricted existence. They re-enacted in dramatic scenes
the lives of famous Arab actresses, singers and feminists who flouted the gender norms of
their time and place by wearing Western style clothing and pursuing a public profession
or by writing treatises and books challenging various interpretations of Islam and arguing
for women’s rights and political/social equality. Yasmina, Aunt Habiba and Chama in
particular loved fabulous tales of women who had wings and flew away, and in answer to
Mernissi’s many questions, made it clear that it was up to women to change the status
quo. They did not quietly accept their restricted existence, no matter how devout they
may have been. Instead, for instance, Yasmina told Mernissi that “The moment women
get smart and start asking that very question [why rules were not made by women] . . .
they will find a way to change the rules and turn the whole planet upside down” (63).
One important source for the stories that Mernissi heard was The Thousand and
One Nights, which has been reworked multiple times in a Western context, but there was
a significant difference in how the stories and characters were interpreted in Mernissi’s
family: the women celebrated Scheherazade’s great learning and ability to stay alive
through the power of her words. The figure of Scheherazade herself is important as a role
model for women: indeed, Mernissi’s mother tells her daughter that her “chances for
happiness would depend upon how skillful [she] became with words” (16). Of equal
importance are the female characters depicted in the stories that Scheherazade supposedly
told her husband. Mernissi devotes one chapter to describing how Chama and Aunt
Habiba told the story of Princess Budur, who disguises herself as a man and marries
another princess, whereupon they pose as husband and wife while ruling a kingdom. The
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“bottom line of her story,” Mernissi writes, “was that a woman can fool society by posing
as a man. All she has to do is wear her husband’s clothes” (137). Obviously, the audience
on the terrace in Fez knew that it would take more than raiding their husbands’ closets to
claim full equality, but the story provides a sense of empowerment that can carry over
into places other than the terrace. de Certeau argues that stories and legends:
. . . are deployed, like games, in a space outside of and isolated from daily
competition, that of the past, the marvelous, the original. In that space can thus be
revealed, dressed as gods or heroes, the models of good or bad ruses that can be
used every day. Moves, not truths, are recounted. . . . Hence the privilege that
these tales accord to simulation/ dissimulation. The formality of everyday
practices is indicated in these tales, which frequently reverse the relationships of
power and, like the stories of miracles, ensure the victory of the unfortunate in a
fabulous, utopian space. This space protects the weapons of the weak against the
reality of the established order. It also hides them from the social categories which
‘make history’ because they dominate it. And whereas historiography recounts in
the past tense the strategies of instituted powers, these ‘fabulous’ stories offer
their audience a repertory of tactics for future use. (24).
In hearing and telling the tales from The Thousand and One Nights, the women in
Mernissi’s family were provided models for how to transgress, negotiate and
accommodate to the restrictions of harem life. The stories taught them that women could
survive extreme hardship and danger using their wits and intelligence, as well as live
active, strong and independent lives without men. In this way, the audience could see
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their way to either accepting the circumstances of their own everyday existences or be
empowered to fight for changes. The deployment of stories as tactics of resistance did not
necessarily change the lives of the women who heard and told them, but the potential
they provide for, at a minimum, empathy and solace, is undeniably important.
Another, possibly even more politically charged kind of orality can be found in
Leila Ahmed’s A Border Passage, in which she contrasts the Islam she learns from her
mother in stories and lived example with the “official” Islam that is written down by men.
Ahmed’s Islam, which she specifies as coming from the women in her family, “was
gentle, generous, pacifist, inclusive, somewhat mystical.” For these women, “The
outward signs of religiousness, such as prayer and fasting, might be signs of a true
religiousness but equally well might not”; the model of how to be a Muslim “was passed
on not, of course, wordlessly but without elaborate sets of injunctions or threats or
decrees or dictates as to what we should do and be and believe” (121). Ahmed makes a
clear distinction between this kind of received Islam and that of Zeinab al-Ghazali, a
prominent female Egyptian activist. According to Ahmed, al-Ghazali, who “espoused a
belief in the legitimacy of using violence in the cause of Islam,” learned religion from her
father, who told her about “the heroic women of early Islam who had written poetry
eulogizing Muslim warriors and who themselves had gone to war on the battlefields of
Islam” (122). Ahmed explains that the stories al-Ghazali had heard were found in the
“ancient, classical texts of Islam” to which only men had access, which is why the
women in Ahmed’s family had never passed these particular stories on. She goes on to
argue that “it is obvious that a far greater gulf must separate men’s and women’s ways of
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knowing, and the different ways in which men and women understand religion, in the
segregated societies of the Middle East” (123) than elsewhere because of the differing
ways in which the genders have traditionally been educated into religion in those
societies: the men in mosques and the women at home. She calls the male version of the
religion “written” Islam, in contrast to the women’s “oral and aural tradition [which] . . .
stretches back through generations and is as ancient as any written tradition” (127). The
ways in which Ahmed complicates the very notion of a single religion serve to counteract
common Western-received and maintained stereotypes of a monolithic Islam that can
only treat women as subjects of oppression15.
Ahmed’s distinction between different, gendered versions of Islam and Mernissi’s
descriptions of how The Thousand and One Nights provided a source of entertainment
and inspiration or how her mother rejected the French cosmetics are only a few examples
of the ways (especially when the genders often move in different spaces) in which
women frequently teach other women a kind of knowledge that is distinctly different
from men’s knowledge. This in itself is a challenge to the patriarchal order that
perpetuates official, written knowledge. Women transgress boundaries simply by telling
their own versions of stories and living their own versions of their religion, and these
activities and tactics of resistance take place in the everyday, domestic space of women.
Unlike the exotic, erotic seraglio, harems that are represented and resignified as domestic
space are then cast as everyday and not out-of-the-ordinary. Harris M. Berger and
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Of course, in addition to the various “gendered” forms of Islam Ahmed posits, we can take into account
the many cultural and historical contexts that also make clear that Islam, like other major faiths, has no
single face or manifestation.
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Giovanna del Negro, in discussing the ways in which the everyday has been theorized,
argue that “the everydayness of an occurrence depends not on the occurrence itself but on
how it is interpreted” and that “three types of factors determine if an event is interpreted
as part of everyday life – contextual factors, ideological factors, and factors of economics
and practice” (11). In writing their memoirs, the record of their daily childhood lives,
Ahmed and Mernissi are presenting themselves, their families and their cultures as
something other than a stereotype, but the events they recount can and will be interpreted
in any number of ways. Berger and del Negro go on to claim that “everyday life is an
interpretive framework, and the reading of any social practice as everyday or special
depends on a complex interplay of factors and the interpreter’s own meaning-making
process” (14).
The way in which we read and make sense of these accounts of the harem will
classify the space, its inhabitants and their activities as everyday/ordinary or
special/extraordinary depending on countless factors that interact in a shifting web of
signification and significance. The crucial factor in our reading is that we not fix the
reading and the subjects of that reading into rigid parameters colored by our own cultural
biases. This harem everyday is another space of indeterminacy and narrativization. What
happens when the orality of the cultures described by Mernissi and Ahmed is put into
written form allows for another ideological move, one of re-representation and an
authoritative counter to western tropes – there is a claim of authenticity, even if it is only
implied (because the authors grew up in harems, they are in a unique position to intervene
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in the meaning-making sparked by the mere mention of the word “harem”) – and a claim
to authority based on education and professional status.
In a 1984 article entitled "Western Ethnocentrism and Perceptions of the Harem,"
Ahmed writes of her early experience with Western feminism. Although she was at first
surprised to hear Muslim women at Western conferences describing gender relations in
Islam in an especially positive light, she soon understands that this exaggerated optimism
represents a response to Western feminists' assumptions about the Arab world, explaining
that not only do “Americans 'know' and know without even having to think about it, that
the Islamic peoples - Arabs, Iranians, or whatever they call themselves - are uncivilized
peoples totally incapable of rational conduct,” (521-22), but that “they also know with the
same flawless certainty that Muslim women are terribly oppressed and degraded” (523).
Ahmed’s memoir, like Mernissi’s, can be read as a way of countering that supposed
knowledge and allowing for a fuller and more nuanced idea of Middle Eastern women,
rather than the Middle Eastern woman. The practices of resistance that take place in the
domestic harems, as described in these memoirs, are thus contextualized as everyday
resistances, not out of the way; in the process, these women are not doing something
absolutely extraordinary. Instead, they do what many other women in similar situations
do: they change what they can and learn to live with what they cannot (to paraphrase the
old proverb). In turn, the authority conferred by the written text may begin to delineate a
space where Western conceptions of Middle Eastern cultural practices become more
complicated and realistic. Instead of seeing the majority of Middle Eastern women as
oppressed and those few who speak or write out in protest as exceptions, we can take the
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everyday practices in the domestic harem as representative of complex cultural practices
that counter stereotypes and rethink what “authenticity” might look like in terms of the
culturally-informed gender relations that are perceived as so fixed and static in the West.
de Certeau argues that the “meaning” of writing (what he refers to as “scriptural play”),
. . . is social efficacity. It manipulates its exteriority. The writing laboratory has a
“strategic” function: either an item of information received from tradition or from
the outside is collected, classified, inserted into a system and thereby transformed,
or the rules and models developed in this place (which is not governed by them)
allow one to act on the environment and to transform it. The island of the page is
a transitional thing “received,” what comes out is a “product.” The things that go
in are the indexes of a certain “passivity” of the subject with respect to a tradition;
those that come out, the marks of his power of fabricating objects.” (135)
In translating the oral experiences of their childhoods into print, it seems that Ahmed and
Mernissi are not just countering stereotypical discourses: they are also claiming the
authority of institutional power. As educated women with the ability to write and have
their work published, they are straddling the line between powerful and powerless. In a
sense, they are deploying a strategy of a kind (writing) to articulate the tactics they have
seen and experienced and negotiated, in the process providing a fuller and more complex
idea not just of Egyptian and Moroccan culture and societies, but also of cultural
processes as a whole that are not fixed, not romanticized, and not demonized. They also
take the ultimate gendered space, the harem, and resignify its meanings and complicate
the lives of its inhabitants, allowing for it to be seen as a trope for how gendered spaces
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can be part of how identities are articulated and held up against representational
limitations.
The Harem Trope
According to the Bedford Glossary of Critical and Literary Terms, a trope refers
to a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is “turn[ed] or twist[ed] . . . to make it
mean something else” (411), and among the principal tropes is metaphor. How can the
harem be seen as a metaphor? When we define it literally as a physical space where
many women have lived their daily lives, it is not in the least metaphorical, but if we
consider it also indicative of a web of social relations that help define and structure
identities, we can look at the harem as a space defined by boundaries (both visible and
unseen) that demarcate the differences between public and private, where women gather
without men. In this vein, we may be able to think of all female-gendered spaces as
harems of a sort. This is not to say that we can collapse the actual harem of Middle
Eastern societies into a purely metaphorical construct; to do so would be to deny the lived
experiences of generations of women and to ignore the realities of how those actual
harems worked both to empower and disenfranchise women in particular geographic and
cultural locations and time periods. However, we might perhaps use the term as a useful
trope for any space in which women are the primary influence, a trope with connotations
that bear neither uniformly negative nor uniformly positive significance. Using the harem
as a trope allows us to examine how various writers from different ethnic, cultural and
historical backgrounds may be seen as taking some of the preconceived notions of
women’s spaces and identities and turning them around for an American audience, in
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essence rewriting the way women are represented in the cultures in question. These are
spaces where women can sometimes formulate their identities as more powerful and
reject the stories told about them. At the same time, they may present a challenge to the
values of the societies in which they are cast. On other occasions, the gendered spaces are
not immune to the pressures and expectations imposed by the larger communities,
whether ethnic or more diverse. The immigrant/exile/diasporic writer is often required to
negotiate both the cultural demands for, of, and by women in their ethnic backgrounds as
well as find a place within the discourse about women in the hegemonic cultures in which
their work is published. When writers move into new cultural milieus, they need to
rethink who they are in those environments, but it is neither possible nor desirable to shed
all influences from a traditional background in order to assimilate into a new
sociocultural habitat/environment. There is a balancing act required of writers: they are
held to multiple standards from competing constituencies.
As Virginia Woolf famously pointed out in A Room of One’s Own, women who
may have had the desire and ability to write have historically been silenced by the
imposition of restrictive gender roles that defined the societal demands to which they
were subject as wives and mothers, sisters and daughters. Hemmed in by the expectation
that they would nurture others’ needs before their own, most women, unlike men, have
enjoyed little or no economic independence, no “room” to call their own or income to
support them if they wished to take up the pen. Without that space, literal and
metaphorical, within which to work and think and write, women have generally been
unable to sustain a life of intellectual engagement with the written word, instead relying
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upon oral tradition to continue their stories, counting on the memories of their daughters
to articulate the rich narratives of their lives. Woolf’s observations, although situated
within the parameters of European history, are equally pertinent when we consider the
role of women in non-Western societies, where female literacy has been even less
encouraged and the independent authoress more of a rarity.
In her study of Iranian women writers, Farzaneh Milani points out that “For
centuries, the written literary potential of Iranian women has been repressed, muffled.
Easy access to the power, privilege, and arena of the written word was for long denied
them” (1), while Lewis and Yazdanfar write that although the tradition of oral storytelling
is strong in Iran, “the number [of women writers] welcomed into the literary canon is
quite small considering the rich, thousand-year history of Persian literature” (ix). The oral
tradition is significant for women, providing as it does the only avenue for many of them
to articulate their identities and their lives, as Erika Friedl’s work underscores. Friedl
spent over two decades on a longitudinal study of the women in one Iranian mountain
village, collecting and recording their stories in order to “fill a gap in our understanding
of what women themselves make of their position and of how they use their culture, their
relationships, and their philosophy to construct their lives and the lives of those near
them” (Friedl 6). But writing, as Milani emphasizes in the quote above, confers power
and privilege beyond the stories that women have told each other for generations. Indeed,
the fact that Friedl is able to write and publish the stories she has heard allows greater
dissemination of those women’s voices, granting them a wider audience and authority
they would not otherwise possess. Writing (and publishing) introduces a public
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dimension into the voices of women, a visible role that patriarchy has often sought to
prevent and deny.
Milani goes on to postulate a relationship between attempts to unveil Iranian
women in the middle of the twentieth century and the increasing numbers of Iranian
women writers both in and outside the country, arguing that both writing and unveiling
constitute a transgression of the “feminine proprieties that shut them out of the public
domain” because in both, “a woman expresses/exposes herself publicly . . . one gives her
voice a body, the other gives her body a voice” (6). It is this dual embodiment that
Iranian women authors have embraced and refused to relinquish, despite societal
upheaval and changes over less than a century that first brought (and often coerced)
unveiled women out of the andarun, or women’s household quarters, into the biruni, the
outside world of men, and then tried to send them back behind the veil and closed doors.
They have refused silence, however, negotiating in various ways the dangers of being a
woman writing about women.
It is impossible to reach a single sweeping conclusion about “how Iranian women
live,” just as no equally vague generalization would work for women in America,
regardless of the ethnic or cultural backgrounds to which they belong or with which they
identify. Women, whether in the West or the East, do not exist as a single entity, but there
is no denying that the material conditions under which they struggle can be discussed to
some extent in terms of what is shared across cultures and times. One common
denominator, of course, is the way women’s access to knowledge and the world outside
their domestic spaces, has historically been controlled and limited. As we see in memoirs
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such as those by Mernissi and Ahmed, of course, many women have worked to
circumvent and oppose the “internal harem” of rules and psychological restrictions to
which both they and the men around them are subject.
As discussed earlier, one of the most enduring images in Mernissi’s memoirs is
the power of stories. Storytelling by the women is a route to empowerment in Mernissi’s
world. The women told stories about prominent feminists and stories about their own
ancestors. They taught the children history and religion through stories. But it is in The
Thousand and One Nights that Mernissi sees real possibilities for women challenging
Muslim male patriarchy. In particular, Mernissi highlights variations between the stories
she hears in the harem and those she reads as an adult. For instance, in Scheherazade
Goes West, Mernissi details the differences between her grandmother Yasmina’s version
of one story in The Thousand and One Nights and the official written tale. When she
shares Yasmina’s story with a male colleague and friend, Kemal, he claims that “illiterate
women like Yasmina are more subversive than educated ones both because they
introduced heretical distortions into the tales and because they used storytelling, that oral
medium, to escape censorship” (Scheherazade 5). Kemal’s uneasiness with what he calls
“distortions” reveals how oral tradition can be seen as a way to resist patriarchy, simply
because it is fluid, open to interpretation and change with every telling, and often allied
with women and unreliability. Mernissi’s version of The Thousand and One Nights is
only one example of how, especially when the genders live in different worlds, women
frequently teach each other a kind of knowledge that is distinctly different from men’s
knowledge. This in itself is a challenge to the patriarchal order that perpetuates official,
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written knowledge. Women transgress boundaries simply by telling their own versions of
stories and living their own versions of their religion.
Obviously, gendered space representations are different for various groups and
identity categories; the stereotypes and expectations differ by time, by culture, by
historical contingencies and larger contexts. A female immigrant from a Middle Eastern
culture, for example, might be questioned about how much control the men in her family
exert over the women; a Latina whose family has lived inside the borders of the United
States for several generations can be asked where she is from; and a Native American
woman may be expected to dance in pow-wows and create intricate beadwork. There are
as many ways for authors from such backgrounds to respond to these kinds of demands
and expectations as there are people to ask such questions, but simply by writing their
varied accounts, whether fictional or autobiographical, these authors are providing a more
nuanced and complicated view of how women and men function in both traditional and
contemporary contexts. In each novel examined in this chapter, the female characters are
shown inhabiting gendered spaces that we can cast as harems in the metaphorical sense,
for they are places where the women in the texts depend heavily on each other, where
they enact traditional rituals and tell stories in order to pass on knowledge about how to
cope in the world, and where men are absent or secondary characters; in the process, each
book shows how identities are formed and reformed as a function of the spaces in which
the women live and work, illustrating how the identities influenced by these gendered
spaces can sometimes allow women to deploy tactics to challenge hegemonic values.
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Solar Storms: Gendered Spaces and the Quest Narrative
The quest narrative has long been an integral part of many world cultures’
founding mythologies, with the hero (and occasionally the heroine) accepting, willingly
or unwillingly, to undertake an arduous journey that will result in a personal reward for
him, and which often confers some benefit for his community as well. Joseph Campbell
famously articulated the universality of the hero’s journey in his landmark work, The
Hero With a Thousand Faces, in which he postulated that each journey exhibits certain
stages and characteristics shared across cultures. Campbell further theorized that the
hardships and challenges of the journey lead the hero to undergo personal, spiritual
growth, to accept his destiny and become a fuller, more complete person. Critics may be
correct in pointing out that Campbell’s theory is too quick to force a uniform structure
upon disparate myths and disregard variations as insignificant, but his observations are
valuable in that they highlight the importance of the trope of the quest itself in many
cultures. The quest, which generally combines physical movement with a personal
growth trajectory, acknowledges the importance of place, movement, change and
challenge in the development of both individual and society, and we have only to think of
recent blockbuster films such as the Harry Potter series or the Lord of the Rings or The
Matrix trilogies to realize that this trope is still relevant. In each of these extended stories,
the hero of the tale journeys to the heart of the evil besieging his society, battles it at great
personal cost, and saves the community. Of course, the traditional main character of the
quest was the male hero, and his exile from his home was often painful, protracted and
arduous. As with many literary and folkloric traditions, however, the quest motif can be
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especially provocative when reworked from different gendered or cultural perspectives.
In a Native American context, for instance, the state of exile is especially poignant, and
the displacement of the hero, of any gender, can serve to remind readers of the displaced
inhabitants of many tribal traditions.
This quest motif is very much a central element in Linda Hogan’s Solar Storms,
but Hogan reworks the traditional pattern by sending four women on a quest, rather than
a lone male hero, while the evil that her characters battle is not vanquished but is simply
held back for a time, and the reward they gain is largely internal. The fact that it is four
women may be of additional significance: In The Sacred Hoop, Paula Gunn Allen points
out that the number four is significant in many Native American cultures; in multiple
stories and legends, this number serves as “a categorical symbol-statement about the
primacy of female power in tribal ritual life" (276). Furthermore, Ellen Arnold, in
exploring the spirituality of the novel, highlights how “Solar Storms performs a sort of
double subversion by appropriating and reconstructing the solitary male quest model . . .
by retelling it from a feminine and communal point of view” (286). Angel, Hogan’s
central protagonist, is searching for her identity, which she finds only when she realizes
the importance of both kinship and place in her formulation of self. Her quest consists of
physical journeys and emotional growth, with challenges and dangers in both realms, but
her reward at the end is self-acceptance and the ability to contribute to her community as
a fully functioning member of an extended family and people. The bulk of the story is
told within a framework of movement, perhaps because there is no sense of a permanent
home in a world in which the land and the cultural traditions have been and continue to
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be subjected to actual and virtual erasure. This sense of fluidity, of constant change, finds
its echo in the changing senses of identity experienced by the novel’s main character.
At the beginning of the novel, we learn that the 17-year-old Angel has fled
numerous foster homes, and that she is coming to the settlement of Adam’s Rib to finally
meet her biological family, “with the hope of finding something not yet known to [her]
(23). That “something” is Angel’s identity, which she discovers through the course of the
novel by connecting to both family and place. Hogan’s novel is complex and
multifaceted, but the underlying theme seems to be one of connections: individual to
individual, to family, to tribal community, to history, and to land. The connections that
are the most significant in Angel’s quest for identity take place in a gendered space, a
metaphorical harem of sorts, and a space that is mobile for much of the book. This harem
is not circumscribed to a room or a house or even a community; it travels with the female
characters on their journeys because their behaviors and beliefs travel as well. Angel
finds herself only by returning to the women who have loved her even in her absence:
her grandfather’s wife, Bush; her great-grandmother, Agnes; and her great-greatgrandmother, Dora-Rouge. The role of stories is just as important in Hogan’s novel as it
is in Fatima Mernissi’s and Leila Ahmed’s memoirs. Each of Angel’s relatives tells her
the stories that enable her to piece together her own past as well as the history of her
family and, just as importantly, the history of the land that is inextricably intertwined
with the lives of Angel’s people. Part of the novel’s emphasis on physical geography,
aside from its importance in anchoring Angel’s identity, is also a critique of how AngloAmericans have damaged the land that has long been a part of indigenous peoples’ lives.
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As a work of ecocriticism as well as a bildungsroman of sorts, Solar Storms reworks the
processes of identity formation to emphasize gendered influences and ties to the land as
well.
Donelle Dreese begins a discussion of ecocriticism and American Indian literature
by emphasizing the importance of place in identity formation, pointing out that
postcolonial and ecocritical theories both work from the assumption that “place is
inherent in configurations of the self and in the establishment of community and holistic
well-being…” (3). In other words, we, as humans, cannot know who we are if we do not
know where we come from. This is complicated, of course, by global migrations, forced
and voluntary, and “the postcolonial condition,” which in part involves “a loss of the self,
a cultural alienation involving an eradication of cultural traditions, a history, and national
character” (Dreese 15). In an essay on migrant identity and the conception of home, Iain
Chambers points out that “Both being a stranger, a migrant, and belonging, depend upon
a definition of place. There is both the place in which the exile, the migrant presents her
or himself as a stranger, and the place or home that has been left behind” (37-38).
American Indians have clearly been subject to this particular aspect of postcolonialism,
as victims of forced exile and migration for over two hundred years, of separation from
the physical environment – the place from which they derived at least part of their
identities. Their identities depend not just on where they have been forced to live, but
also upon the land they were made to leave, with all its implications of “home.” Dreese
examines in her book how a number of authors illustrate the shared emphasis in both
ecocriticism and in “some American Indian philosophies…[on] the interdependence and
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connectedness of all living things, which means that any study of human existence would
be insufficient if it did not place us within an environmental context” (8). In Hogan’s
novel, Angel’s first step in finding herself is to return to the land where she had been born
and where her people live, and becoming a part of the “harem” which includes Bush,
Agnes and Dora-Rouge. She provides a necessary “fourth” that allows these women to
find agency through the power of the feminine and its connections to the land and tribal
rituals and beliefs.
Angel’s quest is to find healing for both the land and for herself. She is scarred,
externally and internally, literally embodying the damage inflicted upon the land by the
forces of colonization and industrialization and thereby underscoring the connection
between human and environment. However, she is not alone in her physical connection to
the land: when she journeys north with the women in her family to Dora-Rouge’s
birthplace, she observes that “the people were in pain, and even if Dora-Rouge had
known the people of this last generation or two, she would never have recognized their
puffy faces and empty eyes, their unkempt, hollow, appearance. It was murder of the
world that was taking place there” (226). The murder here refers to the hydroelectric
project that has flooded large areas of land where indigenous people once derived their
lives and livelihoods, a fate so horrifying that the “land itself [trembles] in fear of
drowning,” as Agnes explains (13). This personification of the land underscores its life
force, and Angel’s final step in finding completion is to join the protesters attempting to
halt the hydroelectric project. It is only when she takes a stand and publicly protests the
hydroelectric project on the radio that she is christened with a significant new name by
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one of the female tribal elders, who says of her that: “she’s a girl who turned into a
human. Maniki, we used to call them” (295). Being called “human” indicates her
assumption of her full identity, when she is as invested in saving the life of the land as
she is in its people. Although Angel narrates most of the book, the other women all have
passages in which they speak in their own voices, vividly illustrating how Angel learns
different pieces of her past from each relative. Angel’s teachers and role models are also
part of the land, as different manifestations of that life force. Bush, Agnes and DoraRouge all show Angel different ways of being part of the environment, each modeling for
the younger women the importance of connections to the land that gives them life. Bush
shows Angel how to survive by considering humans simply part of a larger system, using
the natural resources so skillfully and sensitively that at times she is indistinguishable
from the flora and fauna around her; Agnes, who freed a mistreated captive bear and
wears a tattered coat of its pelt, never forgets that humans and animals owe each other
care and respect; and Dora-Rouge, as elder and storyteller, functions as a godlike figure
who connects humans to the land, to each other, and to a larger sense of spirituality. That
each of these primary influences is a woman shows how, in Leila Ahmed’s terms, the
ideal harem is “a place where women, presiding over the young in their charge, were the
authorities. This is how it had been from when I first came into the world, and here it
was, the same underlying reality . . . ” (Ahmed 181). Angel’s life before her arrival in
Adam’s Rib suffered from her absence from this space, this reality.
Bush plays many roles in the novel, from mother to healer to teacher, but all these
roles draw from her close ties to her environment. In Angel’s first moments at Adam’s
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Rib, before she even steps off the boat, she sees Bush in a canoe being “held” by the
water (22), and she later allies Bush with both flora and fauna. Bush lives alone on a
small island near Adam’s Rib, earning money by assembling animal bones for museums
and schools. Bush’s ability to put animals back together is how she “help[s] the soul of
the animal” (95), and she plays no small part in restoring Angel’s soul as well. Angel
observes of Bush that she is “like the traditional people, knowing the world was alive and
that all creatures were God” (139), and this is something that Angel begins to see as well,
as she realizes on their journey north that “God was everything beneath my feet,
everything surrounded by water; it was in the air, and there was no such thing as empty
space” (170).
This concept of nature as “not-empty” is shared, according to Mary Pat Brady and
many other theorists, by other cultures subjected to colonization. In analyzing how the
state of Arizona was “narrated” into being by Anglos, Brady explains that “paintings and
drawings [produced to accompany written accounts of the territory for an Anglo
audience] emphasize the vastness of the terrain, the smallness and scarcity of inhabitants,
the abandoned and ruinous status of ranchos and towns, and the extraordinary and strange
natural formations. By emptying the territory in this manner, writers and artists
underscored its availability for Anglo conquest” (21). In response, Brady argues,
Chicana/o writers and inhabitants produced counter narratives that emphasized multiple
meanings of spaces and critiqued the spatial formations that disenfranchised native
cultures and justified Anglo colonization and conquest. Solar Storms can be situated
within this same tradition of space and what might be termed placefulness. The land is
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not merely empty space to be worshipped (or mapped or developed) from afar; instead, it
resonates with history and identity. People who live with and on the land know that it is
alive, and that it can be wounded and disfigured.
If Bush is Angel’s primary mother figure, it is Agnes who represents Angel’s
initial salvation and kinship ties. Angel writes to Agnes after finding her name in court
records, and Agnes immediately sends money and provides a home for Angel, who
resolves from the beginning “that whatever happened, whatever truth I uncovered, I
would not run this time, not from these people . . . this woman, these people were all I
had left. They were blood kin” (27). This idea of kin is crucial to Angel’s development
as an individual with connections to the land, her family, and her tribe. Angel realizes
that only her family can save her life, and she learns to anchor herself within both family
and tribal history by listening first to her great-grandmother. It is no accident that
Agnes’s voice provides the novel’s prologue: Agnes sets the stage for Bush’s grief and
for Angel’s loss and recovery, wrapping both women in the bearskin coat that holds the
strongest associations for her own identity, tied as she is to the land through a bear that
she killed in her younger years out of empathy and love. Just as Bush is part of the water,
Agnes is related to the natural world through the bear. In hearing Agnes’s stories, Angel
must in turn embrace the reality of her own losses and the fragmentation of her identity
before she can move on to assemble a new wholeness. When she shatters the mirror in
Agnes’s house in which she sees her despised facial scars, it is Agnes who consoles her
and tells her about her family’s history of losing people. Angel is different from her
mother and grandmother in being, as Dora-Rouge says, “the girl who would return” (31).
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The need for return is a necessary first step; the actual place to which Angel returns
anchors a metaphorical space in which Angel can construct her own subjectivity.
During the northward quest Angel learns and grows from all three older women in
this metaphorical harem. From Bush and Agnes, Angel learns to live and die as part of
her environment, but she learns even more from Dora-Rouge, who as the oldest
grandmother possesses the deepest knowledge, that of tribal history, oppression and
creation. Dora-Rouge’s voice first appears between Agnes’s early passages and Bush’s
later ones, when she tells Angel the story of Agnes and the bear. Her sections later act as
the last two “other” voices in the text besides Angel’s, passages in which she tells Angel
how she was taken forcibly by the white agents from the schools, and how her absence
led to her sister’s death, and finally when she relates the story of two Indian men who
killed a woman possessed by evil spirits and were found guilty of murder by a white jury
that did not understand that “the domain of gods and spirits and demons was larger than
that of humans” (249). In both cases, the world of the white man lacked knowledge of
Indian values and, even more importantly, assumed their own cultural superiority and
inherent right to impose their rules upon the Indians. Dora-Rouge in this way assumes the
role not just of family historian, a function which Bush and Agnes also both fulfilled, but
of tribal elder, passing on important stories that re-narrate the history of Anglo-Indian
relations in a way that puts assumed “white” knowledge into question. Her stories are not
just about family, but about history and culture, and this oral narration is a large part of
Angel’s identity formation into a “human” by the elders’ standards. As Angel later
reflects, “Dora-Rouge, I think now, was a root and we were like a tree family, aspens or
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birch, connected to one another underground, the older trees feeding the young, sending
off shoots, growing. It was an old world in which I began to bloom. Their stories called
me home…” (48). Dora-Rouge, like the other women, is connected to the land, but where
Bush is at home in water and Agnes with the bear, Dora-Rouge embodies the deepest
connections, those that nourish new life and maintain connections to the land and her
blood kin. Dora-Rouge teaches Angel to both take her place among the larger kinship
group and also cherish the group’s ties to the environment, as their trip north to her
birthplace and the protest movement soon allow.
As important as Dora-Rouge’s role as elder is, however, she is more significantly
a godlike figure. When she gropes for words to tell of Angel’s beginnings, Dora-Rouge is
like the Judeo-Christian god for Angel, who says, “As in Genesis, the first word shaped
what would follow. It was of utmost importance. It determined the kind of world that
would be created” (37). Just as God’s first word created the earth, Dora-Rouge’s first
word begins to create Angel’s story and will shape her whole identity. Even more
significantly, however, Dora-Rouge tells stories of creation, reworking the JudeoChristian belief that God created the world in seven days and exposing it as only partial
truth. Instead of a mere seven days, Angel remembers, “Creation, according to DoraRouge, was an ongoing thing. On the eighth day of creation, Dora-Rouge had told me,
human beings were given their place with the earth….’on the ninth day was the creation
of stories, and these had many uses.’. . . She told me there were even stories to show a
way out of unhappiness (181). Dora-Rouge’s role as matriarch of the family and the
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respect which she is accorded underscore the significance of both place and stories about
places to individual and communal identity formation.
Like God, Dora-Rouge creates, nurtures and sustains the land and people through
her stories. When Dora-Rouge decides her time has come to die, she walks out into the
forest, where Angel witnesses her peaceful death. Dora-Rouge, like a god, can see the
entire picture and realize that death is part of life and rebirth, that humans, as part of the
earth, must one day return to it. Her stories, as well as those of Agnes and Bush and the
other elders, have prepared Angel to face a new beginning in Adam’s Rib with
knowledge of her personal past, her people’s history, and their connections to the land.
Angel can situate herself in a web of relationships with people, animals and the earth
itself, which is what allows her to declare at the end of the book that “something
wonderful lives inside [her],” as it lives inside all of us (351). Angel’s certainty has
finally come to equal the belief and hope of her foremothers, the community of strong
women who have done more than just survive injury and cruelty and oppression: they
have resisted those forces that would destroy them and their families by remembering
who they are and telling stories to keep those memories alive.
The importance of stories may seem to be negligible. They may be compared
unfavorably to more physical action, to economic and political avenues of resistance. But
stories cannot be dismissed, for they inform that part of our identities derived from where
and when we were born, who we were born to, and how we situate ourselves in the world
around us. An obvious corollary to this observation, of course, is that how we perceive
our identities, in turn, colors our actions and choices. The famous literary critic Raymond
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Williams introduces a concept called the “knowable community,” a term he uses to
discuss how people come to know each other and themselves through narrative, “by what
others have told us about their lives...by a narrative moving in time, for in this gathering
of recognition, events from the past are woven into our perceptions” (4). Williams makes
the argument that what is really important in our analysis is not the strict demarcation
between country and city, between a known community and a vast collection of
strangers, but “the steady disappearance of…relationships” (11). Solar Storms is a novel
that underscores over and over again the importance of relationships, especially for
people whose communities and places of being have been torn apart by external
colonizing forces. In this way, the metaphorical harem of Angel and her female relatives
becomes a space in which she can remake her own identity and contribute to the
community because she has come to realize the importance of her web of relationships.
J. MacGregor Wise, in analyzing the ties between home and identity in the
context of transnational movement, emphasizes “[h]abit, the cultural covalent bond, the
resonance over difference; the rituals, practices, ways of thought and dress that
accompany people as they move to new lands, worlds, territories...Home then becomes a
series of cultural trades or compromises (forced to speak English in schools) taking on
some aspects of the new culture but retaining older cultural habits” (306). Wise’s
discussion is not focused specifically on indigenous victims of colonial processes, but the
“habit” of Native culture has lasted through ties of community and memory, despite
forced relocation and innumerable “trades” and “compromises.” What Solar Storms
seems to suggest is that action and storytelling may be complementary, perhaps because
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Hogan shows, as Catherine Rainwater points out, that the “organized action [of Bush and
Angel] has positive, if limited, results” and that Angel’s “communal, political actions
align the powers of tribal people with the powers of nature to restore a healthy
environment, despite the interference of white people living in disharmony with the
earth” (Rainwater). The fact that the tribe’s activism has only limited results illustrates
that they lack, in de Certeau’s formulation, a place of power from which to operate. As a
disempowered and displaced minority community, the tribe can rely only on temporary
and contingent tactics of resistance, but they are no less significant for their limited
efficacy. Because of the guidance of the older women in their “harem,” the same kind of
guidance Ahmed privileges in her discussion of the gendered spaces in which she grew
up, Angel has become part of a “knowable community,” a place where she knows the
people around her, how they relate to her and how all of them are connected with the
environment.
So Far From God: Gendered Spaces and Narratives of Trauma
Ana Castillo’s So Far From God has given rise to a rich variety of critical
interpretations, many of which have focused upon the ways in which its form and content
alike challenge different manifestations of patriarchy, expose the oppression of race and
gender relations, and illuminate issues of environmental justice. Critics have examined
the novel’s “hybrid spirituality,” its deployment of magical realism, and the “mestiza
consciousness” manifested by its characters, as well as its “contestatory,” ecocritical, and
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feminist stances.16 Many scholars have also pointed out how the home space in So Far
From God offers the women “sustenance, security and spirituality in order to move into a
white world as subjects” (Delia Lanza 66). This section extends these arguments by
looking at the home spaces in So Far From God not just as gendered spaces, but as
metaphorical, “invisible harems” where restrictive rules and boundaries are transgressed
by means of tactics that can empower the female characters (to a very limited extent).
This invisible harem, like others, is constructed by socially-determined ideologies about
male and female behavior in public and private spaces, including the penalties for
transgressing the culturally-determined rules, which become clear in the lives, and deaths,
of the characters. Furthermore, just as in the actual domestic harems, the gendered spaces
in this novel are defined not just by the domestic living arrangements of the women
involved, which is explored by Delia Lanza and other critics, but also on the oral
transmission of knowledge that can simultaneously grant the women subjectivity, while
at the same time fostering an ability to accept circumstances that cannot be changed.
The novel centers on Sofia and her four daughters, who live in the small town of
Tome in New Mexico. The three older daughters, Esperanza, Caridad and Fe, are all
victims of violence and trauma as a result of their experiences outside the home they
share with their mother, while the youngest, who is referred to as La Loca Santa as a
result of her death and miraculous resurrection as a three-year-old, stays home and helps
heal her sisters’ wounds (both physical and psychic), but dies mysteriously of AIDS. The
16
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spaces in which the women live may be seen as metaphorical harems, from the house
Sofia shares with her daughters to the trailer to which Caridad later moves and that of
Doña Felicia, the curandera. These are harems not just because they are inhabited almost
exclusively by females, but also because the women use these spaces, where stories are
staged and centered, where traditions and knowledge are passed on through oral
transmission, as sources of power, agency and identity. More significantly in this novel,
perhaps, is the concept of how invisible rules governing behavior in various spaces act as
oppressive and often punitive parameters that regulate the ways in which women and
men can live. As Mernissi’s grandmother, Yasmina, explains the flexible boundaries of
the harem, she points out that “Wherever there are human beings, there is a qa’ida, or
invisible rule. . . . Unfortunately, most of the time, the qa’ida is against women,” and a
woman could be “stuck in a harem, even though she could not see its walls.”
Furthermore, the specific rules governing a particular space are not always clear or
visible, “except for the violence after the fact” of disobeying a rule (Trespass 62). This
lack of clarity often becomes a justification for punishing any perceived transgression,
allowing for the control of women through their lack of access to unambiguous
boundaries. The violence enacted upon the women in So Far From God, however, is not
always the result of women transgressing rules; instead, it illustrates the violence
inherently a part of an oppressive systems within which the women already live. And
while Mernissi’s work may help us understand some of the gendered aspects of spaces,
Castillo’s novel illuminates the complex interrelations of gender with other factors, such
as ethnicity, class and sexual orientation. Theresa Delgadillo reads the novel as an
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example of what Ramón Saldívar terms an "oppositional ideological form" because it
reveals structures that contribute to hardship and can thereby lead to social change. She
argues that the novel “allows us to see the multiple--sometimes competing, sometimes
converging--interests in Chicana subjectivity through female characters who struggle to
name, assert, and lead their complicated selves against societies that continually seek to
categorize them with one-dimensional labels, such as single mother, jilted woman, slut,
devil, Catholic, troublemaker, or loyal worker” (914). It is the activities that take place
and the knowledge that is shared in the gendered space of the home that allow the women
to employ a kind of hybrid spirituality and ties to the community to find their voice and
assert agency. Similarly to Hogan’s novel, Castillo’s work presents female characters
who have been victimized by damage to the environment and the loss of their ancestral or
family lands, but who become aware of their ties to the land and their communities and
learn how to resist the hegemonic ideal of individuality, all as a direct result of the
community of women and the orality of the harems in which they live. The gendered
space of the home is of central importance in the narration of their identities and their
quest for subjectivity. That their victories are often ambiguous at best is testament to the
continuing power of the institutions they challenge, but each of the main female
characters in So Far From God allows us to see the workings of the harem and the limits
of its ability to help the women effect lasting change in the material condition.
The oldest and third daughter share an explicit desire to leave home, and both
suffer as a result of their embrace of masculinist hegemonic values. For Esperanza, the
oldest, home is a place of limitations. Esperanza, who “read everything she could find on
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dysfunctional families,” needs the knowledge found in books and her education and the
validation of her career, because she is alienated from her family and culture; she feels
that “some of her personal sense of displacement in society had to do with her
upbringing” (Castillo 39). The character most associated with the world outside Tome,
Esperanza takes a job in Washington D.C. and is eventually sent to report on the war in
the Persian Gulf, but she goes missing there “for months and months” (Castillo 158) and
is eventually declared dead, a victim of kidnapping and torture. The third daughter is Fe,
and like Esperanza, she wants to leave home behind. In the first chapter, the narrator
describes Fe ironically as “beyond reproach,” with a steady banking job, a fiancé and a
predictable social life. She “just didn’t understand how [her family] . . . could all be so
self-defeating, so unambitious” (28). Fe dreams of a life “with a little more style and
class than the women in her family had,” although she appreciates the prestige lent to her
by Esperanza’s job on television (29).
As Delia Lanza points out, Esperanza’s quest takes her the farthest away
physically; she accepts the “male values” of the outside world in her career in
broadcasting, “participat[es] in a patriarchal institution – war” (69) and is destroyed as a
result of her inability to live in the borderlands celebrated by Gloria Anzaldúa and
synthesize multiple cultural beliefs and values. The disappearance of Esperanza, who as a
newscaster had represented the U.S. in a very visible way, highlights the trauma resulting
from her rejection of her mother’s home and its communal values and traditional
knowledge; she leaves the gendered space of the home which could have helped her
reach her goal of “reconcil[ing] the spiritual with the practical side of things” (Castillo
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37). Unlike Esperanza, Fe never makes it out of Tome, but she does embrace a lifestyle
that mimics that of the characters she sees on T.V. The reader may understand Fe’s
ambition and determination not to be a victim in the way that she perceives Caridad and
La Loca as being, but her faith in hegemonic values is misplaced. Although she learns
over the course of the novel to accept her family’s idiosyncrasies to some extent, Fe still
aspires to (and obtains) “a three-bedroom, two-car-garage tract home” (176) with
“automatic dishwasher, microwave, Cuisinart, and the VCR” (171). Tragically, Fe’s faith
in the consumerist society that exists through the exploitation of the disenfranchised
remains unshaken until she herself tragically becomes one of the victims of that system.
In order to pay for her middle-class lifestyle, Fe begins working at Acme International,
where she is “promoted from assembler to materials dispatcher trainee” within a few
months (179), and then is given “an especially tough job” (182), which entails her
working alone in the basement with especially toxic chemicals. Fe suffers miscarriages
and eventually contracts a fatal form of cancer; Cooper-Alarcon reads the miscarriages
and various ailments Fe and her fellow workers suffer from as an illustration of the
violence of the capitalist system against people of color, in a fictionalized account of
what workers for IBM in New Mexico suffered in the 1970s, pointing out that “Fe is the
unwitting victim of a large corporation that places profit ahead of the safety of its
workers” (147). Both Fe and Esperanza are clearly victimized by their rejection of their
mother’s home and non-Anglo cultural values, but their fates even after death are
significantly different.
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After Esperanza’s death, she appears as a spirit who communicates with La Loca,
which seems to show that she has refused to disappear in the way that the government
allowed and fostered. This is a resistance of sorts, and although she has “died,” her spirit
returns to her mother’s home and harem. The narrator tells us that “once, although she
[Sofia] had thought at first it was a dream, Esperanza came and cuddled up as she had
when she was a little girl . . . and went to her mother for comfort” (Castillo 163). Her
mother and her childhood home, despite her wish during life to distance herself, finally
represent for Esperanza’s spirit a place of renewal and support, like the metaphorical
harem. Fe’s fate is much sadder. As her illness increases in severity, Fe realizes she has
put her faith in the wrong system. Platt argues that Fe “is being held accountable to her
lifestyle and her ‘faith’ in a system of structural oppression” (87), in part because she
produced a harmful product. Too late, she questions how she and other workers are
treated. Fe had placed her faith in the “American Dream” and all its materialistic values,
but as Delia Lanza writes, “she only finds infertility, deception, and ultimately a death
that unlike her sisters’ deaths, offers no spiritual transformation or resurrection” (72).
When Fe dies, it is forever.
If the lives and deaths of Esperanza and Fe serve as cautionary tales against a
wholesale acceptance by women of color of Anglo and capitalist ideals, the fates of the
second and youngest daughters simultaneously illustrate the systemic violence to which
women are subjected and offer some hope for resistance, if only temporary or partial. The
youngest daughter, La Loca, stays home and cares for her sisters and her animals.
Although she apparently died at age three, she is miraculously resurrected at her funeral,
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claiming that she had seen Hell; this event confers upon her transgressive knowledge and
power, both of which she wields only in the home space and for her family. She
challenges the authority of the patriarchal institution of the church by telling the priest
after her resurrection that "it is I who am here to pray for you" (24), and then resists the
role that the community wants her to play after her elevation to “saint” and exercises
agency in this contradictory way. Had she wanted to set herself up as a major influence in
the community she could have done so, but she prefers to stay in the harem of Sofi’s
home and tend to her sisters and the animals. This resistance to public sainthood is a
tactic she chooses – she refuses the kind of power that would be awarded to her and
claims her own. But despite her ability to live on her own terms for a while, she dies in
the end of AIDS, a mystery because Sofi knows “there is no way that Loca could have
gotten it” (226). Early in the novel, Caridad, the “sister of the porcelain complexion”
(26), is viciously attacked and mutilated, but because local law enforcement had “no
kindness in their hearts for a young woman who has enjoyed life, so to speak” (33), noone was ever arrested or charged with the crime. However, she is miraculously healed,
apparently because La Loca had “prayed real hard” (38) for her. She moves out into her
own home in a nearby trailer park and becomes an apprentice to Doña Felicia (the local
curandera), as well as a pilgrim, a hermit and a clairvoyant. As several authors have
noted, Caridad’s relationship with a woman she meets on a pilgrimage is a rejection of
hegemonic ideas of sexuality, while her status as healer and mystic, plus her eventual fate
(she does not die) links her to alternate, indigenous ways of knowing. Platt argues that
“Caridad's abusive experiences with men, both supernatural and (we cannot say) natural,
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force readers to ponder what is ‘natural’ in heterosexual relationships (85), and CooperAlarcón reads the violence that Caridad experiences throughout the novel as Castillo’s
critique of “a continued, historical pattern of misogynistic violence that places women at
great risk” (Cooper-Alarcón146).
The narrator refers to Caridad’s leap with her lover off a cliff not as a death, but
as being taken “by the spirit deity Tsichtinako . . . down, deep within the soft, moist dark
earth where Esmeralda and Caridad would be safe and live forever” (211). Delgadillo
argues that Caridad and Esmeralda’s leap “link[s] Chicana characters with Native
American worldviews” (901) and that “In reclaiming a woman-centered spirituality in
which women are also healers, Castillo constructs a feminist, indigenist cultural identity”
(904). Caridad, whose name is frequently translated as “charity,” represents the virtue of
caring embedded in healing and the importance of honoring alternate ways of conceiving
of health and the role of humans in the world. Her actions as a healer are consistent with
traditional notions of women as spiritual, but they represent alternatives to the patriarchal
notions of the church and medical establishment. She and Dona Felicia both practice
what Cooper-Alarcón highlights as “syncretism, the combination of different religious
and philosophical beliefs, present in the Mexican American culture of the Southwest”
(145). Dona Felicia, whose name translates to “happiness,” also plays the role of older
woman as teacher and guide to Caridad, a role that Ahmed stresses as so significant to
her own growth and upbringing: both in her childhood and at school in England, Ahmed
describes a “community of women – the harem,” as “a place where women, presiding
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over the young women in their charge” represented both authority and the source of
knowledge (181).
Although not technically a character, the narrator of this novel sets the tone of
challenge and a great deal of humor, “as a storyteller represents both a communal and an
individual voice” (Walter 90), as do the language, which Sirias and McGarry argue
“rebels against the normative use of language for narrative” (95), and the lengthy chapter
titles and often fantastical plot twists, which evoke the drama of telenovelas. The
narrative frame might be considered a “space” that is gendered as female and which
exhibits the hallmarks of the metaphorical harem: the narrator digresses in ways that
echo a tale told orally; she inserts her own opinion and mixes Spanish and English,
foregrounding the multiple subjectivities at work in identity formation, and she includes
information on recipes and several pages entitled “A Brief Sampling of Doña Felicia’s
Remedies” (65) in a nod to the ways that knowledge is transmitted orally in the gendered
space of the harem. The narrator’s tone and the narrative digressions also echo de
Certeau’s argument that the tactics of the powerless often occur in everyday activities and
make use of playfulness and “polymorphic situations” in order to achieve temporary
victories over the strong. Roland Walter argues that the “counterhegemonic discourse”
found in this and Castillo’s other works is “a discourse of radical cultural liberation” that
emphasizes the need for a “communal existence of the borderlands” and the deployment
of Anzaldua’s “mestiza consciousness” (91). The orality of the novel and the
transgressive voice of its narrator may allow for agency in the same way that the multiple
small transgressions and transmission of knowledge through stories in Mernissi’s
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childhood harem and Ahmed’s alternate version of “received” Islam allowed for the
formation of alternate subject positions through a questioning of patriarchal teachings and
epistemologies. For a book that underscores the importance of female-gendered spaces
and alternate ways of privileging knowledge, the narrator’s tone is a significant
contribution.
However, it is the trauma experienced by the daughters that highlights what
Cooper-Alarcon cites as “the historical pattern of misogyny and racial oppression” (145)
under which women of color have lived, and the critique of that pattern, that elevates
Castillo’s novel to what Rodriquez terms “contestatory literature.” Rodriguez argues that
a text that “fundamentally opposes the depreciation of an individual or group based on
race, class, gender or sexuality” should be classified as an example of “the literature of
contestation,” although we must remember that “To contest something, to call something
into question at the linguistic level, does not axiomatically translate into material change”
(67). As de Certeau emphasizes, the tactics employed by those with less power are
frequently deployed not just against “powerful people,” but also against “the violence of
things or of an imposed order” (xix). The fate of each of the daughters illustrates most
clearly that contestation or challenge is not always the route to lasting empowerment, and
as Delia Lanza points out, the three older daughters “. . . can only face chaos when they
re-enter their mother’s home and re-discover their identity, their spirituality, and their
strength . . . [and they] experience loss in the collision of their need to create a home
space with the destructive forces outside” (68).
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In analyzing the work of Sandra Cisneros, Ramón Saldívar focuses on how the
space of the home in the stories that constitute The House on Mango Street rework the
feminist concerns of Virginia Woolf: “Cisneros’ narrator echoes the feminist plea for ‘a
room of one’s own’ as a site of poetic self-creation’ . . . [b]ut private self-creation is not
the point of the ‘house’ tropes . . .” (183). Instead, the narrator exhibits a consciousness
of the importance of the community, of meeting the needs of more than just the
individual. We see this same situation in So Far From God, for the home space allows
the development of Sofi’s character as she gains the wisdom indicated by her name. After
her daughters disappear and die, Sofia “became the founder and la first presidenta of
what would later be known worldwide as the very prestigious (if not a little elitist)
organization M.O.M.A.S., Mothers of Martyrs and Saints” (247). Despite the ironic tone
of the narrator and a critique of how the organization becomes “a world event each year”
at which “the number of vendors of basically more useless products and souvenirs than
what a tourist could find on a given day at Disney World” (249), Sofi’s awareness of the
need for communal action and resistance is a direct outgrowth of the metaphorical harem
in which she and her daughters lived. Delgadillo points out that Castillo’s novel “counters
a pervasive stereotype of Chicanas as passive individuals victimized by oppression or
subordinated by a patriarchal church by presenting a cast of female characters who resist
domination every day of their lives--though some days more successfully than others”
(888). As in the harem memoirs of Mernissi and Ahmed, Castillo’s novel and characters
challenge stereotypes by representing more nuanced views of women in a particular
ethnic or cultural group, and the characters “shift the terms and tactics of their struggle as
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circumstances permit” (Delgadillo 888), in an echo of de Certeau’s tactics. Their agency
arises out of the struggles, and the novel emphasizes the importance of what Delgadillo
calls “communities of women,” and I would term harems in the most empowering sense
of the word, and spirituality. Delgadillo applies Saldivar’s term "oppositional ideological
form" to the novel because it reveals structures that contribute to hardship and can
thereby lead to social change. In the end, the female characters (some in life and some in
the afterlife, such as it is in this novel) find some direction or comfort in the gendered
space of the home, but their ability to transcend the limitations of the larger society is
limited. Lacking a position of power, their ability to make lasting structural changes is
absent. Hence the trauma suffered by the characters reflects the long-term effects of the
trauma visited upon indigenous cultures, including the loss of land, and to ways of living
and knowing. The narrative space allows for a construction of identities that challenge
history and breaks down the stereotypical representations of Latinas through the
metaphorical harem space of the home.
Crescent: Gendered Spaces and Stereotypes of Oppression
Crescent, which was published in 2003, tells the story of 39-year-old Sirine, an
Iraqi-American chef working in a café in West Los Angeles, and one of the most explicit
themes in the novel explores the function and formation of identity in an immigrant and
diasporic community. The child of an immigrant Iraqi father and American mother who
died when she was nine during their employment as aid workers overseas, Sirine’s life is
shadowed by the awareness of violence. Her Iraqi-born uncle who raises her is also an
immigrant, and although they have lived in the same house for years, Sirine is a character
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without many fixed roots; she moves from man to man and job to job without forming
lasting commitments, explaining that she is “always looking for [her] home, a little bit. I
mean, even though I live here, I have this feeling that my real home is somewhere else
somehow” (132). The novel also recounts the story of Hanif (Han), a political exile who
fled Iraq to avoid imprisonment and torture under an oppressive regime and who now
teaches at the university. The neighborhoods in which the novel is set, populated by
Middle Eastern students and shopkeepers, mirror the actual demography and landscape of
West Los Angeles, thanks in part to UCLA’s strong Near East studies program, and the
transitory nature of the area is indicated by the narrator’s description of “students who
come [to the café] religiously, appearing at the counter with their newspapers almost
every day for years, until the day they graduate and disappear, never to be seen again”
(23). This early description sets a theme of impermanence and fluidity that allows for an
exploration of what it means to be “American” in an immigrant context.
The novel also works to deconstruct a whole host of stereotypes about Arab and
Arab-American identity: Sirine’s physical appearance, with “skin so pale it has the bluish
cast of skim milk, her wild blond head of hair, and her sea-green eyes” (20) and behavior
as a 39-year old woman who has not yet married or “settled down” run counter to
stereotypical expectations for an Arab or Arab-American woman, as do the behavior of
other women in the novel, while her uncle’s relaxed attitude toward her sexuality and her
relationship with Hanif challenge ideas about the dominance of Arab or other Middle
Eastern men. Although Sirine is an American, and is certainly not living in seclusion, an
argument can be made for a metaphorical harem in this novel, especially if we remember
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that as Mernissi’s grandmother Yasmina explained, “…any space you entered had its
own invisible rules, and you needed to figure them out,” and that space could mean “a
courtyard, a terrace, or a room, or even the street for that matter. Wherever there are
human beings, there is…an invisible rule” that cannot necessarily be detected in an
unfamiliar space until it is violated, which is when women get hurt (Trespass 62). This
concept of a harem that is carried within oneself is significant in reading Crescent, for
although Sirine is not physically secluded, she lives in a self-defined circumscribed area
defined by work and home. More importantly, Sirine tells Han that “work is home,” and
when he follows this assertion by asking if work is family as well, she answers “It might
be” (132). She bicycles between her home, the café and Han’s apartment, almost never
venturing outside that small orbit, leading Han to observe that she will never leave L.A.
She apparently feels self-conscious about her isolation, observing that she should know
more about the world, but most of her education in current affairs comes from Han and
the other exiles. This restricted sphere of movement allows us to read the restaurant, her
workplace and extension of her home, as a metaphorical harem. This space does not
exclude men, but they function as subsidiaries in a sense, for Sirine is the focus of the
novel. However, Abu-Jaber seems to be playing with the idea of gendered spaces, mixing
male and female influences in the spaces of home and workplace and thereby
representing a complexity often missing from stories about Middle Eastern-influenced
social relationships.
One of the most effective means of learning about the outside world and forming
some sense of agency and identity, in both Ahmed and Mernissi’s harems, is through
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storytelling. Mernissi relates the importance in her childhood of stories and plays that
allowed the women a space in which to imagine themselves liberated and empowered,
making their own opportunities instead of waiting for life to happen to them. Ahmed’s
memoir describes the harem as a place where she learned history and religion. One of
Ahmed’s most provocative concepts is the distinction she makes between the Islam she
learned and the Islam of a prominent Egyptian feminist. Ahmed says she learned the oral
Islam transmitted by women, which was different in significant ways from the men’s
official written version of the religion. Storytelling, either about religious figures or even
tales from the Thousand and One Nights, figures as an important means of
communication and education among harem women.
Likewise, Sirine’s story in Crescent is interwoven with her uncle’s story about his
great-great Auntie Camille, “a freed Nubian slave – she was no dumb-dumb,” who was
for a time a sultana (111). In a manner very reminiscent of the Thousand and One
Nights, which, especially as it was narrated by the harem women in Mernissi’s childhood,
was full of women who make things happen, Auntie Camille goes on a quest to free her
favorite son, Abdelrahman Salahadin. Auntie Camille sells herself to Sir Richard Burton
(in a tongue-in-cheek reference to his famous version of the Thousand and One Nights),
but she refuses to act like a slave and eventually manipulates the famous explorer and his
wife to take her to the source of the Nile, where she asks the Mother of All Fish for help
in tracking her wayward son. Auntie Camille’s quest, on which she is accompanied by a
dog named Napoleon-Was-Here (perhaps an underhanded reference to Napoleon’s
occupation of Egypt), underscores her canniness and resourcefulness, as when she
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outwits a jinn with a “natural love of rules” by cooking for him and befriends a mermaid
with literary aspirations named Alieph. Auntie Camille triumphs in the end, providing
both a model of a strong woman and a connection to one of the most famous works of
Arab literature. Indeed, Sirine reflects that “heroines from her uncle’s stories” were often
“warrior women . . . [who] conquer palaces and armies, break spells of silence and
paralysis, confound sphinxes and jinns, know the seven types of smile, and in the end,
just after solving the riddle, they drop their masks, their husband’s clothing, their
weapons, their pens, and they are simply themselves again. Sirine wants to be this sort of
woman…” (103). However, it was women in Ahmed and Mernissi’s childhood who told
the children stories, while Abu-Jaber’s use of Sirine’s uncle as storyteller may be her way
of challenging preconceived notions of male and female roles in a Middle Eastern
context. It certainly reinforces the role that storytelling often plays in identity formation
in any place, as the stories of Auntie Camille and her quest may be seen to provide Sirine
with a model of an independent woman; however, Sirine’s uncle also urges her to explore
her relationship with Han, thereby playing a role similar to that of an older woman in the
domestic harem space.
Another kind of metaphorical harem space is the café, owned and managed by the
Lebanese-born Um-Nadia, who serves as a kind of mother figure to Sirine. Not only does
Um-Nadia rule in the café, she also passes on wisdom to both her daughter and Sirine,
claiming that “there are certain special ways that women have always gotten their men . .
. You have to pay attention . . . He will show himself” (91). She then goes on to explain
to Sirine that “There’s love-crazy and then there’s just plain love. If your parents were
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alive they would have showed you how to be in love. But you’ve only got your poor idiot
uncle, you’ve got to learn it all by yourself” (93). But Sirine does not have to learn it all
by herself: she has Um-Nadia to help her, just as Mernissi had her mother, grandmother
and other female relatives to encourage her to get an education, her mother declaring “’I
want my daughters to stand up with their heads erect, and walk on Allah’s planet with
their eyes on the stars’” (Trespass 100). Like Mernissi, Ahmed points to the influences of
her older female relatives and teachers. In all cases, even when the mothers were not
formally educated and did not agree with or fully understand their daughters’ goals, they
nonetheless encouraged the next generation’s aspirations. Besides dispensing practical
wisdom, Um-Nadia reads coffee grounds and people equally well, with enough success
that Sirine on a number of occasions avoids the older woman entirely or refuses her help.
For instance, after talking to Sirine about love, Um-Nadia tells her to pour some coffee so
she can read Sirine’s cup, but Sirine refuses, saying “No, I don’t like that. I don’t want to
know” (94). Later in the novel, after Sirine has spent a distracted day in the café, walking
into a screen door, tripping over a threshold with which she is familiar and collecting
small red scorch marks from the grill on her arms and knife cuts on both her thumbs, she
“avoids Um-Nadia for fear that she will take in Sirine’s injuries and add them up like a
sum” (263). Perhaps the most telling moment confirming Um-Nadia’s ability is very late
in the novel, when Sirine takes Han’s empty coffee cup to the café. After Um-Nadia
reads the grounds, “Her forehead wrinkles with concentration and her lips move
silently…Finally she looks up from the cup, her eyes fretful and evasive. Then she says
quickly, ‘It’s fine. Everything is just fine.’” Um-Nadia’s evasiveness and move to placate
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Sirine are unlike her usual straightforward manner, and she even contradicts all her
earlier claims to knowledge by saying “it’s all silly superstitions. You should know that.
Arabs don’t believe in these old-time ways anymore. We’re an advanced civilization. No
time for the Dark Ages!” (342). In this way, her ability to see and guide the younger
women is reinforced rather than undermined. She is also the voice of repudiation of a
stereotype that paints people from Middle Eastern cultures as outside history and progress
and therefore not as “advanced” or modern as those in the West. But this is contradictory,
for she reads the coffee grounds in the first place . . . highlighting the danger of assuming
that people will reject their traditions, or that in retaining those traditions, they are
backward.
Although there are two male employees, the women are the center and the life of
the restaurant. Interestingly, however, this space with women at its core also serves as
one center of the political and social life of the community, which includes men, who are
the only apparent customers, but they acknowledge the women’s authority without
seeming to be threatened. The café had previously been owned by an Egyptian couple
who lost the business in 1991, when Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait, and “suddenly —
amid all the students in their jeans and T-shirts and short shorts, and a smattering of
skinny Middle Eastern exchange students in tight slacks, . . . there were two grown men
in business suits sitting at the counter every day writing things in pads. All they did was
glance at the Middle Eastern students and take notes” (20-21). This calls attention to the
ongoing surveillance and suspicion to which Middle Easterners in the U.S. are subject.
The Egyptian proprietor sells the café to the Lebanese-born Um-Nadia, who promptly
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chases the men off by “flapping her kitchen towel at them,” saying that “she’d seen worse
in Beirut” (21). Um-Nadia’s use of the kitchen towel in a decidedly non-domestic,
aggressive manner comically illustrates her total power over who is allowed into the
small world of the café. The connotations of a kitchen towel, which might represent
women’s servitude or oppression, here take on a new meaning in Um-Nadia’s capable
hands. She does not hesitate to make and enforce rules, chasing out customers when they
violate the “no smoking till three o’clock” proscription and making the younger
customers wait on the sidewalk outside in the morning while the older customers have
their coffee. No one ever challenges or questions Um-Nadia. In this way, the café upsets
the common ideas of “authentically” Middle Eastern society as strictly and restrictively
patriarchal.
In discussing Abu Jaber’s first novel, Arabian Jazz, Salwa Essayah Cherif writes
that “through the female network of relationships developed in the novel, Abu-Jaber
highlights the private sphere of the women’s realm of control” (216), and although this is
also what happens in Um-Nadia’s café, in Crescent, the women’s sphere is not only
private and purely domestic. Not only is Abu-Jaber countering Orientalist stereotypes of
women, she is widening the scope of women’s influence. Um-Nadia is the leader not just
of the female network in the novel, providing affection and guidance for Sirine and UmNadia’s daughter Mirielle, but the older woman also wields power and influence over
men, both Middle Eastern and American. The two American policemen who come into
the café every day for fava bean dip and lentils fried with rice and onions and to watch
TV “have become totally entranced by the Bedouin soap opera plotlines involving
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ancient blood feuds, bad children and tribal honor” (23), providing one of the most
normalizing touches in this novel; if the policemen can accept Um-Nadia’s authority and
the small universe represented by the café, then surely these Arabs are not so odd after
all.
In an interview that appeared online in Al Jadid (Spring 2002) and partially
reprinted in the paperback edition of Crescent, Abu Jaber speaks of exiles creating their
own communities, of resituating themselves, and Um-Nadia’s café functions as the nexus
of one little community. Professors and students from UCLA regularly congregate there,
elevating the importance of the partially female space of the café; instead of being outside
the political, educational and economic arenas, all these influences overlap in the café,
where students gather, read newspapers in Arabic and discuss life and politics all day
long. Mernissi’s mother wished for her to “get an education, and travel . . . eventually
participate in transforming [the world]” (Trespass 200); in other words, to be a part of the
world, and Sirine’s isolation at the beginning of the novel changes through her
relationship with Han. This is most clearly illustrated by two similar incidents when
Sirine asks to see Arabic language newspapers that students are reading in the café.
While the first student, earlier in the novel, asks Sirine somewhat belligerently, “Why do
you care?” the student on the second occasion, after Han has left, instead patiently
translates the article and offers the paper to Sirine. As the domestic figure of the woman
cooking in the kitchen, Sirine may be a crucial element in this woman’s space of the cafe,
but she is learning to also be a part of the world outside, both in the sense of geopolitical
realities (to which she is more attuned through her relationship with Han and his
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experience of exile), and also in the development of the Arab part of her identity through
language. Another way that Sirine broadens her horizons is through contact with one of
Han’s students, an Arab-American woman named Rana who invites Sirine to the
meetings of a group called “Women in Islam.” The women, who meet in the hotel,
illustrate the variety to be found in American Islam: some are “fully cloaked in veils and
floor-length black dress; the rest are dressed in pants and cardigans, jeans and blouses”
(188). Rana herself wears the hijab, a veil that covers her hair and a long black coat, but
she explains later to Sirine that her choice to dress in this manner “reminds me that I
belong to myself,” despite her choice to occasionally “sleep with [a man] just because I
can and then I’ll never seem him again” (318). Rana’s appearance and actions are
complicated and contradictory; in this way her character provides a welcome antidote to
the stereotypical depictions of Muslim women that sometimes portrays them as
homogenously oppressed, fanatic and silent. Instead, these Muslim women in the group
debate the actions and events in which they should participate: a “campus sit-in to protest
the occupation of the West Bank . . . [a donation of ] baked goods to the Lutheran fundraiser, and whether they’ll appear on a local TV news show to discuss the negative
portrayal of Arabs in Hollywood films” (189-190). Their debate illustrates the
complexities of how a religion that is often represented in the U.S. as monolithic is
interpreted and lived, much as Ahmed describes in her memoir. In this manner, Abu
Jaber creates yet another gendered harem space, which serves like the memoirs of Ahmed
and Mernissi to complicate multiple stereotypes of Middle Eastern women as
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sequestered, oppressed, and segregated; these women are active and engaged, with no
male in sight.
Another significant aspect of the women’s discussion in this meeting is how it
delineates the concerns of many in the Arab-American community about how they are
represented in the larger media and misunderstood by many non-Middle Eastern
Americans. Rana urges the group, as American Muslims, to “demonstrate, write to
Congress . . .,” but an older woman named Suha protests, arguing that “People like you
make the Amerkees think Muslims are always angry.” In response to Rana’s continued
appeals for more political awareness and actions, Suha simply declares “we just want to
be Americans like everyone else” (190-91). In the Al Jadid interview, Abu Jaber says
that “the most political work [she] can do is to try to put a human face on people who are
culturally erased.” As Sirine becomes more involved with Han and the people around
him, she becomes more aware of the complexities of the Arab part of her heritage,
hearing from her uncle’s stories that
no one every wants to be the Arab — it’s too old and too tragic and too
mysterious and too exasperating and too lonely for anyone but an actual Arab to
put up with for very long. Essentially, it’s an image problem. Ask anyone,
Persians, Turks, even Lebanese and Egyptians — none of them want to be the
Arab. They say things like, well, really we’re Indo-Russian-Asian-EuropeanChaldeans. So in the end, the only one who gets to be the Arab is the same little
old Bedouin with his goats and his sheep and his poetry about his goats and his
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sheep, because he doesn’t know that he’s the Arab, and what he doesn’t know
won’t hurt him (55).
This is obviously a tongue-in-cheek approach to the tangled question of what it means to
be Arab or Arab American, but what Sirine (and the reader through her) learns is that
there is no single depiction that can adequately encompass any group of people.
In addition to using gendered spaces to complicate the representations of women
and men in Arab and Arab American culture, Crescent also highlights some of the
difficulties of identity in an immigrant or diasporic context. Abu-Jaber explains in her
interview that a “literary obsession” reflected in her work is “what a painful thing it is to
be an immigrant. How when you leave your home country, you don’t really know what it
is that’s about to happen to you. What an incredible experience and journey it is. And
how for a lot of people it can be a real process of loss.” Sirine’s identity as ArabAmerican becomes stronger through the course of the novel, as she begins to understand
the difficulties of what Abu-Jaber describes as “people who are cultural mixes” who feel
the need to “straddle[e] generations and . . . cultures.” There is a clear distinction in the
book, however, between Sirine and her family and Han: Sirine’s uncle (and Um-Nadia)
are presented as immigrants, which Abu-Jaber sees as an earlier movement that “had a
kind of hopefulness and optimism that wasn’t as charged by issues of race and politics as
it is now,” and Sirine’s life reflects a lack of awareness about race and politics, until she
meets and becomes involved with Han, who is a political exile, distinctly different from
an immigrant in this book. Exile, for Abu-Jaber, reflects a condition in which people are
“fleeing political persecution or they’ve lost their homes. It’s an act that is not entirely of
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their own volition.” This reading of exile seems to align with Caren Kaplan’s
examinations of the term’s move away from a Euro-American modernist trope that
“works to remove itself from any political or historically specific instances in order to
generate aesthetic categories and ahistorical values” (28) to a more nuanced, critical and
still-evolving term explored through the work of theorists such as Aijaz Ahmed, Ngugi
wa’Thiongo and Edward Said, among others.17 Sirine’s growth as a character comes from
her increasing understanding of her identity as Arab-American, with all the complications
and representational hurdles it entails, and this understanding is influenced by the
storytelling and cultural knowledge that she receives in the gendered harem spaces of the
home and café.
This book is valuable in its refusal of fixed identities or answers. Umm Nadia is
both traditional and modern; Sirine’s uncle is the storyteller and nurturing parent, even
though he is a man; Sirine herself is both American and Arab-American. In an article
discussing Abu-Jaber’s Arabian Jazz and the short stories of Joseph Geha, Steve Salaita
claims that these authors’ works “are . . . adequately multivalent to introduce Arab
American fiction to a wider audience while simultaneously informing our understanding
of American literature in total” (424). Salaita acknowledges the difficulty of defining
“Arab American” and “Arab American literature,” but also draws parallels between
issues that link this loosely defined group’s community and other American ethnic
communities. He makes the timely argument that although “there is no formal Arab
American Studies to speak of in the United States, . . . the increase in numbers of
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American writers of Arab background . . . [means that] Arab America must soon be taken
seriously as both a permanent ethnic grouping and a valuable contributor to the diverse
project of American literature in total” (440). Abu Jaber’s fiction, along with that of other
writers who problematize the stereotypes of Middle Easterners, will inevitably reach a
wider audience and begin to perform the work of normalizing this frequently
misunderstood population. In Crescent, the work space is owned by a woman, and
various ideas common in U.S. media representations of Middle Eastern women as
uniformly oppressed are dismantled, as the novel shows women, from Sirine and UmNadia to Rana and the Women in Islam group, in charge of their own destinies, to the
extent that Sirine is head chef and Um-Nadia chases Secret Service men out of her café
with a dishtowel. But at the same time, the novel reinforces a certain linkage of
domesticity with women; the space of the kitchen is dominated by women, and Sirine
nurtures the community of students through her cooking, which tastes to them like home.
She and Um-Nadia seem to act as stand-in mother figures for the young men; Sirine sees
the students as “infinitely vulnerable and tender” and she “used to scan the room [of the
café] and imagine the word terrorist. But her gaze ran over the faces and all that came
back to her were words like lonely, and young” (22). So there is a simultaneous
reinforcement of ideas of women’s spaces and a challenge to the idea of women as not
being empowered in these spaces, creating a figure of a woman who is simultaneously
Arab and American, one who can be contradictory and consistent, familiar and different,
and one whose hyphenated identity does not foreclose other identities. She may be in a
gendered space, but in that space she reigns. In a sense, this normalizes the gendered
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space so that the Arab woman becomes familiar: she is not the quiet, veiled, oppressed
woman, but a woman like any other.
Conclusion
In all three of these novels, we can see identity being influenced by the gendered
spaces of the metaphorical harems and the characteristics of these spaces: not only are
they inhabited primarily by women, but the older women act as mentors and guides to the
younger women through the transmission of inherited knowledge, which often
transgresses societal norms for male and female behavior, and through the mechanism of
storytelling. But although there are similarities and parallels to be drawn between the
tactics used in these harem spaces, it is important that we not collapse the experiences of
women from different times, places, generations and cultural groups into a homogenous
category. It is crucially important to interrogate terms and ask how any space might or
might not be read as a metaphorical harem. What kinds of resistances that take place in
the harems are similar to or different from others? The types of physical displacement
experienced by Native Americans, Latino/a and Middle Easterners such as Palestinians
may be similar in some sense, but the effects and results are complicated by historical and
cultural contexts. Solar Storms and So Far From God present environmental critiques
and contain characters who are not immigrants, but have been displaced and may be read
as exiles in a sense from their cultural homelands, while Crescent’s characters are for the
most part first and second generation immigrants; the women in the three novels span an
economic spectrum from poverty to relative affluence, and yet in all three cases, the
novels work to deconstruct stereotypes and Orientalist-influenced misconceptions. In his
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article on the work of Ana Castillo, Roland Walter cites Said in defining the word
“culture” as “an environment, process and hegemony in which individuals . . . and their
works are embedded,” and which allows us to see the various meanings of “belonging to
or in a place, being at home in a place.” Culture thus refers to something people both
“belong” to and “possess” (Walter 91-92). Using this definition, Walter argues that
Castillo’s texts and their “politics of relocation and dislocation” suggest a radical
rethinking of how to live and our ways of knowing. They claim the borderlands as a place
where difference and otherness become valid ways of being, including an emphasis on
collective being and knowledge over the hegemonic stress on the individual as the only
way to live or know. He claims that “Castillo invests her female characters with a
historicized and politicized consciousness – a nonessentialized consciousness based on a
radical mestiza subjectivity, that is, a subversive position of intelligibility and mode of
knowing necessary for the transformation of cultural practices – as a strategy of
empowerment and liberation” (92). The orality and stress on a community of women are
elements of a harem space, and if we accept Said’s idea of culture as defining what it
means to belong to a place, then place itself helps define our identities. The harem spaces
in all three of these novels become crucial to the development of the identities and
agency on the part of the female protagonists. Only through these everyday life spaces
can the women learn and absorb ideologies that allow their tactical resistance to the
identities, voices and representations that others have constructed about them and their
culture groups.
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IV. MOBILE SPACES AND RECURSIVE IDENTITIES
To me, nothing more painful and paradoxically sought after characterizes my life
than the many displacements from countries, cities, abodes, languages,
environments that have kept me in motion all these years . . . when I travel I
always take too much with me . . . I concluded that I had a secret but ineradicable
fear of not returning. What I’ve since discovered is that despite this fear I
fabricate occasions for departure, thus giving rise to the fear voluntarily. The two
seem absolutely necessary to my rhythm of life. (Edward Said, Out of Place)
Introduction
A cornerstone of identity for the United States is its sobriquet as the land of
immigrants; many Americans born in the U.S. invest great effort in establishing
themselves as hyphenated Americans and take pride in their ancestral cultural heritage,
no matter how many generations removed they are from the original immigrant who
arrived in this country, or how watered down their ethnic identity may be. People who
speak no Italian and know nothing about Italy claim kinship with Italians because of their
last names and love of pasta; those whose ancestors were Irish celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
with green beer and corned beef, even if they would never dream of eating such food any
other days of the year. The story of the immigration experience common to many U.S.
history books and curricula is frequently presented as an optimistic, one-way journey
undertaken by people who accepted the fact of permanent departure from their
birthplaces; as the narrative is structured, immigrants arrived for many reasons, but two
of the most prevalent motivators have traditionally been the pursuit of religious and
economic freedoms. This discussion relies heavily on generalizations, of course, but so
does the story of immigration taught to most Americans. There is truth to the tales of
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success and hard work, which helps explain the allure of the ideology of the Land of
Opportunity, but much is elided in the process.
At the same time that our historical narrative celebrates the enterprising
immigrants who are credited with building the country, the discourse of immigration
remains as divisive and contentious as it has been throughout American history, from the
Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798, to the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, to various
Naturalization, Exclusion and Quota Acts passed by the U.S. government throughout the
19th and 20th centuries18, all of which illustrated in various ways how precarious
American identity can be. Upon arrival in the United States, the immigrant has always
been subject to contradictory expectations and required to simultaneously negotiate
various spaces of belonging and exclusion. On the one hand, the Statue of Liberty has
traditionally served as a concrete symbol of the promise of a new home and a fresh
beginning, of economic prosperity and the freedom to practice one’s religion and live
according to one’s cultural norms. Once past the welcome of the iconic statue, however,
earlier immigrants were processed in places like Ellis Island, and more recent arrivals in
nondescript government offices, where their names are often altered or replaced with
new, anglicized versions, only the beginning of a new identity in the making.19 They
often encounter explicit prejudice because of their looks, their accents, their beliefs and
behaviors, and are frequently expected to “become American” as quickly as possible . . .
whatever that means. They save up money to send for their relatives to join them, and
18
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work to negotiate the demands of assimilation and acculturation, with various degrees of
cultural erasure frequently becoming the cost of success in their new country. This
complicated history of the United States as immigrant nation has been changing over the
past few decades, however, influenced by both internal or domestic events and also
global developments. As a result, narratives of American identity, as explored in the
memoir, fiction, poetry and other artistic productions of diasporic and immigrant or
multiethnic populations, are increasingly varied and complex.
One way that this traditional narrative of immigration is increasingly changing is
through the use of terminology that points more accurately to the countless reasons for
and methods by which people arrive in the U.S. and elsewhere across the globe. As Caren
Kaplan points out in Questions of Travel, there are as many words for the movements of
people as there are reasons for them to move (or be moved). The subtitle of her book,
“Postmodern Discourses of Displacement,” indicates the use of displacement as a larger
category under which words such as immigrant, emigrant, migrant, exile, refugee, asylee,
tourist, and nomad may be explored for their contextual meanings. In addition, the
various kinds of dislocations point to the ways in which the traditional immigration
narrative has been colored by the transnational movements of individuals, groups, labor
and capital. The outdated figure of the immigrant, with face firmly toward the future in a
modernist construct of progress and forward momentum, is increasingly being challenged
by the discourse of border cultures and resistance to national narratives reflected in both
fiction and memoir arising out of the experiences of various diasporas. As a result of
many interrelated factors, identity is by no means fixed to one place. Instead of the
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extreme stereotypes of the exile who refuses to learn English and stays true to a birthculture, or the immigrant who only speaks English and refuses to pass down a mother
tongue to younger generations (although certainly these stereotypes retain a solid
grounding in actual people and experiences), the growth of multiethnicity as an identity
category (and as a box to check on the U.S. census forms) and the phenomenon of
identity politics have allowed for a push back in terms of retaining cultural
distinctiveness while still pursuing economic and educational advancement. Current
notions of travel and movement take into account that immigrants and migrants, exiles
and émigrés, may be able to visit back and forth between the U.S. and birth countries,
send money to relatives left behind, or even vote in elections in two countries. In other
words, immigration is no longer represented so often as a unidirectional experience. Even
when actual travel is not possible, the growth of communication technologies allows
people to retain simultaneous ties to more than one nation and refuse to be identified with
a single place.
But it can be difficult on multiple levels to have an unfixed identity. It’s often
described as wrenching: just as the term “dislocation” serves as descriptor for a bone
violently knocked out of its rightful place in the socket, it is also used to indicate the
uprooting of people from one place to one or more other places, illustrative of the great
pain that this process often involves. Many of the texts reflecting the experience of
displacements describe the disorienting and painful feelings of dislocation of people who
feel they do not truly belong anywhere. Many stories depict immigrants or their children
who feel compelled to travel to their (or their parents’) places of birth to because of the
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ruptures or gaps caused in their personal articulations of selfhood from various kinds of
displacement. The result for many is an assertion of identity as a function of multiple
places, which requires repeated physical or emotional relocations (as well as continued
communication with the places from which they have traveled away). This is a process I
describe as recursive identity, a term that I use to explore the function of tropes of return
and circularity as a strategy in the process of identity-making under conditions of
displacement. In this chapter, I will examine the novel Arabian Jazz by Diana Abu-Jaber,
as well as excerpts from memoirs and poetry, to argue that recursive movement is a
strategy deployed by authors and characters in articulating and maintaining ties to
multiple places. The seeming necessity of return, whether physical or in memory, seems
to be a response arising out of the conditions of displacement; I draw here on the work of
Hamid Naficy, who argues in An Accented Cinema: Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking
that what he terms “accented filmmakers:”
cross many borders and engage in many deterritorializing and reterritorializing
journeys, which take several forms, including home-seeking journeys, journeys of
homelessness, and homecoming journeys. However, these journeys are not just
physical and territorial but are also deeply psychological and philosophical.
Among the most important are journeys of identity, in the course of which old
identities are sometimes shed and new ones refashioned . . . Because they are
highly fluid, exilic and diasporic identities raise important questions about
political agency and about the ethics of identity politics (5-6).
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Diasporic and exilic authors of written texts are similar to the authors of cinematic texts
whose work Naficy analyzes in that they, too, depict journeys and border crossings in the
quest to articulate their identities. Furthermore, as members of displaced groups, those
identities are closely intertwined with the places they have been or remember, or the
long-vanished places about which they have been told stories all their lives, as well as the
places they occupy in the present. This is true as well in much fiction by American ethnic
authors, who may not personally have experienced displacement, but whose cultural and
ethnic history is inextricably bound up with the echoes of historically colonial and
imperialist policies of the U.S. government. This would include American Indian authors,
whose perspective of dispossession and exile is a direct result of the immigrant narrative
that rests at the heart of the national identity. The descendents of those Indians who
encountered the first Europeans on the continent cannot credibly be called immigrants,
and their experience of exile and dislocation is inextricably associated with violence and
trauma, a history reflected in much of the literature and memoir produced today.
Kaplan argues that the “prevalence of metaphors of travel and displacement in
[contemporary literary and cultural criticism] suggests that the modern era is fascinated
by the experience of distance and estrangement” but she points out that “displacement is
not universally available or desirable for many subjects, nor is it evenly experienced” (1).
In a similar vein, Naficy prefaces his work with the “contention . . . that although there is
nothing common about exile and diaspora, deterritorialized peoples and their films share
certain features”; however, he is careful to situate his discussions within “the specific
histories of individuals and groups that engender divergent experiences” (3). In Arabian
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Jazz, Abu-Jaber’s Arab-American characters travel between Jordan and the U.S. and
react in various ways to the experience of being both Arab-American and American; in a
similar way, the Iranian-born members of several memoirs and poems express the
ambiguity of identity when it is associated with countries such as Iran and its history of
revolution and change. Although the displacements in these works are not identical, the
recursive and journeying strategies used in identity-making are similar. However, it is
also important to examine some of the terms used and consider ways in which they are
deployed.
Movement: Terminology and Representation
Human beings have always been mobile to some degree, of course, but
technologies of transportation and communication have made the world a smaller place.
People travel of their own accord for many reasons, including education, work, tourism,
or economic advancement, but they are also forcibly moved under conditions of armed
conflicts and natural disasters. Caren Kaplan asks how we should “sort out” various
“perceptions of travel and come to understand the ways in which they are linked to a
more postmodern moment of destabilized nation-states, cultural and economic diasporas,
and increasing disparities of wealth and power” (xi), and the index of her book helps
construct an extensive list of a number of terms that define different kinds of travel and
travelers: asylee/asylum, colonist/colonization, decolonization, diaspora/diasporic,
displacement, émigré/emigration, exile, expatriate/expatriation, homelessness,
immigrant/immigration, imperialism, migrant/migration, nomad/nomadism, refugee, and
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tourist/tourism. 20 Simply skimming the list indicates the bewildering array of reasons
people move or are moved, and Kaplan is interested in analyzing how several of these
labels are deployed specifically as metaphorical terms that link modern and postmodern
discourses about displacement; one of her major concerns is to critique the ideologies
reinforced by an unthinking use of such metaphors without specific historical and
contextual grounding. The chapters in her book are devoted to studying “various
particular binary formation[s] . . . or charged metaphor[s] in order to more fully
understand the possibilities and constraints of these terms as they circulate in EuroAmerican theory, producing subjects of criticism in particular historical contexts” (22).
By examining the ideologies that produce and reinforce discourses that deploy such
terms, Kaplan asserts, we can “inquire into the ideological functions of metaphors in
discourses of displacement . . . [to] politicize our critical practices and make them
sharper, more meaningful” (26). In this project, I argue that a focus on how authors use
such terms in self-identification or in the construction of fictional characters can tell us a
great deal about how places and movement function in the articulation of identities.
One of the terms that Kaplan analyzes is exile, arguing that in deploying the
metaphor of exile, “Euro American modernisms celebrate singularity, solitude,
estrangement, alienation, and aestheticized excisions of location in favor of locale – that
is, the ‘artist in exile’ is never ‘at home,’ always existentially alone, and shocked by the
strain of displacement into significant experimentations and insights” (28). While Kaplan
20

Other terms that indicate the effects of travel or theories of movement might include borders/borderlands,
cosmopolitanism, creolization, deterritorialization/reterritorialization, globalization, hybridity, home,
local/global, location, positionality, reterritorialization, and rhizome, just to name a few.
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places tourism in opposition to this term, I am interested in exploring instead the tension
between the ways in which exile identity is represented by various authors in comparison
to or in conjunction with immigrant and diasporic identities. Hamid Naficy, for instance,
uses similar terms in categorizing the filmmakers in his study. For the purpose of his
analysis, he defines exile as “individuals or groups who voluntarily or involuntarily have
left their country of origin and who maintain an ambivalent relationship with their
previous and current places and cultures . . . [and] maintain an intense desire” to return to
their homelands (12). He compares this to diaspora, which like exile “often begins with
trauma, rupture, and coercion” but “is necessarily collective, in both its origination and its
destination,” while “exile may be individualistic or collective” (14). Naficy’s third term is
“postcolonial ethnic identity,” a designation which rests on the significance of the hyphen
and by the “relative strength of [members of such groups’] attachment to compatriot
communities” (15) and their preoccupation with the relationship of their communities to a
host nation (such as the United States). Many writers seem to use terms such as exile to
differentiate themselves from immigrants, or to enhance their positions in diaspora. In
this way, an exile can be a useful trope for the same kind of modernist privilege that
Kaplan critiques as an aestheticized glossing over of various kinds of actual
displacement:
It is, then, not accidental that twentieth-century Euro-American expatriation
generates a discourse of authorship that has come to be expressed in literary
criticism as an imperative of displacement. This conflation of exile and
expatriation by modern writers and critics can be read in the way that distance has
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come to be privileged as the best perspective on a subject under scrutiny and in
the related discourse of aesthetic gain through exile. When detachment is the
precondition for creativity, the disaffection or alienation as states of mind
becomes a rite of passage for the ‘serious’ modern artist or writer. The modernist
seeks to recreate the effect of statelessness – whether or not the writer is, literally,
in exile. As a result, even those writers who do not find themselves actually exiled
may easily extend the metaphor. Within this form of modernism, exilic
displacement occupies a privileged position, legitimizing points of view and
constituting a point of entry into a professional domain (36).
This figure of the exile has been applied outside the exclusive realm of artist or writer and
is still quite prevalent in the memoirs, fiction and criticism of the Iranian diaspora, for
instance. This is most likely, at least in part, a function of social class, which is defined
in part by physical location and mobility. The Iranians who arrived in the U.S. before or
in the early days of the Islamic Revolution often came from the Western-educated and
affluent upper classes, and many expected their stay to be temporary. They moved from
well-to-do neighborhoods in Tehran to Beverly Hills, Washington D.C., and other areas
in the U.S. with a high cost of living, and waited for the return of the monarchy to Iran21.
Instead of considering themselves immigrants, they defined themselves as exiles, a word
with totally different connotations of privilege and temporality. In this way, the space of
class becomes a potent identity marker, allowing those earlier arrivals to distinguish
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See, for example, Davar Ardalan’s My Name is Iran; Tara Bahrampour’s To See and See Again;
Afschineh Latifi’s Even After All This Time; Azar Nafisi’s Reading Lolita in Tehran; Azadeh Moaveni’s
Lipstick Jihad; Rouhi Shafii’s Scent of Saffron; and Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis.
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themselves from other Iranians whose arrival after the Islamic Revolution marked them
out as middle class or less secular, or both. This self-identification is described by Jasmin
Darznik in her memoir, The Good Daughter, in this passage detailing how her family,
which came after the Revolution, encountered other Iranians in Northern California’s Bay
area:
These were the “good” Iranian families, the ones whose names were firmly
planted in the roster of the Iranian elite. They did not think of themselves as
immigrants, but as émigrés, and they called themselves Persians, not Iranians. The
wives of such families could be found every day at Nordstrom, immaculately
dressed in pencil skirts and twinsets, pearls at their necks and Chanel sunglasses
perched on their heads. Their husbands often didn’t work in America, as it was
understood that here there were no positions commensurate with their pedigree
(274).
The word Darznik uses is émigré, but the idea communicated is virtually the same as that
connoted by the privileged exile identification. The use of Persian instead of Iranian is
also charged with political, cultural, social and religious significance, as it indicates a
host of choices in self-identification. The use of Persian is often an identification with the
Shah’s Iran, embraced by many of the Western-educated and urbanized former
inhabitants of Iran (largely those who lived in the capital city of Tehran), while Iranian,
as its linguistic association with the name of the country suggests, is often linked to the
Islamic Revolution and the stereotyped notion in the West of Iranians, and indeed, all
Muslims as terrorists and fanatics. This is an over-simplification of the distinctions often
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made between the two terms, but many Iranians in the United States are understandably
leery of being associated with the negative representations of Iran and Islam, and so they
designate themselves as Persian as a distancing tactic. Ironically, however, whether
Persian or Iranian, people whose birth or ancestry is Iranian are often represented in the
media and seen by Americans as simply Middle-Eastern or, worse yet, as Arab, which all
too often stands in for terrorist.22 Hooman Majd, author of the memoir The Ayatollah
Begs to Differ, claims that the use among Iranians and Iranian-Americans (or members of
the Iranian/Persian diaspora elsewhere) of Persia rather than Iran as a self-referential
national origin identifier can be attributed to their perception that “‘Persia’ connotes a
glorious past they would like to be identified with, while ‘Iran’ ... says nothing to the
world but Islamic fundamentalism” (161). That the so-called “glorious” Persian past is in
some ways ahistorical is yet another complication. Darznik refers to this
oversimplification and flattening of differences in the following passage, which appears
in the same section of her memoir:
“And when,” they asked her [Darznik’s mother] after the preliminary pleasantries
had been exchanged, “did you come, khanoom? Before or after?” This was the
question no two Iranians failed to ask each other when meeting in America back
then. It was a nearly discreet way of discerning who hailed from the “best”
families in Iran. The “best” Iranians were almost always the ones who’d left
months or years before the revolution; everyone else was presumed to have
22

For a comedic take on the use of Persian vs. Iranian, and Iranian vs. Arab, see Iranian-American
comedian Maz Jobrani’s stand up routines at his website: www.mazjobrani.com. Jobrani, who is a founder
of the ironically-named “Axis of Evil Comedy Tour,” treats some of the difficulties of being a MiddleEastern American in a humorous way, which will hopefully help in the long run to challenge and change
damaging stereotypes.
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escaped the country in various states of economic and legal hardship. It might not
seem that such things could matter here, so far from Iran, but they did – mostly
because in America, Iranians were suddenly thrown together in ways that
wouldn’t have been possible in Iran (276).
Despite their best efforts, Iranians and Iranian-Americans are, like members of other
internally diverse ethnic American categories, often portrayed as a monolithic entity with
particular fixed characteristics and attributes. But these self-identified exiles often
become immigrant after waiting long years for another revolution that never happens. As
Naficy points out, “[d]iaspora, exile, and ethnicity are not steady states; rather, they are
fluid processes that under certain circumstances may transform into one another and
beyond” (17). This is part of the reason it is so important to contextualize such terms; if
exile is used unquestioningly, we may forget that it means different things to different
people. The modernist notion of a solitary exile, so familiar to artists and intellectuals,
certainly does not describe the experience of American Indian exile, as well as being very
different from the idea of diaspora, which is generally considered more collective, but
even this term is difficult to find any definitive meaning for.
In an article comparing the attributes of various historical diasporas, William
Safran formulated a list of six characteristics that he argued allowed the definition of
diaspora to be applied to particular “expatriate minority communities” (364). These
ranged from the geographical dispersion of various groups from their original homelands
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to their attachments to those homelands.23 James Clifford extends and critiques Safran’s
definition of diaspora and points out that “diasporic forms of longing, memory, and
(dis)identification are shared by a broad spectrum of minority and migrant populations,”
which “suggests the difficulty of maintaining exclusivist paradigms in our attempts to
account for transnational identity formations” (304). One of the problems Clifford
identifies with Safran’s schematic is that in comparing the experiences of widely ranging
groups (Jews, Gypsies, African and Caribbean victims of the slave trade, Chinese or
Indian workers and entrepreneurs, Palestinians, etc.), “we should be wary of constructing
our working definition of a term like diaspora by recourse to an ‘ideal type’,” especially
since “at different times in their history, societies may wax and wane in diasporism,
depending on changing possibilities . . . in their host countries and transnationally” (306).
Clifford attempts to trace the “borders” of diaspora as a discursive field, discussing how
it differs from or is similar to discourses of immigration, nation-state belonging or
exclusion and authochthonous identity claims, leading him to analyze how diasporic
consciousness can be both a negative and positive element in identity constructions. He
asserts that “diasporic subjects are, thus, distinct versions of modern, transnational,
intercultural experience. Thus historicized, diaspora cannot become a master trope or
‘figure’ for modern, complex, or positional identities, crosscut and displaced by race, sex,
gender, class and culture” (319). Kim Butler, who cites both Safran and Clifford’s
23

In brief, Safran’s disaporic characteristics are: 1) dispersal “from a specific original ‘center’ to two or
more ‘peripheral,’ or foreign regions”; 2) retention of “a collective memory, vision, or myth about their
original homeland”; 3) a belief that “they are not – and perhaps cannot be – fully accepted by their host
society . . .”; 4) a belief that “their ancestral homeland [is] . . . their true, ideal home and as the place to
which they or their descendants would (or should) eventually return . . .;” 5) a commitment to “the
maintenance or restoration of their original homeland . . .” and 6) a continued sense of relation “personally
or vicariously, to that homeland in one way or another” (364-365).
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articles in her own piece, “Defining Diaspora, Refining a Discourse,” grapples with
various approaches to diaspora studies and concludes that she “could not offer a fixed
definition” (193) of the term, instead suggesting that “diaspora may be alternatively
considered as a framework for the study of a specific process of community formation”
(194). Butler sets up what she calls “five dimensions of diasporan research,” which can
presumably allow scholars to study diaspora at many different scales and of various
types.24 Butler’s emphasis upon diaspora as a discourse and a comparative framework,
along with Safran and Clifford’s work to define the term, emphasize the importance of
distinguishing diaspora from exile and both from immigration in our usage of the terms;
however, the overlapping and fluidity of identities and discourses can make slippage
between terms almost inevitable. For this reason and others, I am interested in querying
what may be gained or lost in using specific terms and examining how recursiveness,
whether physical or metaphorical, plays a part in articulating identity across all three of
these terms (among others).
One set of questions about categorization is what happens when an individual or
group feels that they cannot fit under a singular label. For example, if exiles enjoy a
privileged point of view or wield a unique perspective in part because of that exilic status,
what happens when they can no longer tell themselves that their sojourn away from a
homeland is temporary? This sentiment is clearly expressed in many of the memoirs of
Iranians and Iranian-Americans, for instance: although authors or their family members
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These dimensions are: “1) Reasons for, and conditions of, the dispersal 2) Relationship with the
homeland 3) Relationship with the hostlands 4) Interrelationships within communities of the diaspora 5)
Comparative studies of different diasporas” (195).
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may have initially fled Iran for personal or political reasons with the hope of an eventual
return, their visits back (often after a decade or more away) reveal that the Iran they
remember has vanished irretrievably. Their expectations of homecoming are altered by a
feeling of estrangement where they most expected to feel at home, both because the
country and its people have changed in the interim, and also because the returnees are no
longer the same after living in the U.S. for decades. In the memoir Saffron Sky, author
Gelareh Asayesh expresses this feeling of dislocation clearly and poignantly. The
subtitle of her book is A Life Between Iran and America, illustrating her feelings of
simultaneously belonging in both places and in neither. Of course, anyone of any
ethnicity or cultural background who has moved and wishes to visit former homes will
feel the effects of time; as Asayesh points out before her first visit back to Iran, “The girl
I used to be when I left Iran is like an island in an ever-encroaching sea, the victim of
fourteen years of erosion” (3). But this all-too familiar feeling of estrangement is
aggravated for many people by circumstances that reach beyond the relatively universal
personal effects of life events such as growing older and moving away from one’s
childhood home. In this case, the political and social events that changed Iran from a
monarchy to an Islamic Republic have a profound impact upon those Iranians who left
the country during the tumultuous years of its recent history: Asayesh observes on her
first visit back that “The names of streets and familiar haunts have changed—the word
‘Imam’ almost universally replacing the word ‘Shah.’ Anything hinting at the West now
bears a revolutionary name” (11).25 The book chronicles a series of trips Asayesh took to
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Similarly but even more graphically, Roya Hakakian precedes and concludes her memoir, Journey from
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Iran in an attempt to reconcile her two selves; having spent her adolescence in the U.S.
and being married to a non-Iranian American, she feels at time alienated from both lives.
She calls this feeling “unbelonging,” and describes her sense of “hopelessness” because
she fears that her “need to be known by those I love is destined to be frustrated, whether I
am with my Iranian family of origin or the family I started when I married” (58).
Although on some level she fears visiting the Islamic Republic, she is compelled to
embark on a journey of repairing what she feels is a fractured identity: “I began the long,
slow road toward resurrecting a buried self. And vowed I would never suffer that inner
shriveling of an isolated core, the immigrant’s small death, again” (106). Here Asayesh
refers to herself as immigrant, which may be a function of her acknowledgement of her
family’s change of heart regarding their status in the United States (and Canada, where
her parents later relocated). She says that like many displaced people, her family at first
held on to the hope of returning home, but later gave up on that notion:
We held on to that scenario long after we suspected that there would be no return.
We could not admit to ourselves that we had left it all behind for good—the
house, the mountains, the people, the country we claimed as our own. . . . Piece
by piece, we started letting go of the old and embracing the new [until] . . . one
day we crossed an invisible line so that when we looked back at the world we had
left behind, it was across a widening gulf of space, time, and culture (105).

the Land of No, with two maps of the neighborhood where her family lived in Tehran. The map at the
beginning shows street names under the Shah, while the map at the end uses the revised names of the
Islamic Republic. One passage in the book describes how she writes over a street map published by the
Islamic government, illustrating how the map becomes a palimpsest for her identity; her memoir, in which
she returns in memory if not in person, allows her to reinscribe meaning and reclaim the place of her
childhood, if only in textual form.
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Her acceptance, sad as it is, that there would be no future life in Iran, seems to mark her
identity less as exilic and more as both immigrant and diasporic. Her strategy to deal with
the “small death” of the immigrant, however, is to return time and time again despite her
strong sense of being always out of place, no matter which place she occupies:
I do not want to be here, I think miserably to myself. Starting to pack for Mashad
Earlier today, I wished I were packing to return to America. I longed for my
house in St. Petersburg, for the sun shining on the pines outside my bedroom
window, for my washer and dryer. Yet when I was in St. Petersburg I dreamed of
Iran, of the houses I grew up in, the mountains, the sky. I feel trapped in a cycle of
futile nostalgia (175).
Asayesh is not alone in her sense of alienation in both cultures and locations. In the
introduction to Let me Tell You Where I’ve Been, a volume of writing by IranianAmericans, the title of which indicates a preoccupation with places, Persis Karim writes
that “One important sentiment reflected in many of the recent memoirs authored by
Iranian American women is a preoccupation with moving between the two nations of Iran
and the United States [which indicates] . . . the lure of Iran as cultural motherland and yet
a place too difficult to live in on a daily basis” (xxvi). An earlier volume edited by Karim
and Mehdi Khorrami is called A World Between: Poems, Short Stories and Essays by
Iranian-Americans, indicating this book’s focus on identity and its relationship to
spatially-expressed indeterminacy. A brief glance at this book’s table of contents reveals
four poems alone with the word “exile” in the title, while the foreward refers to the
Iranian diaspora as consisting of both émigrés and exiles, and the two editors’ statements
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in the introduction refer to displaced Iranians and their children as immigrants as well as
exiles. The terms are not clearly delineated, but the idea that comes through quite clearly
is what Karim calls “the state of in-betweeness [sic] many Iranian-Americans find
themselves in, as well as the process by which Iranians living in America have begun to
claim their ethnicity as Americans” (24). Roya Hakakian, the author of Journey from the
Land of No, differs from Asayesh in several ways, but one of the most significant is that
her family is Jewish-Iranian rather than Muslim, and her opportunities to return to Iran
are either nonexistent or seriously limited. Instead of chronicling a series of actual trips
back to Iran, Hakakian’s memoir returns in memory, the significance of which is clear in
her explanation of why she was at first reluctant to share her history:
When you have been a refugee, abandoned all your loves and belongings, your
memories become your belongings. Images of the past, snippets of old
conversations, furnish the world within your mind. When you have nothing left
to guard, you guard your memories. You guard them with silence . . .
Remembering becomes not simply a preoccupation but a full-time occupation.
What you once witnessed is the story that brought journalists to your doorstep, but
they left without the scoop. What you once witnessed is what scholars sought in
the archives bud did not find. What you once witnessed is what biographers
intended to write. But how much can biographers do if the witnesses are silent?
Memory is the membrane in which the past is sealed and also the blueprint of
what you once, when you were at your most clearheaded, envisioned as the future.
(14)
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In all these memoirs, and in the films analyzed by Hamid Naficy, the journeys undertaken
by displaced people are “deterritorializing and reterritorializing, . . . take a number of
forms, and they cross many borders—not only physical and geographic but also
psychological, metaphorical, social and cultural borders” (222). In the novel analyzed
below, I explore how journeys are part of an actual strategy used by the central characters
as a way of articulating identity as a function of association with multiple places; the
result is a quality I term recursiveness, and it reflects an apparent move toward
challenging assumptions that moving entails leaving a past irrevocably behind, that the
stereotypical immigrant narrative is much more complex and multilayered for people
who are displaced in any of the myriad ways so far presented – and perhaps in other ways
not yet discovered.
Recursive Identity and the Place of Home in Arabian Jazz
Diana Abu-Jaber’s novel, Arabian Jazz, opens by delineating the effects of loss:
“When Matussem Ramoud opened his eyes each morning, his wife would still not be
there” (1). Twenty years after her death, Matussem has become increasingly abstracted,
“traveling in and out of conversations like a visitor to foreign places,” finding comfort in
the “peripatetic” (1) pulse he draws from his drums. His wife is not the only loss he has
experienced, however: a Jordanian immigrant to the U.S. from a Palestinian family,
Matussem has lost one homeland and has given up another. The novel moves back and
forth between past and present, Jordan and the U.S., as Matussem and his half American
daughters, Jemorah and Melvina, try to define who they are and where they belong. In
their interactions with their extended family and friends, the Ramouds struggle with the
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conflicts between being Arab, American and Arab-American, illustrating that the space
enclosed by the hyphen is full of questions about the relationship between definitions of
home and its relationship to identity.
Arabian Jazz is preoccupied with this same question, with shifting
accommodations, but for the Ramouds, at least, identity seems to be always elusive,
never singular or fixed in one place or time. Instead, who they see themselves as being is
always predicated on movement in time and space, always deferred to where or when
they are not, to a memory of another time or a vision of another place. Matussem,
Jemorah and Melvina, along with their relatives, define themselves through an idealized
idea of place that is inextricably bound up in their family’s history of movement and
change, as if being physically displaced has also dislocated their sense of themselves.
Matussem and Jemorah, in particular, seem to believe that they will find – or lose themselves only in movement.
Iain Chambers points out that “[b]oth being a stranger, a migrant, and belonging,
depend on a definition of place. There is both the place in which the exile, the migrant
presents her or himself as a stranger, and the place or home that has been left behind”
(37-38). Identity is inextricably linked to a place, generally a home of sorts, but it also
indicates affiliation with a group or people. Identity then becomes intertwined with
identification – both how we identify ourselves and how we are identified by others.
Movement complicates the equation, and in today’s increasingly mobile world,
movement is almost to be taken for granted. But what are the stakes for identity in
moving?
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One result, of course, is that individuals no longer see themselves as occupying a
single space; instead, they might refer to themselves as belonging to an “old” home or a
“new,” or to both, as so-called “citizens of the world,” who combine identities and
become unique in the hyphenation process. This new conception of a world citizen can
be either limiting or empowering, or both, depending on the critical and personal
perspectives taken; as James Clifford points out, “diaspora cultures thus mediate, in a
lived tension, the experiences of separation and entanglement, of living here and
remembering/desiring another place” (311). One’s position, geographically, emotionally,
or critically, has especial relevance to the discourse of travel and displacement, but a
crucial question is what kind of movement is involved. A person who defines himself as
an immigrant who has made a definite choice to relocate will self-identify with a
hyphenated identity in a much different way than one who feels his existence is
shadowed by exile and involuntary relocations. And even an American-born child whose
parents are not Anglo, not originally “from” the U.S., is likely to feel unsure about her
place in a society and culture where she is represented and perceived as an outsider. This
concept of ambivalence is especially relevant to Matussem’s older daughter, Jemorah: as
a child, she is keenly aware of her physical differences from the other children on the
school bus, and as an adult she knows that she appears attractive to men by virtue of her
exotic looks, but she avoids relationships that would accentuate her feelings of being
different. Her younger sister Melvina, on the other hand, seems defiant in the face of
stereotypes (chiefly those deployed by her aunt, who wishes the girls to act more
“Arab,”) but in actuality Melvina is practicing a form of mimicry in order to fit in, which
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seems to be the challenge for many non-Anglo persons or populations. The Ramoud
family forms part of the Palestinian diaspora, and as the novel shows, Matussem and his
sister Fatima’s immigration to the U.S. is colored by that specific historical fact, unlike
some other immigrants’ experiences with economic or social betterment, or even their
own unique form of political displacement. However, the girls are also half American on
their mother Nora’s side, which also renders their identities as hyphenated in the sense of
mixed birth, rather than just as a condition of their father and aunt’s relocation. As
Ibrahim Aoudé reminds us, “Not all individuals, even within the same family, consider
themselves to be members of the diaspora by any definition” (164), and Melvina, for
instance, would most likely reject any identification with diaspora, unlike Matussem or
Jemorah, who both look to the homeland as a touchstone for their absent identity.
The Ramoud family members are actually the products of multiple displacements:
the first when the Palestinian family left Nazareth, the second when Matussem emigrates
to America, and the third in their movement from Syracuse, New York, where the family
had lived before Nora’s death, to the more rural Euclid, New York, meeting in the
process Butler’s first requirement of a diaspora, that it involve a minimum of two
destinations. The girls, it is true, are born in the U.S of a mixed marriage, but their
American grandparents have rejected them, saying that it is too painful to see them after
their mother’s death. This rejection by their American relatives allows their Arab family
full access, despite geographical distance, and the relatives visit every year, with the halfcomical mission of getting the girls, especially the almost thirty-year-old Jemorah,
married to a good Arab boy. Most of the narrative is told from Matussem and Jemorah’s
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points of view, and while Matussem has rejected Jordan since his wife’s death there, he
does not seem to consider himself American, either. Instead, he escapes into constant
movement, comforting and calming himself by drumming on every surface. His
dislocation is central to his identity, even for his daughters: “Jem wondered what
language he thought in; his displacement was a feature of his personality. He wouldn’t
have been the same father, she knew, if he had stayed in Jordan and raised them
there…Who was her father, Jem wondered, in this country without shadows?” (98-99). If
Matussem rejects Jordan, his eldest daughter, Jemorah, working in a dead end job and
beset by a feeling of estrangement from American society, begins to see Jordan as the
place where she will finally fit in. Her younger sister, Melvina, seems at first to be
completely secure in her occupational identity as nurse, but we begin to see how place
figures into how she defines herself as well.
The immigrant identity at first seems to be the paramount trajectory in the lives of
these characters. Matussem’s family has sent him to the U.S. to escape life in Jordan and
to hide from him the knowledge of what his family had to go through to survive,
including infanticide. His marriage to the American Nora and the birth of their two
daughters are indicative of the beginning of a classic assimilation narrative. But after
Nora’s death on a visit to Jordan, “The world, to Matussem, was lying in wait, a place
that he would go to someday and resume living” (238). In a nod to the myth of the
American frontier, Matussem fantasizes about starting anew in the Western U.S., staring
out of the kitchen window in Euclid, New York but “seeing wild mustangs, box canyons,
buffalo jumps, and desert basins. He could see all the way from the swamps of Euclid to
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the Wild West. He imagined wandering there, shedding his skin in the seams of the
earth” (259). Jemorah, like her father, also envisions going west as a way to escape.
When a former beau calls her, saying, “Come with me to the Casbah of Utah. Come
escape,” (40) Jemorah is “suddenly” taken with “the idea of Utah,” which “opened in her
mind like a sunlit plain. She imagined herself riding bareback, lariat held high, catching
the sweet golden air of the desert” (29). For both Matussem and Jemorah, the place of
the west as a frontier in which to start anew is lodged in their imaginations because their
identities are not firmly fixed in Euclid, New York. If only they could move, they think,
they could find that identity that would fit them. Matussem holds onto that image of
America as the Wild West, even in New York, where he is reminded while taking a drive
of “a picture he’d seen in a magazine: mountains at the tip of the horizon, dyed blue with
distance. Before them, foothills, desert brown, matted like buffalo hide with scrub and
thick sage; rose-and-purple banded hill; wheat, gold and ragged—America” (186). It is
as if New York is not really America, not a match for the image he holds in his mind,
although he “saw their country home as a place of perfect forgetting….” (86); his life
cannot start until he goes to the authentic America in the west.
Matussem’s wistful longing leads him to become involved with a female trucker,
Train, and to express a wish to join her and become a wanderer. He is dissuaded,
however, when Train tells him “…if you’re the kind that lives on and on in one place,
then you’re always dreaming about going away. And if you’re like me, always going,
then you dream about staying put. It’s the human curse, I’m telling you…look, you’re
lucky, you’ve got a place you can stay in” (249). And indeed, Matussem has created a
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haven of sorts for himself, but he is not really living there – instead, he escapes into
music and his dreams. Euclid, he reflects, was his “private land, like the country his
parents tried to leave as they made lives in Jordan, as they let go of their children’s
memories and let them grow up as Jordanians. Matussem was only two when the family
left Nazareth. Still he knew there had been a Palestine for his parents; its sky formed a
ceiling in his sleep. He dreamed of the country that had been, that he was always
returning to in his mind” (260). Butler’s second criterion for diaspora is that its members
have “some relationship to an actual or imagined homeland,” and Matussem, of course,
has relationships to two homelands: Palestine and Jordan. Matussem’s awareness of
losing Palestine hovers over his life, causing a rupture that he is unable to repair, a family
history of loss that accentuates what Benzi Zhang writes of diasporic populations: they
“could be compared to stranded ‘migratory birds’—they are strangers from elsewhere
who, without a sense of belonging, never feel at home in a new country yet [are] unable
to return to their homeland” (126). In Matussem’s case, of course, this is a double
process: Palestine no longer exists, and Jordan is no longer home after three decades in
the U.S.
When he is sent a plane ticket to Jordan, however, he resists at first, even forcing
Melvina to physically pry his fingers off the armrests at the airport and threaten to carry
him onto the plane herself. She casts his visit as a pleasure jaunt, linking his American
identity to tourism, even though he will be visiting his childhood home. Melvina, the
only family member who manifests no desire to return to Jordan, is ironically the
character who emphasizes the country’s importance to the family identity, telling her
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father, “I thought you were such a big American—don’t you want to learn how to be a
tourist like everybody else?...being a tourist is fun, don’t you know that? You see new
things, you have an educational experience--” She tells her father, “This is your
homeland, your people, this is a journey to your past, to all of our pasts” (258-59).
Unlike her less forceful sister and father, who seem more prone to identifying themselves
as “not-” American, or “not-” belonging, Melvina calls on the American mythos, that
idea that all Americans, as descendants of immigrants, should cultivate an awareness of
their “roots” in the old country. When Matussem finally relents, however, it is only “to
get that pinpoint of anxiety and longing inside his brain, the skip in his dreams, the
whisper that it was all a mistake, that he was in the wrong place, that he would never be
at home here [the U.S.]….America was the place his world began, away from the webs of
family” (263-64). Matussem agrees to return to Jordan only in order to reject it, for
although his phone calls to his daughters while he is away indicate enthusiasm for the
food and family, when he returns, he declares that it was horrible.
Unlike her father, Jemorah has no memory of living in Jordan. Her only
experience with the country is the visit during which her mother died. Nevertheless,
Jemorah recalls countless times when her name or her skin color set her apart in Euclid.
She knows her life is empty, and once traveling to Utah no longer seems viable,
“something protective and constricting had been stripped from her, and she knew she
would have to do something herself to change her life” (133). Upon hearing her sister’s
confession that she doesn’t fit in with Americans, Melvina again conjures up the classic
American immigrant identity, asking Jemorah, “Where do you think Americans come
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from, when they’re not captured on reservations? They come from other places. That’s
what an American is!” (329). But it is their visiting cousin who convinces Jemorah to
stay in the U.S. Nassir, raised in Jordan like Matussem and missing one eye, is an
intriguing paradox. He confesses to Jemorah that although it is widely assumed that he
lost his eye in resisting Israeli soldiers, he was really disfigured when the top of a soda
bottle, imported from the West, exploded into his face. The one-eyed cousin is,
ironically, the one who “sees” the truth of Jemorah’s search for identity.
Nassir is the peripatetic exile, educated in Britain and the U.S., with no plans to
return to Jordan. He confronts Jemorah’s wish to go to Jordan by pointing out that her
nostalgia bears no resemblance to the actual place, telling her that what she’s
“preserved…in memory” is “the isolation of a child’s fantasy” (330). Nassir seems to
speak to all exiles:
And I’m telling you…this ‘home’ that you seek is not there, not in the sense that
you mean, not even close. People like you and Melvina, you won’t have what
your grandparents might have had. To be the first generation in this country, with
another culture always looming over you, you are the ones who are born
homeless, bedouins, not your immigrant parents. As you and your sister just said,
everything and nothing. You’re torn in two. You get two looks at a world. You
may never have a perfect fit, but you see far more than most ever do. Why not
accept it? (331)
Nassir acknowledges the unique identity of the first generation; close enough to the
original homeland to have heard the longing in their parents’ voices, but strongly
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influenced by their own experiences growing in America. The resulting mixed identity is
problematic for people like Jemorah, who act like an American but look like an Arab, so
Jemorah at first feels it would be better to go to Jordan and try to become what she
appears to be. Chambers emphasizes how “We all seek to recapture plenitude, the
wholeness of things…we all desire this coherent picture and cognitive mapping, but
perhaps there also exists the way and necessity for registering the limits of such
imaginings” (44). Jemorah’s desire for wholeness, for a singular identity, is manifested
by an imagined movement from a space where she is immediately signified as Other to a
place where she believes she will look like everyone else. J. Macgregor Wise identifies
Jemorah’s desire as characteristic of “Third Culture Kids,” the children of migrant
populations who return to the “country of origin with a different set of habits and spaces.
Legally of that country and not necessarily marked as foreign (i.e. looking like everyone
else) the child…is a stranger in what is supposedly their own land…” (306). In other
words, despite Jemorah’s belief that looking like everyone else is enough, she will never
belong in Jordan, either. Nassir underscores this fact, saying, “We spring from exiles and
refugees, Jemorah, you and I. We go on, to be sure, but the place of our origins is swept
away” (340).
Matussem, Jemorah and Fatima, Matussem’s sister and fellow immigrant, all look
back to Jordan and even to Palestine in their self-identification. As Rebecca Saunders
emphasizes, “Home is thus a fundamental constituent of identity, a place one can leave,
but not something one can leave behind. Yet home is also a point of no return: the exile,
even when regimes collapse or borders open, cannot simply go home. It is thus that the
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exile functions not only as a figure for the inescapable plangeance of home, but as a
deconstruction of home as an immutable entity…” (21-22). It is only after Matussem
goes back to Jordan and confronts the absence of his wife there, where he lost her, that he
can begin to deconstruct that singular idea of home, to come back and think of living in
the U.S. rather than simply existing. His relationship with Train will provide him with a
new anchoring, as will the certainty that he does not need to belong in Jordan. For
Jemorah, it takes the conversation with Nassir and a final confrontation with prejudice
and stereotyping to convince her to end the impasse her life has become. She decides to
go to graduate school at Stanford – moving west to start anew, but this time with a
concrete plan. Nassir, with his usual insight, has identified what Jemorah is really
looking for in Jordan, telling her “…I think, maybe, you believe that because she died
overseas that there’s still some part of your mother, perhaps her soul, remaining in
Jordan, waiting for you to come back again. Perhaps the home you’re thinking of is in
your mother’s arms…I have to tell you, I don’t think you’ll find her there” (340). The
revelation that it is really Jemorah’s mother who embodies home and the origin of her
identity is what frees Jemorah to move on with her life.

Jemorah’s memories of Nora,

her mother, are sprinkled throughout the novel. She remembers Nora identifying the girls
as American in a mental snapshot of her mother tucking the girls into bed and saying,
“Your home is here. Oh, you will travel, I want you to. But you always know where
your home is” (78). The irony, of course, is that after the death of her mother, Jemorah
does not always know where her home is or who she is. She tells Nassir “I think I
know…how important a place is, and the need for a particular land, a location, for anyone
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to live, to have that land to call home. I know that’s what I want,” (339), but there will
never be one original land for Jemorah, caught as she is in the middle of several. Instead,
she will have to create her own sense of belonging, beginning with an education.
Chambers suggests that “…a more adequate and sustained reply to the question of exile
and migrancy can surely only emerge from considering the very ground that place—both
the previous place from which the migrant comes and the present place that hosts his
body, her history, their culture—nominates” (38), and this is what I see happening in
Abu-Jaber’s novel. The frequent visits of the Jordanian relatives to the U.S. and
Matussem’s reciprocation by visiting Jordan again point to the importance of nurturing
ties to the homeland and the family that remained there, as does the transmission of
family lore. Abu-Jaber frequently points to the power of stories and storytelling in
creating a family culture and strengthening individual ties to family and history. For
instance, the narrator tells us that “Matussem flickered thin in the family mind, every step
always the first, poised over his drums, raveling beats through the air, telling story after
story through them, like Shahrazad, giving life” (99).
While historical specificity is crucial in positioning any study of displacement and
identity, what seems to be indisputable is that place and identity are inextricably linked.
The concept of movement as a function of identity formation is especially fruitful for
studying diasporic and immigrant or ethnic communities, however. Chambers points to
the inevitable movement in identity when an exile becomes a migrant, which “involves
exchanging the uncertainties of the former home for the altogether more ambiguous,
uncertain settlements of the latter” (34), but this is not always a negatively-charged
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process, for the former homeland is never the same as it is imagined. Movement in the
context of identity does not occupy one end of a value-charged spectrum; as Saunders
points out, “…one can move either toward or away from or without going anywhere at
all. Movement is often taken as tantamount to instability, as in opposition to, and
undoing, entities presumed stable—home, nation, self” (28). Matussem and Jemorah
move in and out of identities, finally accepting the multiplicity of their existences as
immigrants/exiles/diasporan. By the end of the novel, they are no longer reliant on a
single, fixed place to represent home and their identities, for both have acknowledged the
importance of their memories of Nora in formulating who they have become, no longer
mistaking a place for the absence of a person. In a discussion of Deleuze and Guattari’s
concept of nomad, Wise states:
Home is always movement…It is neither an originary point to which we may
return, nor an end point (a telos) at which we will eventually arrive. We are
always in-between. The nomad is not the tourist…, the exile…, or the rebel
son…the nomad is the continual struggle between spatial forces and identity, the
struggle to make a home, to create a space that opens onto other spaces.
Nostalgia may be a tool used to create that space, but it is not the heart of home
(305).
Matussem and Jemorah have accepted their nomadic identities and have rejected pure
nostalgia and an imagined frontier as sufficient to their lived experiences. In other words,
they are comfortable with their multiple identities, no longer needing to defer them until
they find that mythical one place they belong to the exclusion of other places, but it is the
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strategy of return – in memory and in storytelling, as well as in person – that allows them
to move ahead with a rejection of a unitary self. Wise likewise argues for an approach
that acknowledges “the fluidity of cultures and spaces” (305), which is where we leave
Jemorah and Matussem. The doubly displaced immigrants have no homeland to return
to, and as a result, their identities, even more than others’, is always deferred, always
attached to the place the immigrants are not, unless they learn to uncouple identity from a
fixed location, real or imagined, and embrace a strategy of recursiveness. Abu-Jaber
shows how displaced individuals can learn to embrace a multiplicity of places as their
own, to rely on stories and people rather than geographical locations in their search for
belonging and a place to call their own.
Conclusion
Arabian Jazz is a work of fiction, but it seems to reflect elements of the author’s
life to some extent. Abu-Jaber published her memoir, The Language of Baklava, in 2005,
and the reader can trace similarities in this book to the earlier novel; in it she recounts her
experiences growing up in the U.S. with a Jordanian-born father and an Anglo American
mother and her time spent visiting and living in Jordan as a child and an adult. As the
title of her memoir suggests, it revolves in large part around food: its preparation is
described and supplemented by the inclusion of recipes that interrupt the narrative, while
its central importance to family gatherings is made clear through her stories. The first
chapter is entitled “Raising an Arab Father in America,” and it introduces a host of
preoccupations typical to any immigrant or other newcomer to the U.S., from appearance
to naming to the challenges of finding the right kind of food. Abu-Jaber describes the
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difficulties Americans had pronouncing her last name and lists the new names adopted by
her father and uncles upon arrival in the U.S.: “Uncle Hal is really Uncle Hilal, Jack is
actually named Jaffer, Danny is Hamdan, and Frankie is short for Qadir. . . Almost
everyone I know has two names – one from Before and one from After” (5). The new
names indicate new identities, a choice by the Jordanian brothers presumably made so
they would find it easier to fit into their new lives in the U.S. This idea of choice seems to
indicate for Abu-Jaber identification as an immigrant, a label she consciously embraces
in the foreward, writing:
I believe the immigrant’s story is so compelling to us because it is so consciously
undertaken. The immigrant compresses time and space – starting out in one
country and then very deliberately starting again, a little later, in another. It’s a
sort of fantasy – to have the chance to recreate yourself. But it’s also a nightmare,
because so much is lost. (1).
Part of the loss is experienced by the immigrants themselves, as they leave their homes
and families far behind, but the sense of dislocation can reach well into the next
generation as well. Abu-Jaber describes herself as a Bedouin, drawing on her father’s
ancestry, but characterizes being Bedouin as the ultimate wanderer, given her rejection of
a singular place to call home: “I miss and I long for every place, every country, I have
ever lived . . . and I never want to leave any of those places . . . why must there be only
one home!” (327-328). Although she feels a sense of loss and dislocation, she also seems
to have successfully incorporated the narratives associated with multiple places into her
identity; for other children of immigrants, the reconciliation can be more difficult. In a
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volume of essays by young Iranian-Americans, Mona Hosseiny writes of the “children of
the lost generation [who] feel as they stand out in American society and Iranian society.
In essence, they don’t belong to either culture” (33). Instead of feeling a sense of
belonging that straddles two cultures, those that Hosseiny calls “lost” instead are
constrained by their accents or languages, their appearances or their cultural
characteristics. The speaker in Persis Karim’s poem “Hybrid” seems to have blended
both Iranian and American identities, as the title indicates, but her feelings about her
hybridity, as evidenced by the word choice, seem conflicted at best: “By the time I
figured out/what made an Iranian girl/good/ it was too late./ I had already been corrupted
by America” (108). These texts all make clear that the children whose parents move from
one place to another are also affected by the influence of multiple locations, but those like
Asayesh or Abu-Jaber seem to find some sense of eventual reconciliation between
competing identity claims; for these two authors, it seems quite clearly to be a strategy of
recursiveness that allows them to embrace multiple locales and incorporate the various
narratives into their senses of self.
Abu-Jaber writes in her memoir that her father and uncles “fly back and forth,
back and forth, whisking over the oceans and continents. They live their lives in the air,
in the ether of in-between, the borderlands” (326). She asserts this in direct contradiction
of the belief of a little boy she befriends as a child in Jordan, an English child named
Bennett, who frequently quotes his father: “Don’t talk to the natives . . . Don’t eat the
native food” (41). Bennett’s father, who we only meet through his secondhand words, has
taught his son to observe strict boundaries, not only in terms of dealing with “the
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natives,” but also in every social interaction. He and the young Diana have a conversation
about appropriate associations, during which Bennett declares,
You don’t belong with them! You know that. You know that. The sort you are
belongs with the sort I am. Like belongs with like. Father says. No in-betweens.
The world isn’t meant for in-betweens, it isn’t done. You know that (49).
He repeats the phrase “no in-betweens” several times, and when Diana asks him how he
knows they are the same type, he says it comes from the color of their skin. But Diana
notices that she is darker-skinned than Bennett, although she is the fairest and lightestskinned of her sisters and cousins. The adult Abu-Jaber has clearly rejected Bennett’s
need to identify herself as one or the other, as Arab or American, but she also reaches this
stage after telling her stories of family, food and places. Like her characters in Arabian
Jazz, Abu-Jaber finds a way to exist on both sides of her hyphenated identity, but she still
sounds a note of loss similar to the Said quote at the beginning of this chapter, in which
he identifies the sense of displacement as a permanent facet of his identity. Upon
returning to the U.S. after time spent living as an adult in Jordan, Abu-Jaber explains: “A
friend who has moved frequently between Yemen and America . . . tells me that I am
suffering from culture shock, that it is a sort of soul-sickness, that it will subside. But I
can’t imagine that I will ever be whole again” (317). Perhaps it is the fate of the displaced
to embody the postmodern fragmented self because their connections to place are so
irrevocably ruptured by various kinds of movement.
The function of labels and categories of movement is a subject large enough to fill
many volumes, but I argue that the most important underlying lesson to be gained from
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examining these texts is that identities escape even those boxes that some people wish to
use. As always, we must question what is at stake when we identify ourselves or others in
particular ways: immigrants are not all alike, just as the experience of exile differs from
population to population and individual to individual. But we can, and should, keep
studying the effects of displacement on identity formation, as it seems that the world will
continue to be space of mobility of different kinds. Exile can be a marker of or metaphor
for various representations of loss, longing, nostalgia, return, knowledge, and difference,
but if we collapse all kinds of displacements into a single category such as exile or
diaspora, we are almost certain to misunderstand actual experiences and identities. For
this reason, it is important to attend to the stories of those who have experienced the
effects of displacement in their own lives, whether they are first generation immigrants or
exiles, or whether they associate with a collective diaspora identity. What seems clear,
from the work of Hamid Naficy and the texts studied above, is that identity formation for
the displaced requires some sort of return, in body or in memory. Even more, what I am
calling a strategy of recursiveness seems to be a common response for those writers who
manage to find a way of rejecting an identity that embraces only one side of a hyphen.
As with the “back and forth, back and forth” of Abu-Jaber’s uncles and father, where the
words invoke the imagery of a circle, and her own refusal to identify with singular
locations, the recursive identity is one that narrates itself as a function of multiple homes,
all of which are made meaningful by the stories that transform abstract space into
concrete, lived places.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this project, I draw upon ideas that overlap from multiple disciplines: among
many others, narrative theory, geography, literary analysis and cultural studies have been
influential. In envisioning how the argument has evolved and how the different concepts
fit together, I weave together a few interrelated strands and then work in each chapter to
illustrate how they build toward a larger picture. The first idea, no longer revolutionary,
is that identity is not a fixed concept. Instead, it is an ongoing process and performance
on multiple levels, leading to multiple subject positions. Identity is also a function of
narration – we tell the stories of who we are as we move through life, and we often feel
empowered, wrongly or not, to tell the stories of others. Theorists of narrative draw upon
insights from fields as varied as cognitive psychology, discourse analysis, anthropology,
linguistics, and literature to analyze the creation, negotiation and establishment of
identities, but one conclusion is inescapable: both individual and group identities are
framed and defined by social and discursive practices. The second overarching idea is
that place and space are different, but as geographer Yi-Fu Tuan writes, they “require
each other for definition.” Space is generally considered more abstract, while as Tim
Cresswell describes it, “places have space between them.” Places are imbued with
meaning, and that meaning generally comes from the stories we tell about places. More
importantly, as Cresswell points out, “place is not just a thing in the world, but a way of
understanding the world.” Third, structures of power and privilege, both individual and
societal, are both a result and a reflection of the ways that cultures create, disseminate
and perpetuate stories as well, stories about people and places. However, power is not
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manifested solely in the extraordinary moments of history, although public monuments to
war may make us think so. Instead, power is most often a function of what happens in
daily life; Mary Pat Brady’s work, for instance, analyzes how many Chicana writers have
“contested . . . the use of space to naturalize violent racial, gender, sexual, and class
ideologies” (6). Furthermore, Brady makes an argument for studying aesthetics and
literature because the narrative found in literature “entails forms of conceptualization and
the traditions, myths, and meanings ascribed to space, including how places are discussed
or named and the grammatical structures that regulate their production.” (8)
Putting these ideas together, we move to the argument that if identity is fluid and
performed and narrated, and places are the spaces about which we tell stories, then our
narration of places will reveal their impact on our identities, including ways in which the
most everyday of activities in the most mundane places contribute to our sense of self.
These concepts apply to everyone, but I was led to ask what might be some of the
specific effects of multiple places in constructing more than one subject position for
people whose personal lives or cultural histories are a product of displacements of
various kinds. It is a cliché to note that our world is increasingly mobile, but it is
undeniably true that large numbers of people across the globe choose to move (in search
of better or safer lives) or are forced to do so (when displaced by wars or natural
disasters); although we have many ways of conceptualizing the movements of people
across the globe, as Caren Kaplan argues, it is important to consider ways in which
different movements may lead to different subject positions. Three of my key terms in
this project are immigrant, multiethnic, and diaspora, all representing various contact
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zones, as Pratt calls them, where identities are most challenged by virtue of the
differences that are revealed when diverse people and groups confront the realities of
those unlike themselves. In order to examine this question of how different kinds of
movements and the narration of multiple places might inform the identities of displaced
people and groups, I organize each chapter around a concept of place . . . but place is not
just physical or geographical; it is also metaphorical and conceptual. Therefore, I
examine spaces of language, which people carry with them, but they participate in many
different discourses and perform different identities within those spaces. People move
through spaces that are gendered in various ways, and act out identities according to the
structures of those gendered spaces, but their narration of how they perform or conform
to expectations of gender in those spaces is complex and multilayered. People who have
themselves been displaced or whose ethnic and cultural groups have experienced
displacement identify themselves or are identified by others in various ways in relation to
those movements, all of which have ramifications for identity formation and for power.
In all these kinds of seemingly abstract spaces (of language, of gender, of movement),
identity narration and formation render the abstract space a concrete place of
identification or differentiation.
At the heart of our identities and this project lies the act of storytelling; we use
stories to make sense of who we are and to explain our perception of the world around us,
to explain our attachment to people and places, and to envision where and who we want
to be in the future. This project has foregrounded the central importance of stories about
places, since much of our identity work involves narrating our selves through the lenses
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of location. Postmodern theories of identity argue for a notion of fragmented selves
always in flux, always subject to tensions and contradictions. I have argued here not only
that we should think of narration as a way that we contribute to our ongoing negotiation
of identity, but that we can conceive of the narration itself as a spatial strategy: we move
through multiple spaces that we convert to meaningful places by means of storytelling,
and those places allow us to articulate various facets of our identities.
This process is true for just about everyone, but my main interest in this project
has been to speculate on how much more complicated the processes of identity formation
must inevitably be for people whose attachments to place(s) have been interrupted by
movements of various types, people who experience the effects of multiple locations on
their daily lives and their identities in deeply significant ways. The texts studied are
written primarily by women, a choice I made for several reasons: in this massive
movement of people across the world, women are increasingly present and active;
however, women and people of color have historically been silenced by the institutions of
patriarchy and culture. Recent decades have seen a boom in the publishing of fiction and
memoir by women from various immigrant or multiethnic groups, including Native
Americans, Latinas, and Middle Easterners, the three categories I have chosen as a focus.
Therefore, there is no longer any excuse, if one were needed, to neglect the stories of
these authors and artists. This project is simply a first step in attending to the voices of
women from often-marginalized populations whose accounts of themselves, their
communities and their histories provide a challenge to the ways they have been
represented by others in the past.
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